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editor's note 
The focus I chose for my last issue, Women, has been much more satisfy­
ing than I could have anticipated. We received hundreds of submissions 
and the selection was challenging. (And here I harbored a silent fear that 
the subject may have over-extended its interest - quite the contrary.) 
With this, my fifth and final issue, I tried a few new things and I hope the 
results are pleasing. I scrimped all year for a few extras on this issue 
and it was pure pleasure working on it and putting it all together. 
Welcome new editor mARK oWENS. He is a familiar face at nexus as he 
was assistant editor from Fall 1993 to Fall 1994. rnARK has a few 
themes in mind so you may want to write or phone to inquire of his 
plans. 
I have another quarter of undergraduate classes then I hope to attend 
graduate school in the area working towards a Master's in English. I 
appreciate all the support I received from so many on campus and 
beyond. 
One last item, one of the difficulties that was constant during my stint as 
editor was the problem of money. I urge you all to support nexus or 
another small press of your choice - either by subscription or patron 
support - too many are close to disappearing due to cuts in funding. 
"We can do no great things - only small things with great love." 
Mother Teresa (b. 1910) 
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Kevin Kearney Best Friends I 
The simple truth is that she was the poet, and I the clever person by 
comparison. 
Robert Browning, on Elizabeth Barrett Browning 
I dislike Jane, and am prejudiced, in fact, against all women writers. 
Could never see anything in Pride and Prejudice. 
Vladimir Nabokov, on Jane Aust.in, in a letter to Edmund Wilson 
You are mistaken about Jane Austin. I think you ought to reread 
Mansfield Park. Her greatness is due precisely to the fact that her atti­
tude toward her work is like that of a man, that is, of an artist, and quite 
unlike that of the typical woman novelist, who exploits her feminine day­
dreams...She is, in my opinion, one of the half dozen greatest English 
writers. 
Edmund Wilson, replying to Vladimir Nabokov regarding Jane Aust.in 
I get courage by reading Virginia Woolfs Writer's Diary; I feel very akin to 
her, although my book reads like a slick best-seller. Her moods and 
neuroses are amazing. You must read this diary. 
Sylvia Plath, in a letter to her mother 
Four be the things I'd been better without; 
Love, curiosity, freckles and doubt. 
Dorothy Parker, on herself 
Her first book didn't interest me at all. I was doing my own thing. But 
after her death, with the appearance of Ariel, I think I was influenced, 
and I don't mind saying it. In a special sort of way, it was daring again. 
She had dared to do something quite different. She had dared to write 
hate poems, the one thing I had never dared to write. 
Anne Sexton, on Sylvia Plath 
I wish critics would judge me as an author, not as a woman. 
Charlotte Bronte, on herself, to George Henry Lewes 
(Quotes From Fighting Words -- James Charlton, Editor) 
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The Chalk Lady 
Kevin Kearney 
Could I help it if Angie never listened to me? I mean really, how 
was I supposed to keep an eye on her with all the laundry, and supper, 
and my schoolwork, especially with th 1V up all the way so I could h ar 
Jeopardy? I never, ever missed Jeopardy after school: "Doo, doo, doo, <loo 
... now entering the studio are today's contestants ... " 
You ever notice how some people will watch Jeopardy and try to 
get the music and the words just right? Like Alex Trebeck is going to 
personally invite them on the show just because they can do all the 
sounds. I mean really, I can do all the sounds, but that's easy. Memoriz­
ing the questions, that's where it's at. I can tell you the question before 
Alex gives the answer. I can tell just what he's going to say by the way he 
breathes-the same way my friends can tell you the next song on a 
record in between songs. 
You know, if the 1V folks were smart they'd put Jeopardy on the 
radio. I mean, what good is it to see the show anyway? Our 1V is in 
Mamma's room, so all I can do is listen from the kitchen-I've never even 
seen Alex Trebeck. Mamma doesn't want anyone in her room, but she 
never gets home before dark anyway, long after Final Jeopardy. By that 
time she's too tired to put her hand on the 1V to feel for heat. She's never 
even noticed the 1V stand turned a little toward the door. She just turns 
the 1V on low, flips her light off, then she lies back, her head against the 
back of the bed. 
With her eyes shut, she almost looks like some strange blue-gray 
plant absorbing the flickering 1V light, her hair like thick roots stretching 
down over slumped shoulders to bury into the sheets. 
Angie was supposed to help with the laundry we did for the old 
people who lived up on the seventh floor. I did all the real work: getting 
the clothes at two bucks a load, sorting them, putting them in the 
landlord's washer and dryer at 50 cents a wash and 50 cents a dry, 
bringing them up to our apartment to fold, and then back up to the 
seventh floor. Angie was supposed to help fold, but all she would do was 
sit in the open window in our apartment and look at the pictures in her 
book. 
Angie had found the book out in the street in front of our apart­
ment when she was six and no one had ever been able to get her to put it 
down. I remember once when a third-grade girl at school tried to pull it 
out of her hands. Angie gave the girl a black eye. After that everybody left 
Angie and her book alone. 
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I looked through the book once one night when Angie was asleep, 
but I couldn't find a title or words anywhere inside the book. The pages 
showed a dark hand with long chalk-covered fingers drawing pictures, 
chalk drawings on a sidewalk. The first picture drawn by the hand was of 
a young girl my sister's age smiling in a meadow of black-eyed susans. 
On each page after that the smile and the meadow were exactly the 
same, but the girl had grown a little older. On the last page the girl was 
Mamma's age and she had the very same hands that were drawing the 
pictures. 
The afternoon Angie put the book down, I was folding sheets. I had 
the 1V on and in the middle of Double Jeopardy, I breathed the question 
"What is an acronym for the colors in the spectrum of visible light?" 
before Alex could say the answer was ROY G BIV. I was so hot, I cruised 
through the rest of Double Jeopardy and into the Final as if I had written 
the answers. It wasn't until the commercials, after folding the last of the 
sheets, that I realized Angie was gone. 
After a quick search of the apartment and hallway, I went to the 
open window and looked out in time to see Angie greet a lady I'd never 
seen before. The two of them were out in the street between parked cars 
in an empty space around a fire hydrant. The lady was about Mamma's 
age, tall with a great silent smile that seemed to hold my sister's atten­
tion. Without saying a word, the lady pulled a blue piece of chalk from a 
bag at her side and, after placing it in my sister's left hand, guided her 
hand to the pavement. Together, they began drawing the most beautiful 
blue sky you've ever seen. 
When the sky was finished my sister smiled and wiped a blue 
smudge on the cheek of the lady. That was when I first noticed how dark 
. the lady's skin was. I mean, boy, this woman had color, her skin was so 
rich. And it caught the late afternoon sun, not like the oil on our street 
after a good rain. No, her skin had a shine more like a soap bubble, 
changing color as she moved my sister's hand. 
The two of them drew and drew. A lighter shade of blue went into 
a girl's dress. A deep yellow went into the flowers, with the black center 
of the pavement showing through. The final touch was a bit of white for 
the girl's smile. The many drawings covered the street from bumper to 
bumper, and, as if straight from Angie's book, each consisted of a girl 
aging as the pictures went from left to right, though always with the 
same smile and in the same meadow of black-eyed susans. 
I leaned out the window and began yelling loud enough for even 
Alex Trebeck to hear, but Angie just looked up at me and smiled. In that 
split second, it occurred to me that my own voice sounded as old and 
tired as my mother's, and I knew. Angie would take the chalk lady's 
dusty hand. They would skip on down the street. And I knew that I 
would watch them until they became a part of the very pavement on 
which they had drawn. f?'f! 
~A 
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Second Place Fiction 
A Box For Her Jewels 
Carol Caplinger Lemons 
She was propped up against the headboard on her pillow with her 
Teddy by her side. The streetlight allowed her to see his solid black eyes, 
though his golden fur just looked gray. She arranged him comfortably 
with one floppy leg crossing the other. 
She talked to her Teddy. Most other ten year old females had 
stopped talking to their dolls, stuffed animals, and imaginary friends in 
favor of other girls, but she just wasn't ready to trust all of her confi­
dences to even a best friend. Teddy, after all, was very good at keeping 
secrets. 
"Sissy's on a date, with a boy. Mommy said that it is just a boy/ 
girl party, but Sissy said it is a date." Her older sister was in her first 
year of junior high school. 
"She said that she's gonna let him kiss her with his tongue. 
That's pretty yukky. I sure don't want a tongue in my mouth." 
She heard the handle on the door turning. She quickly stuffed her 
bear between the bed and wall, and onto the floor beneath. She closed 
her eyes- tight, too tight for any adult to believe she was sleeping. 
She smelled him before he had taken three steps into the room. 
Some nights, he didn't smell of alcohol when he came to her. When he 
didn't smell, he'd touch her forehead ever so gently and say he'd never 
meant to hurt her. Recently, he came more often with the smell and less 
often with an admission of guilt and pain. 
He sat on the edge of the bed. He pulled the blankets off of his 
daughter. 
"Such pretty little jammies." He whispered it almost inaudibly. 
He rubbed the small thigh nearest him. With her eyes still tightly closed, 
she hated herself for wearing the nightgown with the tiny, deep pink 
roses. She wished she had worn the white gown with the black pen­
guins. 
"Betcha have on some real pretty little panties to go with that 
pretty little gown.'' He pulled the gown up over her chest. She wore the 
ruffled blue ones because they didn't match the pale pink background of 
the gown. She wore the ruffles in the front because that looked wrong. 
"Silly little thing-you're not supposed to wear the ruffles in the 
front. You wear 'em in the back so when you bend over in a little dress, 
everyone can see the pretty little ruffles on your pretty little bottom." He 
removed the panties as he said it. 
She hated the next part. She hated the next part even more now 
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than she had when it first began. She hated the next part, because she 
no longer hated it like she should. 
It was like eating cotton candy. Eating too much cotton candy put 
a buzz into her head which felt good for a bit, which made sounds crisper 
and colors brighter. She always ate too much cotton candy when she 
had the chance. It always left a pit in her stomach, and this always 
made her wish she'd eaten much less than she had. 
She hated herself for liking it- even for just a minute, even for 
just a second, but sometimes she did. Two years ago, it had hurt, but it 
really didn't hurt so often any more. 
Before he had left her, she felt that pit in her stomach- almost 
exactly like eating too much cotton candy. 
She hated the smell afterwards more than she hated the smell of 
the liquor. She had smelled it in her mommy's room when she was 
younger, when she had crawled into her mommy's bed for protection 
from a nightmare. She had smelled it in Sissy's room too. By morning it 
would be gone, but now it was strong. 
She curled up in a tight little knot. Finally, exhaust forced her to 
sleep. 
Her panties laid abandoned on the floor in the dim light from the 
street. The ruffles faced up. 
When morning came, she had to find her Teddy. She needed him 
now. She knew where to find him, but she didn't want to look at her 
game which lay down beneath her bed. The game didn't work anymore. 
She didn't want to see it. 
The knot in her stomach was too big and too tight for her to go 
long without him, so finally she looked. 
Underneath laid Malibu Ken naked and on top of flat chested 
Skipper. Skipper had no breasts. She could see Skipper's flat chest, 
·because this doll was naked also. One of Skipper's legs laid awkwardly 
off to one side. It had broken after the many times the girl had pulled 
the legs apart to accommodate Ken. 
Nearby, Barbie was in her single bed and wore a little white beach 
robe. Her head was turned away from the other two. 
The knot in the girl's stomach grew bigger and tighter as she 
looked at the remains of her game. Tears formed in her eyes. 
Flat on her stomach on the floor, she looked beyond the game to 
find Teddy. She could see his face on the other side of the two naked 
dolls. That made her angry. She yanked him quite cruelly by one of his 
feet. 
"You stupid little thing. You are not supposed to watch this. Not 
ever you stupid little bear. You think because you're such a pretty little 
thing I won't hurt you, but you're wrong." She stood with him as she 
chastised him. She hit him with her fist making him fly across the room. 
She retrieved him. She did it again. Hit him, retrieved him. Teddy 
received the full force of her fury. 
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She knocked him onto the dresser. He knocked the little plastic 
jewelry box onto the floor. The little black box, full of girlish treasure, 
had been sitting so close to the edge. 
"You stupid little bear. You knocked my pretty little jewel box 
onto the floor. It better not of broke." She ran to it quickly. It was 
intact. She looked at the picture on the lid of the white baby's breathe 
which spread out wildly from one comer. She lifted the lid and immedi­
ately smelled the jasmine sample perfume which had spilled once inside. 
The small mirror in the box reflected her own eyes, and she instantly 
broke one of the lid's hinges. 
"See, you broke it, and I hate you. It was such a pretty little thing. 
Now it is no good- no good at all." Sh emptied the contents onto the 
floor and placed the box gingerly into her wastepaper basket. 
She looked over at Teddy on the floor- legs far apart, arms above 
his head. His big round eyes looked up at her. His tiny little mouth 
made him look so small and alone and abandoned. She needed him. 
She needed his trust. 
"Well, Teddy, I guess it was all just an accident. Accidents hap­
pen. I don't care so much. Really I don't" She hugged him. 
She felt that cotton candy pit in her stomach once more. Now she 
could blame this pit on the grief she felt for her broken box for jewels. 
Now she could go on. Now she could go and eat her breakfast.~ 
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~ First Place-Creative Non-Fiction~ 
Rite of Passage 
Anonymous Student 
It was red. It was a custom with an H-pattem shift. Its 1977 steel 
was thick and acted as a strong shell. It was a standard three speed. It 
was my first vehicle, a Ford Fl00 pickup with a 300 engine; I bought it 
for only $500. There were many old trucks for sale in my hometown of 
Connellsville, PA, but this truck was special. The truck looked good for 
its age, and I was excited just to have something of my own. I couldn't 
wait to start driving it to school everyday. Unfortunately, there was a 
problem; I did not know how to operate a vehicle with a standard trans­
mission. 
As I opened the door to get in my new truck, the door gave out a 
loud "clank." I climbed in the seat, shut the door, slid the bench seat 
back, and buckled my safety belt. I had barely noticed my grandfather 
sitting in the passenger seat. "Now start it up," he directed, "'and we'll 
see if you can get this thing moving." I started with the clutch in, and I 
didn't even want to think about letting it out. As the truck sat on the 
side of the road idling, my grandfather spoke, "Vehicles with automatic 
transmissions were made for women," he said confidently, "you won't 
have a problem driving this thing." 
Thoughts began racing through my mind. 'Tm seventeen. I'm the 
oldest child in our family. I should know how to drive a vehicle with a 
.standard transmission. I've been driving automatic transmission ve­
hicles since my sixteenth birthday. but my grandfather tells me they 
were made for women. I've got to do this. I will drive this truck." 
"Now, start letting the clutch out very slowly," my grandfather 
instructed, "the more clutch you let out the more gas you give it." I 
started letting the clutch out slowly, but as I felt tension on the clutch I 
released my left foot. The truck then gave a sudden jolt forward, and the 
engine gave some sort of screech and shut off. "Start it up and try 
again," my grandfather said. I tried again, and again, and again. When I 
finally got the truck moving, the wheels spun, the motor revved, and off I 
went. Second gear was a little more forgiving, and before I knew it, I was 
cruising in third. 
We drove around Connellsville for a while. I stalled the truck 
several other times, but I had control of the vehicle. For one reason or 
another, we started out towards South Connellsville. Connellsville is 
split by the Youghiogheny River. There are the north, south, east, and 
west sides. The South Side is located along the Youghiogheny River, 
upriver from the rest of town. The far end of the South Side is undevel-
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oped and almost in a world of its own. The area is well-liked by hunters, 
fishermen. and anyone looking for a little adventure. There are old roads 
on the South Side that lead deep within the State Game Lands. The 
terrain is steep and rocky, and so was the road we decided to take up 
into the forest of South Connellsville. 
I don't know what made us begin our trek up the road into the 
State Game Lands, but once we started up the steep rocky road there 
was no turning back. The road was not wide enough to tum around 
anywhere, and there was no way we could o down thi road b ckward. 
So, we continued caling th st ep ro ky road in my n w truck. When 
we r ached th top of th You hiogh ny Riv r rorg -probably on mil 
from the river-my grandfather told m we had bett r tum around. The 
road had widened, but towards our right there was a cliff. I could see the 
canopy of forest below and I felt my heart pound along with the beat of 
the motor. Then my grandfather said, "Pull the front up to the edge of 
the right side of the road and tum the truck around." I tightened my 
fingers on the steering wheel, leaned forward in my seat, and concen­
trated my eyes on the task before me. I slowly turned the truck, my 
arms working smoothly. I stopped the truck a couple feet from the edge. 
Now, I was to slowly let out the clutch and back up. "Right?!" 
Thoughts began racing through my mind. "Can I do this? I know 
my grandfather could. Should I let him do it? I can do this! But is it 
dangerous? This would really be a stupid way to die. My parents would 
kill me if anything happened to us. I can do this!" 
I was no longer looking at the canopy below, but at the controls 
and levers in my truck. I put the emergency brake on, shifted into re­
verse, and slowly began letting the clutch out. Working my feet as levers, 
I smoothly manipulated the clutch and accelerator. As the clutch started 
to grab, I released the emergency brake with one hand and held the 
steering wheel with the other. I backed up as far as I could, turned the 
wheel hard to the right, and confidently began our descent. The drive 
down passed quickly and we were soon on our way home. 
We did not say much to each other on the way home. I think we 
both had realized the severity of the situation, but I think we both real­
ized why I, and not my grandfather, had backed the truck away from the 
cliff. He had trust in me and I had trust in myself. I knew I could do it. 
Driving standard is second nature to me now, but I will never forget my 
first experience driving my red, custom, H-pattem, three speed on the 
column, standard transmission, Ford F 100 truck. @( 
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~ Second Place Creative Non-Fiction~ 
The Boys in the Basement 
Megan Svendsen 
They seem to spend most of their time waiting for a sunny day. If 
they are lucky, and the sun is shining and the pavement is dry, th n it is 
a good day. It is a day for skating. or to those of us not involved in th 
lifestyle, skateboarding. On a day when skating is not in th pictur and 
there is no job to attend, these boys, these skaters, will most likely b in 
the basement of a friend or relatives house, listening to loud music, 
getting high and reading skate magazines and comic books. It is the 
'Life'. 
The skaters are groups of middle class suburban boys. These are 
boys who have grown up with a roof over their heads and hot meals on 
the table. They have not lived in poverty. They have not witnessed 
violence on the streets or been unable to concentrate at school due to 
poor nutrition or lack of medical attention. These are kids who have 
taken vacations all over the world. Their parents were almost always 
involved. Mothers were on the PTA and fathers coached little league. 
Yet, these are generally dissatisfied kids. They are not interested 
in having money or the things that money can buy. Neither are they 
interested in education for the sake of educating themselves or for the 
chance of obtaining a well paying job. They are simply not interested in 
participating in the rules of society. In the words of one skater:, "Ska~ers 
have a completely different culture from the norms of the world s society. 
We dress differently, we have our own language, use our own slang, and 
live by our own rules" (Beal 256). What they don't seem to understand, 
is that without a certain number of rules they will not survive. 
Justin is a nineteen year old high school dropout who lives in my 
basement. This is only because I could not say "no" to my brother, 
Jerrod. He, in tum, could not say "no" to anyone else. So Justin lives 
with his friend, my brother, in the basement of my very old, very run 
down house. Jerrod sleeps on a fold-out foam chair. Justin sleeps on a 
couch that rivals the age of the house. They have made for themselves a 
cardboard room complete ·with floor, ceiling and windows for their cats. 
This is a tactic to keep themselves warm in the unheated, drafty cement 
basement. 
Jerrod moved into my house in late October. He called me one 
day from his dorm room at Ohio State University to tell me that, after 
attending school for three weeks, he was going to drop out. Could he 
come and stay with me for a while? He would help fix up the house and 
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of course pay some rent. He'd get a job. Anyway. some guys were com­
ing down from Dayton to live. He'd live with them. Just for a little bit? 
"Okay," I had said, "If that's what you really want." 
The next weekend Jerrod came to live with us. On Sunday he 
gave my son his dinosaur sheets and rearranged his room. He fixed the 
front screen door and the doorknob on the pantry door. On Monday he 
got a job with Columbus Parks and Recreation. The job required a one­
week training/camping session which did not begin for another two­
weeks. On this same day Jerrod sanded and painted the front steps. 
That evening he begin to worry about what he was going to eat on his 
camping trip. "Peanut butter and jelly,,. I said. Jerrod just grunted. 
By Saturday Jerrod had made himself his own space in the base­
ment, complete with desk, posters and his radio. By Sunday Jerrod had 
decided that he wasn't going to take the job with Parks and Recreation. 
On Monday Jerrod was bored. Even though the kitchen needed painting 
and the bathroom curtains needed to be re-hung, he could find nothing 
to do. On Tuesday Jerrod was bored and depressed. He didn't know 
where to get a job and there still wasn't anything for him to do. He 
retreated to the basement to read skateboard magazines and listen to his 
music. 
That very next weekend I came home from work to find two boys I 
had never seen before moving boxes into my basement. I followed the 
boys to the basement to find Jerrod directing these movers. Standing 
next to him was Justin who was holding his cat, Love. I could vaguely 
recall Justin from Dayton, though he looks so much like all of Jerrod's 
friends. His hair is down to his collar, tangled and dirty. His clothes are 
large, his pants hanging just below his hips, the frayed cuffs dragging on 
the ground. His shirt loosely hangs on his skinny frame. It is of a dark 
color with the logo of the local skateboard company embossed on the 
back. His clothes do not look as though they have been washed in a 
week, maybe longer. But he smells of patchouli, the fragrance made 
infamous by the hippies trying to cover up their own dirty smell. 
I am implored by Jerrod to let Justin stay. Just for three days. 
He was kicked out of his last apartment. "Please?" I am asked. "Okay," 
I say. ''Three days." 
Later that same week, I believe it is day four or five of Justin's 
three day stay, I am sitting on the basement steps. Two bare bulbs 
attached to the open beamed ceiling reflect a dull light off of the card­
board room. I am talking to resident number 2 of my basement. Justin. 
I am trying to find a little bit more about this quiet nineteen year old who 
speaks only in monosyllables. 
"So you dropped out of high school?" 
"Yeah.'' 
"Why did you do that?" I asked. 
"I don't know. Didn't like it, I guess." 
"But you have your GED?" Justin nods his head. "What did your 
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mom say?" 
"I don't know.·· 
"You don't know what your mom said?" Justin smiles and shrugs. 
"Your mom lives in Florida?" Again Justin nods. "So you like my base­
ment?" Another smile and another nod. "Okay, here's the big question: 
If you had a million dollars, what would you do?" 
"Travel." 
"Where?" 
"I don't know.., He looks to Jerrod. I look to Jerrod. 
Jerrod says, "Anywhere...west." 
Day seven of Justin's stay was an exciting one for the boys. They 
got up early and began making phone calls. By that afternoon, after a 
week of scanning the newspaper want ads, making calls and being re­
jected, the boys had an interview. 
"With who?" I asked 
"Audia, a temp place," Jerrod replied. 
So the boys, to the best of their ability, attempted to dress agree­
ably. They somehow got the job. 
In the early morning hours I would step quietly through the card­
board room to the laundry room, careful not to step on any boys. Gener­
ally there were only the two of them. Sometimes there were more than 
two, crashers who hadn't wanted to venture out into the cold the night 
before. For a while there were none. On these mornings I assumed that 
they had miraculously awakened themselves in the pre-dawn morning to 
go to work at a factory sorting computer parts. This did not last long. 
It was late one morning when the boys ambled up from the base-
ment. "I thought you guys had to work." 
"The Zephyr quit... 
"You could have taken my car," I told them. 
"Eh," was their response. 
Several days later their car was still not running. A call came for 
them but they were not there to receive it. They were skating. The next 
day when they returned the call, they found that they were once again 
un-employed. Without jobs Jerrod and Justin are forced to find different 
ways to make ends meet. 
On a cold December night the boys are hungry. There is not 
much for them to eat at the house. Only half a bag of instant mashed 
potatoes. They are out of honey. And most important, they are out of 
the always edible bread. There is a bowl of spicy noodles in the refrigera­
tor, but they have "that fish sauce on them" which renders them ined­
ible. My cake is made with eggs and the broccoli has cheese sauce on it. 
So the boys are off to the grocery store. With empty wallets. 
The story of their trip is told with much bravado. Justin is known 
to his peers as always knowing when someone is 'on to him.· And that 
night in Big Bear, Justin realizes that someone is in fact, on to them. In 
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response, the boys continue to walk through the store as though they 
were shopping, or perhaps just looking. In reality they are taking their 
previously selected food items out of their oversized pockets and leaving 
them on the shelves. After they have divested themselves of the goods 
Jerrod slips discreetly out the door. Justin takes a seat next to the 
plain-clothes guard sitting on a bench at the front of the store. He peers 
into the basket that is set next to the man and says, "You eat the same 
things I do." The guard r pli s that Big Bear is almost always hiring. 
Why do sn't h fill out an application? Ju tin declin s. 
This i not th fir t tim I had h ard of th ir thi v ry. Shortly 
aft r Justin moved in, th boys, with no job , how d up one aft moon 
with brand new sho and skat board d cks. I a k d how they had 
gotten them. "We took them." 
"You stole them." I corrected. 
"Uh-huh." Jerrod nodded his head while Justin looked at him out 
of the corner of his eye, his head hung, embarrassed and ashamed, or 
just trying not to laugh. I don't know. 
"How?" I asked. 
"Stuck them in our pants." 
"The shoes too?" 
"Uh-huh," Jerrod again replied. 
On another day Jerrod had come home with a "Sesame Street" 
tape for my son and a report that the toy store was being rearranged, so 
that shoplifting would be more difficult. 
As long as the boys have no money, my roommate and I have 
silently agreed to support their two cats. Jerrod's newly acquired Lucy 
and Justin's Love. Lucy and Love are fed two meals of expensive Science 
Diet Feline Maintenance a day. Their litter box is changed regularly. 
The cats are well cared for. But not by their owners. The owners provide 
only affection and worry. Love had been getting out quite frequently. In 
fact, I had been letting her out. I was tired of chasing her up the street 
and coaxing her out of trees. Her absence went unnoticed by Justin and 
Jerrod. But one day she had been gone for too long. Justin, for the first 
time, ventured upstairs without Jerrod. His face was set in worry. He 
periodically walked out the front door to the sidewalk where he strained 
to see his cat. "Looking for Love in all the wrong places," my roommate 
sang. Justin's face was immobile. 
After several months the boys decide that the basement is too 
cold, they are tired of instant mashed potatoes and bread with honey and 
they can't get a job. So, cold, hungry, and poor they pack up their few 
belongings, hand me a hundred dollars, fifty each (from where?) and 
head home to Dayton, to mom. 
Several months later I decide to go to school in Dayton and I too 
return to my parent's house. Here I am again able to observe the boys in 
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the basement. 
Early May and I am up late one night when Jerrod and a friend, 
Ben, come home. Their news, although most likely deserving, for them, 
is akin to catastrophe. 
"Has Justin called?" Jerrod asks as he burst through the base-
ment door out of breath. 
"No" I reply, "he hasn't called. I thought you weren't talking to 
him, or he wasn't talking to you." 
"He's in jail. He took some beer from Chmiel's, the grocery store, 
and they caught him," Jerrod pants. 
"Were you there?" I ask. 
"No, but Ben was." 
"Ben?" I tum to him. 
Ben shrugs but offers the helpful: "He took it. They saw and 
called the cops." 
At this Jerrod jumps up and exclaims, "We've got to go. We'll call. 
Talk to him if he calls." 
Justin's call does not come until the next morning. When I an­
swer the phone the operator tells me I have a collect call from an inmate 
at the Montgomery Country Jail. Will I accept the charges? 
When Justin gets on the phone he is obviously upset; it is the 
longest conversation I have ever had with him. Since last night he has 
only had an apple to eat. Everything else was either meat or dairy. 
Someone in his cell had said something "kinda mean" about his dirty, 
tangled, bleached hair. Justin was just not used to such vile treatment. 
I asked how much his bail was. He wasn't sure, one thousand, 
maybe two. 
After Jerrod had talked to Justin he made a rapid series of phone 
calls. The words he repeated over and over to their friends were: Justin, 
jail and money. 
Within forty-five minutes they began showing up, coming up from 
the basement and in the front door, assembling in the kitchen. All of 
their usual friends were there: John S, Ben, Jeremy, Jason, Justin H., 
Sidney and a couple girls I had never seen before. They stood around the 
kitchen counter discussing who had what money. Who could get what 
money. Who would get what money returned to them and the math­
ematics of a bail bond. 
It was an early Saturday morning and a friend of theirs was in jail. 
Suddenly kids who were never awake before one in the afternoon and 
who never had any money were collected in one place to combine what­
ever monetary sources they had to rescue their Justin. The fact that 
Justin had not been on speaking terms with half of them for the last 
week, that he had been acting like a hippie, or that he had smoked the 
last bowl didn't matter. They wanted him home. 
Soon they were ready to mobilize. Some went to get money and 
others went to talk to someone who owed Justin money. Jerrod looked 
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up bail bond in the phone book and the rest went to the basement to 
watch 1V and wait. 
The phone rang continuously all day. Every two hours Justin 
called to see how things were coming along. By that evening the kids 
had not yet found a way to spring Justin. He would have to sit another 
night as an inmate in the Montgomery County Jail. I asked why they 
didn't leave him for a couple days? He did take the beer. This is consid­
ered shoplifting which, unfortunately, is ille al. "He's hungry. He can't 
eat anything they give him." J rrod whin d this answ r to m , adding 
that he hoped he never g ts put in jail. H 'd starv . 
Then xt day, Monday, th kid w r abl to po t bail for Justin 
and he was brought home. That ni h a p rty wa h Id in th y rd in 
Justin's honor. Justin didn't have much to say about his xp ri nee or 
the fact that his friends had come together to get him released. He just 
sat on the ground, grinning, a beer in his hand. 
The next morning I am curious about what I had seen the night 
before; "So Jerrod, I noticed last night, at your party, when everyone was 
drunk around the fire, you guys act a lot different than my friends and I 
did at your age. There was no guy-girl contact. You were leaning against 
Justin. Everybody was rolling on the ground with Sidney. Ida was 
sitting on Laura's lap. The only contact made between a male and a 
female was when Laura hit Sidney in the arm. We would have never 
done that. It was all right for girls to touch a little bit, but never guys." 
Jerrod is looking at me quizzically, grinning slightly and tapping the 
small silver ball of his new tongue-piercing against his top front teeth. I 
continued, "I read that piercing originated in the gay community. Sado­
Masochism." 
Jerrod replies that, "It's supposed to be used for sexual pleasure. 
If your ...you know... giving a guy...you know, then the ball..." 
"Oh," I say, "same for girls then." 
"I guess. It's supposed to be like... really ... uhh...you know. To kiss 
someone with a pierced tongue." 
"Erotic," I suggest and Jerrod nods ·yes.' "Have you?" I ask. 
"kissed someone with a pierced tongue?" 
"Uh-uh," Jerrod shakes his head. "I like girls. But I've kissed 
more guys than girls." 
"Oh," I say and lightly suggest that girls in high school kiss each 
other. 
"With tongue?" he asks, he has now broken into a full grin and is 
clicking his tongue faster against his teeth. 
"No," I say slowly, "I don't think so. What about you?" 
Jerrod again nods 'yes.' "Tim." he says quietly. 
"I see, just once...or a real kiss?" 
"Well," he says deciding, "long." 
"Were you... aroused?" 
"Umm.. .Ifyou mean did I like it? Well ... yeah. It was...you 
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know...but I like girls." 
In late summer, the air hot and dry, Jerrod plans another move. 
Justin has already left for Colorado with Ben. Jerrod is hoping to leave 
for Portland, Oregon with another friend, James. James though does not 
seem to be as ready to leave the nest. Every couple of days he postpones 
the departure date. In the meantime Justin has called, collect from 
Colorado. He arrived in Boulder, at Ben's brother's house to find out 
they had thought another Justin was coming. And they hadn't known 
about the cat. So Justin, feeling rejected, retreated to the woods where 
he lives with ·some hippies' and waits for Jerrod to pick him up on his 
way through town. Love, in the meantime, has stayed where she i not 
wanted. But they're taking care of her; and yes, Justin goes to see her. 
Every day. 
Jerrod will leave for Portland with fourteen hundred dollars in his 
pocket. A thousand of which he received from my mother for painting 
his old bedroom. He says he will be able to make it across the country, 
rent an apartment and get a job. With fourteen hundred dollars. The 
verdict is out on how much money James will be bringing. But added to 
their expenses of gas and food will be cat food and litter. Lucy and 
James' cat, Lenny will be accompanying them. Part way there they will 
pick up the moneyless Justin and Love. 
These boys will travel across country, away from their families, 
rejecting their failed pasts and living by their own rules. 
It is now mid-November. I spoke with my brother this afternoon. 
He has been living in Eugene, Oregon for several months. He doesn't 
have a job and "rents' coming around again." But he is nonchalant, "It's 
okay, it'll work out... somehow." ~ 
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First place Poetry 
burton, ohio 
KenHaponek 
I remember the hour and 33 minute car drive 
on fall weekends, 
reading a book or fighting with Jim over imagined 
boundary lines that were always pushed 
more to my side; 
Dad saying Just once I wish you kids would behave 
for your mother 
Pulling into Aunt Faith's pebbled driveway, 
the smell 
of old faded leaves cradled by their children 
still vibrant with color; 
Aunt Faith and the five dogs stepping out 
to greet her relatives; 
Aunt Faith laughing and hugging us as one; 
Aunt Faith, whose house smelled of aging dogs 
and curdled salad dressing, 
whose daughter Brenda had died in her sleep, smoldering 
while a burning house suffocated her; 
The adults settled events in past letters, 
Jim and I wandered around the house, searching 
for woodpile spiders & smacking lazy bees; 
Crusty pancakes and greasy sausage at Aunt Faith's church 
for lunch, Mom whispering Wash 
your hands-those dogs are filthy; 
Driving to the Burton apple butter festival, Aunt Faith holding 
her trembling cigarette 
and Jim trying his asthmatic six year old best to control 
the induced coughing; 
Watch the Burton men twist their spigots 
in proud maples, thick blood 
of life pouring into battered metal 
buckets without a scream 
from the trees; 
Begging my parents to walk the festival alone, 
Jim's eyes dying when I stroll proudly 
away, confident eleven years of life; 
Watch a coal train steaming through the fairgrounds, 
dream me with a chipped shovel, 
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sweating & straining to outrun the coming storm: 
Grandmothers offering me samples 
of fudge & apple butter Be sure to bring 
your mother back for more 
Reading the first chapter of an old hardback 
Hardy Boys; 
Sound of laughter, slight smell of a girl's flesh mingling with the air 
of a midwestern autumn; 
Find Mom & Aunt Faith buying mapled syrup, Dad 
holding Jim on father shoulders we worshipped; 
Mom laughing when I tell her about the fudge ladies; 
Aunt Faith's hands clap All rightfolks, who's up 
for some ofmy famous spaghetti; 
Driving home through the eastern hills of Ohio, 
Jim asleep, wheezing 
on my shoulder-I count the headlights that stream & slice my eyes, 
hearing Mom You have to figure she's been 
alone I take her little gifts 
because she needs I dream 
of a burning house 
my mom giving 
little garden statues 
to Steve & Jeremy & Dave & Mark 
who use them for kickball 
bases & ask Jim if he wants to pitch. 
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Second Place Poetry 
Jessi Cannon 
I have maps 
Coll cted in my room 
Han ing banners 
of hop and g taway 
Their ro ds 
Lead everywhere 
But home 
Some long needed 
Escape 
Someday I'll take 
And I study them 
Religiously 
Panning for my freedom 
Out of this breadbowl 
into the open 
Unpredictable road 
Wheels under me steady 
and fast 




I will abandon 
My immobile life 
So unkind to change 
And embrace 
The nomad 
and her wheelbound hermitage 
For now 
I have maps 
As portents of my 
Coming release 
They serve to resurrect 
This calling 
Each day these ties 
Confound me. 
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Asian-American Fest 1996 Essay Contest-First Place 
Coming from a bi-racial family that has not only cared for foster 
children for over 10 years, but has adopted one with serious medical 
conditions, I had always considered myselfpretty socially and racially 
tolerant. My high school also had a pretty solid mixture of races, and I 
have taken part in mission trips to places such as Mexico and Jamaica, 
where we were asked to participate in the culture rather than spectate. 
Now, how could I possibly go wrong with diversity? Ifound out when I 
began to attend college. 
When I began college at Wright State, the prevailing theme every­
where seemed to be DNERSI1Y. Truth be told, I was beginning to feel 
nauseated when the word was even mentioned, because I heard about it 
so much. Personally, I figured that ifwe could alljust love one another 
and show respect, it wouldn't matter what race, or body mobility, or sex, 
people were. Since then, I have had quite afew experiences regarding my 
perception ofpeoples different from me... However, I will share only the one 
relating to Asian Americans, since this is actually a celebration of learning 
about Asian American culture, not about all the others. My story is de­
scribed in the forthcoming paragraphs. 
Working at the Student Union Recreation Desk, I encounter multi­
tudes of people in one sitting. There are some I exchange smiles with, 
others I greet by name, and still others that I actually have conversation 
with. These are the ones that stick out in my mind- the ones I am 
fascinated by. Yang Cao was one of those. A regular fitness member, I 
grew quite fond of him. Always when he came in to work out, he would 
wear the same long-sleeve button-up shirt and pants. In about an hour, 
I could count on him to quietly step around the comer to the desk to 
reclaim his badge, three-fourths of the shirt drenched with sweat, and 
leave a few drops on the counter for me to clean up. Both of us were 
courteous and friendly, and we exchanged workout badge and I.D. card 
proudly, as ifwe were dealing with the Olympic torch. Yet always during 
the exchange, I would giggle with delight; perhaps I might comment to a 
co-worker that "here he comes,"; or even make a funny comment about 
him and his workout habits after he had walked by. 
I gained a new perspective on the whole ordeal one night as I was 
resolving a conflict with my roommate. We both agree upon the impor­
tance of talking out our frustrations, and she had been expressing one of 
her pet peeves to me. My roommate, Mariah, is of another race than I, 
likes different music, uses different phrases, and talks with a different 
accent. She was frustrated that I had, in evaluating the jazz music she 
was playing, spoken in a condescending manner. Furthermore, when 
she would tell me to "cut off the light," I would laugh and mimic the 
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expression, since I had only previously been taught to say, "tum off the 
light." Beyond that even, she didn't like that I "mocked" the way she 
spoke, meaning her urban accent. In talking it out, I realized that people 
don't always understand the way I act, because they may think I do 
things because of totally different motives. For example, from my view, I 
saw only my inner joy and thankfulness for the wonderfully unique way 
God created each of us. Thus, I love to imitate accents, in an attempt to 
acquire many ways of sp aking. I also lov to repeat certain "colorful" 
phrase . I had not put mys lf in oth r' plac . I hadn't thou ht of what 
th y might hav been exp ri ncin , or hied to modify my b havior in 
ord r to communicat my ppreciation of uniquen s -without a c ntu­
ating differ nee , thu placing a barri r betwe nus. 
Right away I thought back to my ..friend" Yang Cao. My behavior 
certainly could have been perceived as mocking. I had called him 
"cute"- not only him and his short dark hair and innocent, smiling face, 
but his demeanor and physical habits. I guess to me it had seemed 
appropriate to label him "cute." I mentioned this to my roommate, and 
an ominous cloud seemed to pass over her eyes...Babies are cute. Pup­
pies and kittens are cute. People are not cute." Her emphasis was on 
the idea that a label like "cute" is altogether condescending. Oops, I 
messed that one up. 
As I watched Yang Cao approach the next day, Mariah's words 
would not leave my head. I thought of every move I made and how each 
could possibly be perceived. I greeted him with a smile, did not giggle, 
and asked him about his week, just as I would ask my mother. He 
thanked me and I "you're welcome-ct" him. It was very positive and I 
know that he appreciated my sincerity. Since then, my new understand­
ing of the potential communication gap has influenced the way I deal 
with my peers in Gospel Choir, my patrons at the Rec. desk, and my 
roommate Mariah. But most of all, I think of Yang Cao and how, be­
cause of this experience, I now understand the way in which I can truly 
call him my "friend." Rf!. 
tc:%, 
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Asian-American Fest 1996 Essay Contest-Second Place 
~ Fernando Alexander Smith ~ 
My task is to describe an experience where I learned something 
about Asian Culture, and how this experience has enriched my under­
standing of cultural diversity in America. As a citizen of this country, I 
have chosen to explore this in terms of Americans of Asian descent. 
I feel like I have always had an indifferent attitude about Asian 
Americans, stemming from my youth. As a child you only dislike the 
people that you are told not to like, or the people that dislike you. Being 
a minority myself, I was taught to appreciate the difference in people as 
well as how they have contributed to my life. I could not appreciate the 
cultural distinctions since I did not have the knowledge of them, after all, 
a child only knows what he sees. 
In an attempt to understand the differences in people, you may try 
to go to the library and read about them. If you look up Asia in an ency­
clopedia it will tell you ... 
The countries of Asia are Afghanistan, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, 
Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, Cambodia, China, Cyprus, Georgia, India, Indone­
sia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, North Korea, South Korea, 
Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Laos, Lebanon, Malaysia, the Maldives, Mongolia, 
Myanmar, Nepal, Oman, Pakistan, the Philippines, Qatar, Asian Russia, Saudi 
Arabia, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Syria, Taiwan, Tajikistan, Thailand, Asian Turkey, 
Turkmenistan, the United Arab Emirates, Uzbekistan, Vietnam, and Yemen; 
other political units are Hong Kong and Macao... (1) 
Although this information will help you to pass a geography test, it 
tells you nothing about the people who live there. Additionally, it says 
nothing about those who immigrated from these nations and chose to 
live as minority, second-class citizens in this Land ofOpportunity. How 
can someone learn about the Asian Americans so that they can fully 
appreciate the differences that make them special. 
As I look at my life, I see that I have tried to understand cultural 
differences in this country before. Last years, I took a course at the . 
university in an attempt to learn more. Regional Studies: Japan, a gen­
eral education course provided by Wright State to make me a well­
rounded, culturally diverse individual. After completion of this class, I 
knew a lot about Japan's history and culture, but I still knew relatively 
nothing about how Japanese lived and interact as Americans in America. 
Since the encyclopedia or school couldn't answer my questions, I 
decided to go to mass media to see how Asian Americans really lived. I 
will state up front that this was a really bad idea (unless you only want 
to learn negative stereotypes). The first media images an inner-city child 
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gets of Asians are from the Martial Arts films. All you can learn from 
them is that all Asian people fight and talk funny. Old World War II 
documentaries do not paint a pleasant picture either. A more recent 
picture of Asians (in America) came after the Rodney King Verdict. Afri­
can and Latin Americans rioted, looted, and burned many of the busi­
nesses in their neighborhoods. This was done in response to the acquit­
tal of the officers accused of beating Rodney King in 1991. After the 
smoke cleared, the people made an attempt to stop many of the Asians 
businesses from reop ning because they primarily old alcohol. The 
s Hing of ch ap alcohol and th rud ervic iv n by these Asian Ameri­
cans who made mon y off th ir disadvantag patrons almost brought 
hatred into my heart. 
At that moment I was reminded of the positive interactions I, an 
African American, have had with Asian Americans. I can remember 
going to a beauty supply store with my mother and talking to the Korean 
store owner. He was always genuinely concerned about his patrons and 
to this day asks my mother about her family. In Junior and Senior High 
School, I was fortunate to have several Asian friends; and although time 
has weakened those bonds, I never regret making those friendships. 
Some of my most memorable interactions with Asian American 
culture came from the times I spent with my cousin Amy Freeman. Amy, 
who was from Japan, was married to my cousin. To us, she was never 
Japanese; she was just family. I can remember going to visit Amy and 
helping her cook authentic dishes. Amy loved to tell me about Japanese 
culture as well as her life in America. She left this world some time ago, 
but the effect she had on my family is still apparent. 
As I said earlier, I feel as if I have always an indifferent attitude 
about Asian Americans, but after further review it becomes obvious that I 
was only unconcerned with the obvious differences. I have been able to 
learn much about human nature from the culture and personalities of 
the Asians persons that have crossed my path in life. Mainly, I have 
learned that underneath everything that makes us different we are all the 
same. Knowing this, I will welcome any person into my life, be they 
Asian or otherwise, as friend or family. @( 
1 The Concise Columbia Encyclopedia is licensed from Columbia 
University Press. Copyright © 1995 by Columbia University Press. All 
rights reserved. 
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Asian-American Fest 1993 Essay Contest-Third Place 
Nick Bahl 
Darkness has set in on the city as the boat pulls into the harbor. 
Armed with little more than a couple of dollars, pride, a hard work ethic, 
and dreams, a coupl converge on the promising land known as the 
United States of Am rica. They had left China, a place which housed not 
only th ir traditions and families but their security too, ins arch of a 
better life. In all its true glory, they s arched for th American dreamt 
This story describ s my Chinese American friend's parents' flight 
when first arriving in America. The story represents amazing courage 
and determination. But, being an Asian Indian American, I have heard 
an equivalent tale from my parents. My knowledge about Asian culture 
continuates beyond one particular incident. A reflection on the similari­
ties between my Chinese American friend and myself in dealing with 
ethnic issues affected us the most. Even though racially we emerge from 
different areas of the world with unique customs and cultures, both of us 
were born second generation Asian-American citizens who engage in 
homogenous struggles in balancing our motherlands' beliefs with Ameri­
can society. 
One strong parallelism between comrades was the conflict be­
tween commonly accepted traditions of America and those of the home­
land. This predicament was particularly accentuated in dating. Both 
Chinese and Indian etiquette forbade fraternizing with the opposite sex 
until schooling was over and in some circumstances never consented to 
itt While in America, dating frequently took place in high school. 
Through this self-analysis we discovered that even though natively differ­
ent, both of us had equal strife in balancing dual culture lifestyles. 
Persevering to develop one's personal identity prevailed as another 
parallelism for us. We conceptualized that Americans' sociologically have 
an individualistic attitude in finding oneself. Classically, children go off 
to college. Later they get a job and support their new families. While 
Asian families, at least both Indian and Chinese, have a family centered 
attitude. Generally, siblings return home after college and take care of 
their new families as well as their parents. Their identity comes from 
within their extended kinsmen and not through creating a separate 
second household. I believe neither social attitude is right or wrong, but 
both of us felt tom between the two belief systems. One in which we 
separate from family and make our own mark on the world and the 
second where we stay within the identity of our kinsfolk. 
Through our contemplation with each others' cultural empiricism 
an enhanced understanding of each others' Asian beliefs developed. Not 
only did this new found information aide us in identifying how ethnic 
groups have uniform acclimatization hardships, but also we found a new 
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support system within our friendship. Clearly, this experience has en­
riched my understanding of cultural diversity in America. Even with 
tremendous disparities in customs and language, America due to its 
melting pot of people brings equivocal ethnic adaptation struggles to 
second generation Asian Am ricans r gardl s of race. This knowledge 
h lps me xtrapolat th t v n with all th o ial dif£ r nc s among 
p opl w r all just hum n b in with imil r n d and £ eling . ~ 
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Keeping an Appointment 
Amy S. Withrow 
"I want to see you in five years ... " 
you said, but I saw you first, 
spread across the kitchen table, 
black ink staining my skin as I ran 
fingers across your picture, 
read how you directed your way 
out of this life. " ... Read your poetry 
to me again...in five years." 
That evening, I climbed the ridge. 
Stubs of cornstalks stood still 
in decaying fields below, watching 
bright red and yellow leaves escape 
a nearby woods, riding waves 
of air to open earth offered 
by the sloping bank. 
I removed my clothes. 
Woven cotton fell one by one, 
a blanket for the blanket of leaves 
as I laid myself to the ground, 
gave myself to gravity and rolled. 
Leaves cracked, caught hair, 
scraped my thighs, my arms 
as colors blurred blue to orange 
until I finally came to rest; 
so alert, I could almost 
hear earthworms crawling 
through dirt beneath me. 
In April, when the chill fades, 
I will meet you once more, 
lean my back against your stone 
and read. 
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Years Lat r Lorena Dreams of the Penis She Had For a Day--- __....._ -
Lyn Lif hin 
how, in her hand, 
it was so much 
less angry, 
more like a 
scared bird 
not the weapon 
she'd known 
but shrivelling, 
scared, a wounded 
kitten coiled 
into itself, into 
her hand as if 
she was skin, a 
caul it could 
find refuge in, 
not a fist 
of blood, punching, 
a sword of bone 
and because it 
seemed to 
quiver, dream of 
flight she'd 
just let it go 
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LynLifshin 
the woman is 
amazed not 
that the watch 
store is 
open but that 
anyone cares 
about the time, 
or knows it. 
Every part of 
her an aide, a 
scout sent 
out to listen, 
to bring back 
news to empty 
rooms where 
people who 
hoped it would 
be over are 
no longer 
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The Daughter I Don't Have 
Lyn Lifshin 
would thank God 
for being able to 
leap over maple boards, 
sprint for trains. 
She might not be 
traditionally religious 
but would feel blessed, 
and grateful. 
She won't feel winter 
move thru her, a knife, 
icicles won't grow in 
her thighs. When she 
dreams she won't 
dream of the dead 
clutching the living, 
feel her mother 
like a noose, a 
necklace digging in 
deeper, a choke chain 
of sadness she never 
could leave like those 
ancient wives thrown 
into their husband's 
grave or set out on 
a burning barge so 
they won't be 
consumed by their 
own mourning 
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The Way to a Lonely Woman 
i to 
awaken the s cret of her voi 
too long she has been sil nt, 
never speaking her heart. 
She will 
tell you recipes for endless dinners, 
the price of grapefruit, 
the number of PTA booklets 
stacked and stapled. 
She will 
talk of roller skates and dentists, 
the intimate details of her 
husband's lunch, 
his disposition for black socks, 
rolled not folded. 
She wants stillness, time unharried; 
then silence descends uncalled for. 
She rises, loads the washer, 
scurries her importance forward. 
Deeper, 
below want, she needs to sing, 
needs you to believe her dancing, 
her body folded in your arms, 
fire between you. 
The way to a lonely woman 
is to 
awaken the secret of her voice. 
Speak to her laughter; 
touch the greying temples of her hair 
with trembling fingers. 
Sip the wine before you; 
listen 
like the lover you are. 
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Sarah Byrn Rickman 
Th til w r ool and lipp ry b th h r fe t. Th air, heavy 
with humidity, dun to herb r hould rs, n invi ible m ntl th t h 
wor with th am la k of uran a h wor the w d e-shap d 
muslin apron. She fought the urge to jam her us less hands into non­
existent pockets and affected a jaunty saunter, not easy when one is 
wearing nothing but an oversized doily. 
The baths were straight out of ancient Rome-lots of marble and 
terrazzo tile. Instead of the chlorinated smell of a modem indoor swim­
ming pool, the faint odor of sulfur hung in the air. The cavernous room 
was filled with naked women of varying sizes, shapes, contours and age'"' 
in shades of white, pink, tan and brown, all enjoying the waters. None 
the bathers wore the ridiculous aprons, choosing instead to move about 
unencumbered. 
Then she saw her. 
The woman looked to be in her 70s. Her skin was like crinkled 
onion-skin paper on which time and gravity played tug-of-war. A 
dowager's hump forced her neck, head and chin forward turning her 
emaciated body into a tortured question mark. A white scar, beginning 
near her underarm, crossed where her right breast had been and ended 
over her sternum. Her left breast hung like an empty sack. Swollen 
knees and elbows protruded like knobs on the thin, twisted legs and 
arms. 
As she limped past, their eyes met. The woman's eyes traveled 
downward and fixed on the apron. Was that a look of scorn? Hot with 
embarrassment, she turned away. She'd been found out. The old 
woman had seen through the useless apron straight into her transparen 
soul. 
On her last day in Budapest, Leigh McConnell, armed with her 
one-piece Jantzen, some misgivings, but an open mind, decided to try 
the famous baths, though rumor had it that public bathing in the Hun­
garian capital was done au naturale. When she entered the dressing 
room, the attendant handed her the muslin apron. 
Seventh grade and the acute embarrassment of the daily trip to 
the after-gym-class showers accompanied her into the tiny cubicle wher 
she was to undress and hang her clothes. A long way from junior high 
now, she still remembered the excruciating choice of wrapping her head 
with the skimpy towel to keep her hair dry or wrapping it around her 
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rapidly maturing 12-year-old body. 
Forty years later, the idea of bathing nude in the company of 100 
or so strangers still was unnerving. That the strangers were of the same 
sex was marginal comfort. The apron seemed a reasonable compromise 
between her blatantly American swimsuit and wearing nothing. 
The loop at the narrow end went around her neck. There were no 
strings on the wide end. It hung free. The rough fabric barely covered 
her breasts and stopped short at the top of her thighs. There was noth­
ing to adjust. She was ready for the baths. As ready as she'd ev r be. 
After all, she had come for the experience. 
A walkway separated two pools-large, squarish ones with 
rounded comers, one a few degrees cooler than the other on the Celsius 
scale. Five steps led down into the waters on each side. 
After the old woman had looked at her with such disdain, Leigh 
felt conspicuous standing there on the ramp. Of what real benefit was 
the apron? A tenuous veil. Hiding what? That woman had something to 
hide, but chose not to. Peel away the covering, peel away the inhibitions. 
Bare the body, bare the soul. 
When Leigh looked back, the old woman was gone. 
She took hold of the neck loop, pulled the apron over her head, 
dropped it at the edge of the ramp and entered the pool on the right. The 
water enveloped her body like hot black velvet. 
Leigh stood for awhile under the marble lion fountain and gloried 
in the gush of hot water that flowed from its mouth onto her neck and 
back. She sat on the underwater bench that ringed the pool's perimeter 
and watched other bathers move trance-like through the water. A faint 
echo, like a cello motif, accompanied the murmur of voices that skimmed 
the surface. 
Then from the unintelligible babble of Hungarian and other foreign 
tongues emerged words Leigh understood, English spoken with an un­
mistakable Southern drawl. Nearsighted without her glasses, she 
squinted through the haze that hung over the water and looked in the 
direction from which the voices came. 
Just entering the pool and wearing their pricey swimsuits were 
three women she recognized. Their tour group, from Greater Atlanta, 
was seeing Eastern Europe on a schedule that matched that of her own 
tour. 
The three stood together in their own tight little knot and talked. 
If they were self conscious at being overdressed, it wasn't obvious to 
Leigh. She smiled at the thought that they looked just like neighbors 
gossiping in the swim club pool back home. Their voices carried over the 
water to her. 
"You really must try that shop up on the hill by the Fisherman's 
Bastion," the one named Frances said. "The lace table cloths are exquis­
ite and the price is right." 
Leigh remembered her because she insisted on wearing a pair of 
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sandals that were totally impractical on the cobblestones of Budapest. 
She wondered if Frances' feet hurt and if the water had eased that hurt 
"Didn't you find Germany terribly expensive?" the one called 
Elizabeth said. "I thought Prague had the best bargains. I did ALL my 
Christmas shopping there." Elizabeth carri d an ov rsiz d Gu ci shou 
der bag suitable for creative shopping. 
"I guess w have to go to that Hungari n fi ri , 
the third on , said. "Well, I think th ir oul h i iv 
me good ol' American food any tim . " 
Not wanting to be spotted and drawn into the conv r ation, Leig 
turned and glided away from them, her progress slowed by the resistar e 
of the waist-deep water. She took up residence on the far side of the pc )1 
and, out of range of their intrusive voices, sat with all but her head 
submerged, relaxed and enjoyed her solitude. 
The old woman reappeared on the ramp between the pools and 
began to perform a series of exercises. From beneath hooded lids, Leigl 
watched. 
In a painfully choreographed routine she flexed her angular, 
swollen joints and stretched her reed-thin limbs. She was like a great 
white heron standing in the sand at water's edge, waves lapping against 
its slender legs. Her movements exhibited a grace, a fluidity, Leigh 
would never have imagined her capable of. 
When she completed her ritual, the woman descended the five 
steps and, just as Leigh had done, lowered her body into the water. A 
look of enchantment came over her fmely wrinkled face as the water 
closed over her infirmities. And Leigh knew that she, too, was feeling h( ~ 
black velvet on her skin and it was alleviating at least some of the ache. 
Was she a survivor of Auschwitz? A victim of rheumatoid arthri­
tis, birth defects, polio? Definitely osteoporosis and she'd had a 
mastectomy. Nevertheless, she chose not to hide her deformities from 
the world. Obviously, she came here for relief and, in doing so, reveale 
more than her twisted body to anyone who saw her. 
For a few moments only her head, her thin white hair standing o t 
in limp wisps, showed above the water line. Then she raised her arms t ) 
the surface, extended them outwards and, with her hands and surpris­
ingly supple wrists, began to make little figure eights creating ripples in 
the water. 
All too soon it was time for Leigh to leave. Her tour group was 
attending the festival that evening, the same one the woman named 
Marie had complained about. She stood erect to climb out of the pool, 
felt the old woman's eyes on her and turned. There was no scorn now. 1 
faint smile lit her wizened face. She inclined her already bent head 
almost imperceptibly in Leigh's direction. In the nod was tacit approval 
Then she resumed her graceful figure eights. 
In spite of the natural heaviness one feels when emerging from 
the buoyancy of water, Leigh felt a new lightness in her soul. At the top 
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of the steps she bent to retrieve her discarded apron, carried it to the 
community shower room and dropped it in the used-linen hamper. 
She washed the scent of sulfur from her body and her hair then 
wrapped the single white towel around her wet head. As she walked 
back to her cubicle, not once did she think of hiding behind that towel. 
Moments later, still slightly damp but with the impurities now 
drained from her body and the insecurities from her soul, Leigh donn d 
her street clothes, stepped back into th bustlin world of rush hour 
Budapest, hailed a taxi, headed for the hotel across the Danube River 
and, the next morning, home. ~-
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Catherine M. VanceEntitled American 
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Rory Golden 
Judy's mouth revolted as she bit into a yellow cream donut think­
ing it was white whipped cream. She decided to drive back to the store 
to confront the woman who had lied. Judy made her way back to the 
deli section, slamming the bag down on the counter, spilling yellow ooze. 
Judy asked the man behind the counter where the dark-haired woman 
was. He explained, chive stuck to his lower lip, that she had just left. 
"She finished her shift at five o'clock?" Judy's watch said 5:08. 
"That's right. Anything I can do for you?" 
"No. What's her name?" 
"Barb, Ma'am. Barb Winebumer." He gestured for her to sample 
his fresh crab dip. Old crackers, new dip. 
"I would like to speak with Barb. She lied about the donuts." 
''The donuts?" 
"Yes. She lied about the donuts. She told me these were white 
whipped cream. Look." 
The man in white turned his head away from the bag. "I don't 
much care for them yellow donuts, either, Ma'am. Let me get you some 
white ones, I'll get you some white ones." 
"No. Thank you, but no. I really want to talk to that woman. 
How can I reach her?" Judy was a retired schoolteacher, fifth grade. 
She could handle this as long as she stayed in control. "Do you have a 
pen? What was it, Betty? Barbara?... " 
The donut man handed Judy a chewed, gray pencil. She took a 
jack-o-lantem napkin and wrote "donuts" on it. Her glasses fell off her 
nose, caught by a silver chain. They hung from her neck. The man was 
silent, wiping the counter. "You've already told me her last name, you 
won't be giving me any new information. What was it, Weinstein, 
Wineberg?" 
"Winebumer, Ma'am. Barb Winebumer. I'm awfully sony about 
the yellow cream. How about we just change them right now? Exchange 
them." He looked hopeful. 
"No. No, want to talk to Babsie. I want to find out why she lied to 
an old woman like me." 
"Well, Ma'am. Oh watch that dip on your sleeve! I'm sorry about 
that. Well Ma'am, I gave you her name. I think she works nights, too. 
There's a pay phone outside the store." He handed Judy the white pages. 
She pulled up her glasses, inspected the book and began flipping 
through the pages. There was only one Wineburner in the listings. 
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The doorbell was dead. After she knocked, Judy heard nothing. 
She kicked a toy clown into the patchy grass. The mailbox outside the 
door was ha lf off the wall. Blue and green and white paint chips were 
scattered across the yard near the house. Judy knocked again. The 
door popped open. 
Barb stared at her. Dumb. Unrecognizing. Judy glimps d bare 
wa lls, tair , a ch ap throw rug, and as cond-hand orange and brown 
ouch in the living room behind the woman. The sm 11 of cooking be f 
came from inside. Barb held a pair of dark hose with one leg cinched u , 
as if ready to pull it over her head and rob a bank, with the other leg 
flapping its approval. 
"I just have to know why you lied about the donuts." 
"What?" 
"I want to know why you said these," Judy held up the moist bag 
"are white whipped cream when they are not. They are clearly yellow. 
Yellow cream." 
"You must be crazy to come find me about some donuts, lady. 
Why don't you just talk to the manager like everybody else? You're batt ', 
man." Whatever she was, Barb was not a gentlewoman. "Who do you 
think you are? Get out of here!" She was so angry and so thin. 
"My name is Judy Baxter. Donuts are not important to me. I 
came here because I don't like liars. I would like an explanation from 
you." 
Barb closed the door. Judy heard the latch. 
The failing autumn light made the house, the neighborhood look 
better, younger. Judy doubted she looked better in this light. She 
knocked. She knocked again and again. Barb shouted that she was 
calling the police. Something was driving Judy to do this, it really was, 
and it wasn't finished. Judy knocked continuously. The door opened t 
reveal Barb with a little boy in her arms, and another who looked like a 
second grader standing behind her skinny legs. 
"Leave me alone you witch! I ain't done nothing wrong. Get out f 
here, asshole! The police are coming." 
"Did you call the police from a pay phone or was your phone 
reconnected within the last half hour? I tried calling you first, you 
know." Barb's jaw twitched. Even as she heard herself, Judy wondere 
where she had gotten the gall to confront a stranger about something s 
trivial. It was laughable but she was not amused. She was determined. 
"You can call me crazy, you can call me a witch, you can talk like a tras 
mouth. But I need to hear some kind of explanation from you. It's 
important to me." 
Barb stared at Judy. Then she turned to the boys. "Jimmy, 
Dustin, Mommy wants you to go upstairs. Go to your room, okay? Get 
Tracy and go to your room. I'll be up in a few minutes." The two boys 
pounded up the wooden stairs. "I smoke outside," Barb came out on th J 
walk in front of her doorway and lit a cigarette. "I've never seen anyone 
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act the way you do about donuts, lady, about any kind of food." 
"It was the last straw in a long day," Judy didn't know what else to 
say, she couldn't offer a real explanation to this stranger. She didn't 
have one. 
"I ain't any kind of liar, though I'll tell you that straight off." Barb 
blew smoke from her nostrils. 
"Why did you do it?" 
"I said I thought I gave you the right ones, okay? I'm sorry. They 
brought in new trays while I was serving up some spaghetti or some­
thing, and then moved everything around. They do it all the time. I 
thought the yellow creams was bismarcks." 
Before Judy could reply a child's scream came from the house. 
"Mommy!" 
Barb inhaled deeply on her cigarette, threw it on the cement and 
mashed it with her right toe, wiggling her heel. Like killing a bug or a 
snake, Judy thought. The younger woman rushed inside, leaving the 
door wide open. There was no screen door. Judy hesitated, then 
stepped inside. She heard children and Barb's hoarse oaths upstairs. 
She closed the door. Following the voices, she found the bathroom. The 
two boys were standing in the tub fully dressed, the water running. A 
two-year-old girl sat bawling on the floor with her hand in the tub, blood 
flowing like ink into the water. The little girl had cut her index finger 
with a man's razor which was now on the floor between the toilet and the 
tub. Judy saw the two boys look up at her from the swirling bath water. 
They had dark circles under their eyes. The younger boy was crying. 
"Tracy, oh Trace, Tracy. Shit. It's okay. You're okay, see, you're 
okay, honey." Barb furiously unrolled toilet paper and wrapped it 
around her daughter's hand. 
Judy stepped into the crowded room, put the sticky bakery bag 
and her purse on the sink. 
"Let me see the cut." The little girl doubled her screams when she 
saw the stranger. 
"Are you a nurse?" Barb narrowed her eyes at Judy. 
"No, but I am certified in CPR. Let me see her." Barb relented, 
moved out of the way. Judy knelt to examine the girl's finger. 
"Ouch. That looks deep. She may need stitches." 
"No insurance." 
"Well, let's stop the bleeding first, then we'll see. Apply constant 
pressure for four minutes to stop bleeding. Hold her hand above her 
chest. Get in my purse, I've got band-aids." 
"My hands... " 
"Don't worry it's patent leather. Blood wipes off." 
Barb handed Judy an open band-aid. Tracy screamed and 
squirmed. 
"If you sit down and put her in your lap it will be easier." Judy's 
knees popped as she stood up. 
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"Mom ... ?" Dustin or Jimmy asked. The bath was close to over­
flowing. 
Barb turned off the water. "You two go change your clothes. 
get dry. W '11 take care of Tracy." The boys squished past them. 
Judy got th b nd-aid on the girl's finger. She set her alarm wat ·h 
for four minut and put it on th toil t tank. "Now. Let m s e about 
your boy whil you hold h r fin r r ally tight for four minut s." Bari 
didn't m to h r Judy, holding 1 ra y and rocking back and forth. 
Judy took th one towel in th lin n clo et and follow d the trail of wa r 
to the boys' room. It held two small beds, a Disney/Bambi dresser an a 
small crib. Paper, toys, crayons, and books were scattered across the 
floor. Judy could smell diapers and chocolate. 
Dustin and Jimmy were fighting on one of the beds. The bigger 
one was winning, of course. "Stop it. Stop! Now. You," Judy pointed a 
the older boy, "go get clean clothing like your mother asked. For both f 
you. You need to dry off." She walked toward them. The older boy ran to 
the door. 
"No! Don't you dare bother your mother. She's taking care of 
Tracy. Go to the dresser and get some clothing. Go on." 
Judy saw how wet the bed was. The linens needed to be washe< , 
anyway. She turned in time to see Dustin sneaking out of the room. 
"Oh, no you don't! Give me those clothes. You undress, too." 
Dustin got undressed. 
By the time the boys were dry and dressed it was long past five 
minutes. Judy told them to wait on the other bed, and returned to th( 
bathroom. 
"The bleeding stopped. I held on for six minutes, real tight like 
you said, and it stopped. Let's put a new band-aid on." Barb was still 
holding her little girl. 
"No, you better wait. Let it rest. You can change it later." 
"I won't have time, later. I've got to-I won't have time." Barb 
looked down at her skinny frame. "It's hard to believe all three of then 
came out of here." Barb's cotton-poly top clung to her frame. "You ha 
kids?" 
"No, my husband didn't want any. We didn't." Judy felt annoye 
when she corrected herself. 
"Well, you can have mine." Barb laughed with her mouth wide 
open. Judy didn't laugh. 
"I love my kids. They're great. Look at her, look how pretty my 
Tracy is... " Barb smiled at Judy. Barb had a slight overbite. Or rathe , 
her two front teeth stood out at an angle to each other, creating the 
illusion of an overbite. 
"I can see that. She is a beautiful baby." Judy didn't know wh _ 
else to say. Barb leaned against the sink. Judy watched her move gob, 
of wet toilet paper with her toes. The bathtub had faint red blotches or 
the bottom. 
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"Thank you for your help. I'm sorry about the donuts. It was a 
stupid mistake." 
"No, I should apologize to you. I used to be a teacher. I guess I 
lost control. I want you to know I have never done such a thing before-I 
don't chase people down for a dime, or report my neighbors to the police 
for not mowing their lawns. I was just...really mad. I hate liars. I 
thought you lied. I guess I am pushy and bossy. I'm sorry. Good luck 
with her finger. Change the band-aid in thirty minutes. I'll let myself 
out." 
Tracy sucked the thumb of her sound hand. Judy drove home to 
her husband. 
Judy's watch was missing. Judy visualized her husband, Roger, 
waiting or at least alone inside. She backed out of her clean driveway. 
On her way back to Barb's house, Judy thought about those children. 
By 1972 it had become clear that Roger and Judy wouldn't have 
children. It was Roger's fault, physically. Judy had gone for counseling 
at the time. She did the intake interview and made an appointment with 
a counselor. While Judy waited in the lobby, a woman with wild, ragged 
hair, had walked in through the glass doors. Her thick glasses made her 
eyes look bulbous and wet. The woman went up to the huge plant in the 
corner between the chairs and the couch on which Judy sat. She ripped 
leaves and flowers off the plant stems. Shredded them. She glared at 
Judy. As her hands moved she shouted "hyah!" over and over, like a 
man driving horses. "Hyah, hyah, hyah, hyah, hyah, hyah, hyah, hyah!" 
Judy gathered her purse and coat and walked out of Southwestern 
Mental Health Services. She told Roger that the counseling wouldn't 
work without him. He refused to go and she never went back. 
After she was too old to have children and their decision not to 
adopt was cemented by time, Judy began gardening. Clipping the 
hedges out front she remembered that woman. "Hyah," Judy said as she 
chopped leaves. "Hyah," as she squared bushes, dug turnips, moved 
dirt, cut flowers. "Hyah" moved Judy through years of beautiful land­
scapes and fresh vegetables. 
Judy's second time at this door today, she knocked and waited. 
The world was orange and purple, the last minutes before dark. Bluish 
light from a black and white television filled the front window. A circle of 
dirt around the knob stood out in the glare of the porch light which had 
lost its glass cover. 
The television turned off. Silence. Judy knocked again. After a 
moment she spoke into the door. "It's me, Judy Baxter-Mrs. Baxter. I 
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came for my watch. I left it on the toilet upstairs." Nothing. She 
knocked again. 
Dustin opened the door. Hist-shirt said "squirtin' dirt" and ha 
motorcycles on it. 
"Where's your mother?" Judy asked. 
Dustin pulled up his pants and look d at her. 
"Wh r 's your mother, Du ty?" Over th child's shoulder Judy 
could make out the oth r two children on th couch. She thou ht aga 1 
how ugly that pitiful piece of furniture was-wondered how Barb got it, 
how anyone could make, let alone buy such a thing. 
"Justin, I left my watch here earlier. May I come in?" As she 
stepped inside closing the hollow door behind her, Judy saw that Traq s 
hand was wrapped in a wash cloth. She flipped on the light. "Did yom 
mother change her band-aid?" Judy asked the oldest child. 
"Before she left she did, but Tracy's bleeding-so we put a wash­
cloth on her." 
Judy reached to pick up the girl, who immediately screamed. "I' n 
not going to hurt you, honey, we're going to fix your cut. Don't worry." 
Tracy kept screaming. She reached for her brother. 
"You take her. ..what is your name?" 
"Dustin.·· 
"Dustin, take your sister." 
Judy's watch was where she had left it. She put it on and faced 
the children. Their shadows filled the hallway, the light from the bath­
room was so bright. No light fixtures in this house. Judy wondered 
what else was missing. 
"Where is your mother?" No answer. Jimmy scratched his stoir -
ach. "Where is your mother?" Tracy's crying intensified with Judy's 
question. 
Finally, the younger boy spoke up. 
"She's working." 
"At the grocery store?" 
..No, she works at the Crystal Pistol at night. I got the phone nu 1-
ber." Dustin was still holding his sister. 
"Where's your baby-sitter?" 
'Tm the baby-sitter." the older boy stuck out his chest. 
..Don't you have a grandma or a regular baby-sitter, an adult to 
look after you? Who cooks dinner? What do you do?" It was clear to 
Judy that this was none of her business. Yet she was here and they 
were alone. "What would your mother say if I stayed here for a short 
time, tonight, to help you?" 
..We don't need help." Dustin put his sister on the couch and 
turned on the television. 
"What if I stay, just to watch Tracy's finger? We can play togeth r. 
Would that be all right?" 
..Mama don't like you. She said you was a psychopadic bitch." 
"Well, I was pretty rude to your mother before. But I can do laun­
dry, I can cook and I can drive to the hospital in an emergency. Let me 
stay, Dustin. I'll do some work." Judy suddenly realized she was desper­
ate not to return home. "Come on, let's sort your laundry; I'll take it 
home and bring back clean clothes for all of you." 
None of them had many clothes. Judy cringed when she saw 
Dustin and Jimmy's hanky-thin gray underwear. Long ago superhero 
characters had been the design, now thin colorless lines. Most of the 
family's clothing had holes or stains. By the time Judy had sorted the 
dirty clothing and changed the linens, it was after 9:30. They had actu­
ally enjoyed the work, the boys bringing socks from under their beds, 
behind the dresser. Tracy sat on the floor and played with her toys, the 
washcloth discarded. 
"Let's put Tracy to bed," Judy told the boys. "Then I will read a 
book to you. I'll bring your laundry back tomorrow. Tell your mother I'll 
drop it off." Judy did as she said, gathered the laundry, and crossed 
their yard for the fourth time in a long day and night. 
Judy stopped at K-Mart and bought some new underwear for the 
boys, pulled off the plastic and cardboard wrapping, and placed the new 
drawers among the old in the laundry baskets. She went to Barb's at the 
same time she had yesterday. Barb was waiting; she flung the door 
open. 
"Who the hell do you think you are? Give me my clothes and get 
out of here! We ain't some social experiment to make you feel better 
about your wasted life. I seen your type before, I know just what you get 
out of this crap." 
'Tm trying to apologize for yesterday, to make up for it; I came 
back for my watch last night and saw your kids here alone; they're so 
young and I felt like I could help. ·· 
"Listen, lady. I don't like you. I don't see as how anyone could like 
you." 
"You don't have to like me. I am not asking you to like me." 
"Good, because I don't. You stink, busting in on me about them 
donuts." 
'Tm not trying to be your friend, Barb...it is Barb, isn't it? But I 
like kids, I am good with them-I taught for twenty-eight years because I 
like kids. I am old, I have money, and I am bored. Why else would I 
chase you down at home to complain about donuts, for God's sake? You 
might not like me-you can hate me-but your kids don't hate me and 
they do need someone. You need help, too. Look at you; malnourished, 
no sleep, just too much work for minimum wage." 
"My kids are all I've got." 
"But I can help you, help them, and that will help all of us. I need 
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to help someone. Why shouldn't it be you?" 
"I don't like you. I don't even know you. And I have to go to wor · 
in twenty minutes." Barb stood in the doorway. 
"What's to know? I'm married to an old man who plays golf and 
smells like aftershave and I have a garden. I'm cranky." 
Barb' eyes moved back and forth r pidly. She pushed h r hair 
out of the way, nd look d t Judy. "I have to g l r ady for work. I'll b< 
1 t ." 
"How long have you be n working two job ?" 
"Since my husband left-almost a year ago. I work at night to p y 
for food and daycare while I work at Howard's to pay the rent and bills. 
I'm okay. Dustin's old enough to help. We're fine." 
"Let me help out a little; do some laundry, cook when you need i . 
Just let me help." 
By Spring, Judy was with the Winebumer children five evenings 
week. She took them shopping, did the cooking and cleaned the hous 
Although Judy usually arrived after Barb was gone and left before she 
returned, the two women occasionally had short conversations. It was 
strange how to-the-point their first talks were, grabbed like a ring on tl 
way around. 
"I used to read poetry. But once you've read Sylvia Plath, you 
might as well give it up." Judy noted Barb's look: "Sylvia Plath, Ameri­
can Poet Laureate of Suicide cases. She killed herself. She wrote this 
terrific line: 'The dead bell, the dead bell, somebody's done for,' or som -
thing like that." 
"I ain't never read no suicide poetry but I've always known that. 
Anybody knows somebody's done for. She wasn't so smart. Who need 
poetry?"
Judy wondered, too, who needs poetry? She and Roger had 
ceased reading aloud to one another early in their marriage. A courtsh 
ritual. A dead bell.· She turned to the laundry and left the bell behind 
Roger made his way through Judy's carrots and lettuce to find h r 
between two rows of com. Most of Judy's time now was spent in her 
garden or with Barb's children. She read a lot of books in the winter. 
"I can't fmd any clean shirts." Roger was sweating, his bald hea 
covered with droplets. He wore his lucky shirt and matching pants. 
"Did you look downstairs? Near the ironing board." Judy moved 
on her knees to the onions and began digging. 
"No, but I shouldn't have to. I never had to before. We all have 
our jobs to do, and you've always done the laundry. Why aren't you 
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doing it right?" 
"I am doing the laundry right, Roger." 
"Not when it's not where it's supposed to be, you aren't. What 
would you think if I started misplacing our phone bills or the check­
book?" Roger stepped out from the com. He was dwarfed by the tall 
stalks. 
"Watch your feet, Roger! You're about to step on an onion." 
"I don't care about the onions! I want to know why you are doing 
this!" Roger jammed his right toe into the dirt. 
"I always garden in the spring and summer." Judy straightened 
the wide-brimmed straw hat with a scarf under her chin to hold it down. 
She felt like Julie Andrews in that hat. Roger sounded like a Nazi infil-
trator. Run for the hills. Hyah! 
Roger's hands were on his hips. "No, not gardening. I don't care 
about gardening! Why are you spending your time with that white trash 
family? They are a waste of your time. And you are neglecting your work 
here. You're neglecting me." 
Judy continued digging. She broke up clumps of dirt from an 
onion with her thumb. 
"I know why you're doing this. You think that Suzy-Q and her 
kewpie dolls are going to make up for lost time. Give it up, Judy. Let's 
just live our lives and move on, like we always have." 
Judy looked up at Roger, dropped the trowel, patted the ground, 
wiped off her hands, and stood up. They were exactly the same height. 
"This" she said "is none of your business. Let's move on." 
"Nice Jacket, Barb" Judy didn't normally care for leather, but the 
fringed jacket suited the thinner woman. Judy had been dozing on the 
ugly couch. She was surprised at how comfortable the thing was. 
Barb took off the black jacket. "I used to date a biker. In between 
husbands. That was only three years ago. I left him when he wanted me 
to do his friends. It wasn't a good scene for the kids. You had to have a 
leather jacket if you dated a guy in his club. They wanted me to earn 
mine after I got it. I took off in the middle of the night with my two boys 
and moved here. Stopped when I ran out of gas. I married Bill a few 
months later. We had Tracy, then busted up because he wanted to have 
more than one wife, boligamy or whatever. I'm not into it." 
"It sounds pretty sick." 
"I seen men do some shitty things, from my dad down to my 
brothers and boyfriends and husbands. All of them stink." 
"Husbands?" 
"Yeah, husbands. I been married twice. Dustin and Jimmy's 
dad's different from Tracy's. She don't know it though. Don't matter. 
They all leave, anyhow. Men stink." 
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"Men are crazy. A few years before I retired, we got a new musi 
teacher. The night before the fall concert, he snuck into the band roo11. 
He removed parts from all the instruments. He drove out into the cour ry 
and flung those springs and caps and valves into the night air, flung 
them into the grass along th road." 
"I don' t it." 
"H id th kids w r n't ood nough to giv a cone rt. lmagh 
fifth and beth rad rs cit d to pl a e th ir par nts, their parents 
waitin ally ar for a cone rt. H wanted a grand symphony. When t y 
couldn't perform, h dumped them, all of them. He lost his job. I al ys 
wanted to drive out there and fmd those parts, those missing parts. 
Collect them." 
"Yeah, that's what women do with men. Collect the missing pa s, 
fix loose screws." They laughed together. Then Judy got up and bega 
to gather her things. It was time to go home. 
Judy sometimes laughed aloud when she remembered sharing 
secret knowledge with Barbara. Someone who would never tell, had n ) 
one to tell. Barb had asked Judy why she didn't have kids, her being o 
good with them. 
"Roger had an operation." Judy told her. 
"You mean he got neutered?" 
Judy didn't laugh at frrst. Then she did. She laughed for a 
minute or two. "Yes. Yes, he got neutered. It's called a vasectomy. B t 
that's not the point. The thing is, Roger lied. He said it was physical. I 
thought he couldn't. Couldn't have children." 
"How did you find out?" 
"Remember the day you and I met?" 
"The donut day? Yeah." 
"The donut day. That day, I had lunch at Pedro's with a friend f 
Roger's. We were to plan a party for Roger's birthday. I was feeling fun 
and festive. Jim, Roger's friend, started going on and on about his chi -
dren, missing them now that they're grown up, and so on. I mentionec 
how I had grown more and more to regret not having children, that I h d 
really wanted a child, children. Always had. Jim said, 'Well, how does 
Roger feel?' 'He feels guilty, of course,' I said. 'What do you mean?' Ji 1 
said, 'There was no reason for him to feel guilty. Vasectomies were 
reversible even back then, I thought that was why you did it.' My mine 
started racing. I finished my margarita and poured another. Someho~ I 
made a joke, like, 'You know Roger hates to go under the knife if he ca 
help it,' or something. I laughed it off. We were both tipsy. We were 
fmished planning the party and he left without knowing he'd just blowi 
my head off. For the next two hours in Pedro's, all the times I had com­
forted Roger for feeling bad about his condition, how I had felt so noble 
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and understanding, replayed in my mind over and over. I finally got 
myself together. I went to the s tore and you gave me yellow cream do­
nuts instead of bismarcks and it was donu t day." 
Barb exhaled. ''That stinks. Are you gonna kick his butt? Are 
you gonna leave him?" 
"It's too late to leave Roger. I know I'll never leave him. I'm trying 
to hang onto something so that my life makes sense, our marriage." 
"Well, yeah , man. You been living a lie, like that song says." 
"Yes, but it wasn't me living the lie. Roger is the one who has lived 
a lie. I've lived the truth, and I'll continue to do so. Maybe he'll catch up 
with me someday." 
"Sounds like a Hog commercial." 
"What?" 
"Sounds like a Harley Davidson commercial. You know, Harley 
Hog. 'Maybe he'll catch up with me someday. Ruhm Ruhm."' Barb made 
motorcycle noises as she walked out the door to work. Judy pictured 
Roger getting neutered a s she helped Tracy into a bath. 
It was June, and a warm, breezy night. Judy's drive home seemed 
shorter than usual. Roger was asleep in front of the television, like a 
little boy. Judy draped an afghan over him and then felt her way up the 




Listen. You are thirty thr e years old but you don't look it. You 
have fa cinating eye that peopl stare at and wond r if y an really 
be black or if yours are just really really dark brown. You re not skim 
anymore but have acquired all the sexiness that is attribut d to plump 
ness. You work hard. You go to church, two churches -one with your 
mother who is Catholic, one with your father who is Baptist. They are 
not divorced, they are just different. And you make a conscious effort 
not to choose. 
Your son is fifteen, and the marriage they made you vow to has 
lasted at least fourteen years longer than anyone had expected. You lo 
your husband. Even more now than at the height of your eighteen year 
old passion. Then you thought no one could love anyone more than yo . 
loved him. And now you know you were wrong. He is a sweet man. Ht: 
is good to you and your son, certainly more of a father than they thougl t 
he would be. Your mother said he wouldn't amount to shit. Just like 
that. As if she knew him, like you knew him. But every day he went ot t 
and worked and every evening he went to school; and every night he 
came home to you and your son- as if he had to. But you know he real 
didn't have to. 
He joined the Army reserves to make extra money after the first 
year. That first year was really hard. You cut back. You breast fed. 
You learned to sew. But there never seemed to be enough money to go 
around. One weekend a month. You all could handle one weekend a 
month. Then there were two. And one day your sister calls to say she 
thought your husband was at reserve duty. And you say you thought 
too. And she says that she saw him in a restaurant with a fat woman ir 
the next town. No, she says she saw him kissing a fat woman in a res­
taurant in the next town and she'll be right over. 
So you and your sister and your best friend Brenda and her sist . 
Carmen wait for him to get home and when he comes in the door you 
kiss him on the cheek like everything is fine. He says hello to everyone 
and you ask if he's been fucking a fat woman on his reserve weekends. 
He looks surprised. You hit him in the face with the frozen chicken 
breast in your hand and he wants to hit you back but you know he nev 
will. Your sister says "You better not even think about hitting her back 
and pulls a pearl handled twenty five out of her purse. She holds the 
gun on him while you whip his ass something awful. The next morning 
the fat woman is gone; there is no fat woman. Your wounds have begu 
to heal. Your husband has stitching for his. Everything is fine. 
Years later you all are watching a television movie about a womar 
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who was raped. Your sister says "Anybody think about raping me and I 
got a little somethin' for em" and pats her purse. "What if you don't have 
it?" you ask. She says she always has it. Brenda says she would shit on 
somebody. "I would. If a man tried to rape me I would spit and throw up 
and fart and shit and blow snot and everything else nasty I could think 
of. That nigga'll get up or be pissed off but he ain't gone have no good 
time over here." You all laugh but Brenda isn't joking. "If a man tried to 
rape me I would pretend like I wanted it and go down and bite his dick 
offl" this from Carmen. "You would not!" you say. But you know that 
Carmen probably would. 
Your son is in the tenth grade but his friends are much older. He 
is book smart, but absentminded. He loses his money, his keys, he has 
three pairs of sneakers that have only one shoe each. He must have left 
it at the gym or at his friends house, he says, (he says all the time) but 
you know you will never see those sneakers again. His friends vote you 
the "finest mom." You overhear one of them say you have a nice ass and 
you tell everybody to get out. Inside you think its nice to have an eigh­
teen year old say your ass is nice when there are so many young asses 
he could be commenting on, but you kick them all out anyway with a 
stem warning to watch their filthy mouths in your house. You tell your 
husband. He says he doesn't like the way some of those boys look at you 
and he wishes you would stop flirting with them. "Shut up" is all that 
comes to your mind. You know you don't flirt. At least you don't think 
you do. 
This weekend is reserve duty weekend. Your husband will be 
away again. After fourteen years you are used to being alone some week­
ends. You welcome it, in fact, as a time for you to pay attention to you. 
You'll take a bath on Saturday night instead of a shower. You'll paint 
your toenails peach, because Spring is corning. You'll curl up in the old 
chair with the dog and the television and spend the night flicking 
through the channels and eating Haagen Dazs Butter Pecan. Your son 
asks if he can spend the weekend with his cousins in the next town. You 
ask all the motherly questions- who's coming to get you? Will your uncle 
be home? Have you done your chores?-but you know you are going to let 
him go. 
There is no Haagen-Daz butter pecan ice cream! Your husband 
has beat you to it once again and you put on your long coat over your 
pajamas slide into your sneakers with no socks and race to the store so 
you can be back before the eight o'clock movie. You see that no one has 
fed the dog and he is still in the yard. You also see that he has been 
playing in the spot where the hose leaks and he is covered with mud. He 
stays in tonight. The man in the grocery store jokes with you about 
being on a diet. "Fuck you!" you think but you smile and nod. You are 
home with five minutes to spare. 
As the credits roll you begin to cry. You had no idea that movie 
was so sad. You scan the channels for something funny. You watch an 
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infomercial about the Abroller plus and begin to feel guilty about the 
butter pecan. You put the rest in the freezer and decide to go to bed 
early. You tum on the television in the bedroom but tum off the sou . 
This is what you do the first weekend in every month. It's company. s 
light. By now its habit. You trip ov r a dumbbell at the foot of he b (_ 
and y Ip a littl . You think about g tting ic for your toe but you don· 
fi I like oing back down tair . You wi h you would hav I t the dog · 1 -
but he was o me y. You go to I ep. 
Just as your dr am n ighbor begins to pee on your pink lawn 
somebody tells you to get up. You think they say it again but before y 
open your eyes they are yelling at you "Get up, bitch! Wake the fuck t )!" 
Your eyes fly open and you sit up in your bed, facing your house gues 
You ask what he is doing there and how he got in and he dangles yom 
sons key's in your face. He is smiling. His eyes are flashing. You are 
petrified. You tell him to get out but he laughs and tells you to take o 
your clothes. You say no and he pulls a knife out of his pocket and te s 
you again. You have a gun. Pearl handled twenty-five, a gift from you 
sister. You think about getting it but it's in a lock box in the closet, w h 
the bullets someplace else; abiding by the rules of gun safety. Your g "St 
is impatient. 
"Take your fucking clothes off, now." You try to run but he gral 
you and flings you onto the bed. He rips your pajama top exposing yo r 
breasts. Then he puts the knife to one of them and says if you move, 
he'll cut it off. He cuts you, not deep enough to kill you, just so you 
know he's serious. Now you can not fight. Brenda would shit on him 
you think. But you can not. Bite his dick off, you think. But you can 
not. He flips you onto your stomach and pulls off your shorts. "Nice r s, 
bitch!" he says slapping you on it. He digs his elbows into your back 
he arranges himself to climb on top of you. Now one hand has a knife t 
your throat. One is pulling at you, everywhere. You feel him about to 
enter your body. He is hot and smells of old sweat. He puts his penis 
into you and says "Now bitch, kick me out now!" 
Your stomach tightens and then sinks into a part of you that yo 1 
didn't know existed. It feels like you've been kicked. In the stomach. 
No ... deeper. 
You want to throw up. He begins to move. Pounding and poun -
ing for what seems like days and days. He is talking to you saying all 1e 
words you would not say. Like cunt and pussy. "You know you want 
you dirty pussy bitch! Take this shit you fucking whore. You nasty 
cunt!" No one ever says that, you think. No one ever really says cunt. 
You hear it in pornos and read it in dirty books but no one ever really 
uses it. He takes his thing out and tries to put it back in but misses. 1e 
tries another entrance. Still hard, still pounding, he puts it in and the 
pain is unbearable. You yell and he cuts your arm. "Shut up! Shut u 
and take this dick. This fat ass can take all this dick!" You wish he 
would stop talking. You know you are probably bleeding. You try to 
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pretend this is not happening. You try to forget he is on you...in you. 
You forget to breathe and when you awaken he is gone. 
It hurts to walk. There is blood in the bed. You call the police and 
they tell you not to take a shower. But you are so dirty. You are so 
dirty. 
At the hospital they dig into you again. A thimble full of this 
liquid. A vial full of that. They run a lice comb through your pubic hair. 
They find his hair. They find his hair has pubic lice. The doctor says 
you can take a shower now but the police want your statement first. You 
take a shower anyway. The water is so hot it bums your skin but cool 
water will never clean you. Nothing may ever clean you. You try to think 
of a way to get the water up there but you can't. Not in the shower. You 
tell the police the truth. They go away. 
The next day your husband comes to see you. He takes you home 
but doesn't talk. He tells your son not "to bring anymore motherfuckers 
in this house!" You don't talk either. The bedroom has been cleaned but 
you lay on the couch. He sits on the couch but not next to you. You 
want him to hug you; to say its okay; that he loves you no matter what; 
that it wasn't your fault. You know he has questions. He must be 
furious. He must hate the person who did this to you. Finally he opens 
his mouth. 
"How could you let him do it, Sugar? I told you to stop flirtin' 
around those boys! How could you let him do it?" 
Your stomach tightens and then sinks into a part of you that you 
didn't know existed. It feels like you've been kicked. In the stomach. 
No ... deeper. ~ 
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--- Thank You, Grandma~....­
Foladeh' Mondisa 
For the horn mad potato candy 
R p at dly nfor in my ob di nc 
to my moth r 
For I ttin m h Ip you wat r th >'ard n 
(which m d a rainbow I can till s ) 
For w t hing th birds with me 
and explaining what locusts were, and why I never saw them. 
even though they'd awaken me each morning 
For the snug pillowcases and sweet songs at night 
All the money you loaned me that mom & dad never knew about 
For our nightly routine of watching 
The Incredible Hulk and the Lawrence Welk Show 
For ironing my clothes each morning 
And eggs for breakfast, because they were "good for me" 
Teaching me not to wear out my welcome 
when I wasn't ready to come home 
All the Sunday dinners and weekdays. too 
Late-night pizzas 
And the huge backyard 
For accompanying me to the bottom of the stairs at night 
because my imagination was too scared to go alone 
(well, not alone, I always took my baby doll) 
For the pink and blue speckled Bayer Aspirin 
(candy to me) 
For letting me tour your sewing box upon request 
For your smile, For your laugh 
and all the curse words you loved us with 
For sharing and giving so much joy each holiday 
and telling me what I got for Christmas (sshhh) 
For the royal feeling of carrying your purses 
and allowing me to wear your jewelry 
For my Baptist influence 
and wanting to sing in the choir just like you 
For all my memories of you clapping in church, 
even the times you lost the beat; 
Now I understand it isn't necessarily based on 
staying on beat to the music when you're praising God 
It's staying on beat each step of the way 
For all the family stories 
Most of all, thank you for teaching me 
through mom and blessing me with a mother 








our tents strung up across the dust of the Milky Way....this was 
when Her love was as simple as the smoke of our hearths mingling 
w / the winter breath of angels. not yet done yet begun. being. 
blessed not unblessed, to have come into this through such an 
oasis w / waterfalls and date palms between our toes. 
form of being, shadow juice. not yet done yet begun, beheld. 
behold. such was the time of it....umbilical drenched w / awe. 
infinity in a bear's paw, in a cradle of down, even lighter 
than a thief upon a rooftop. 
yes, that She saw that it would take more than the sun to set 
the day on fire. and that She breathed the male, the female 
....the notion of language heaved w / in their primordial breasts, 
spilling over. even now. blow on the back of your hand, speak 
some words, feel a sampling of that heat. how it was. merely 
a hint of your own reflection meant another eternity spent 
in paradise. 
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Charli M hrhoif -----~ 
l car crow) 
w I on h nd h trok s and ently pets the univer . and w / the 
other hand h throws it away, over the abyss, to his female self. 
she also strokes and gently pets it, w / one hand, before throwing 
it away (using her other hand) over the abyss, back to her male 
self: him. this happens so swiftly, over and over, continually, 
faster than we are able to record w / time. each god w / the universe, 
?ently, in hand. each catching and throwing. each toss, occuring 
m so much less than an instant, together when looked upon, appears 
as a blur. a blur which i have mistaken for a roof over this abyss. 
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w / out an anklet of despair~ _...___ 
Charlie Mehrhoff 
(Scarecrow) 




reflected in a still pool. 
breeze 
across the farm of her skin, 
occupied by the space occupied by blossoms, 
(too lush 
(for my caravan. 
her collar smells sweet. 
the ridges have disappeared, 
and for this moment 
there are no mountains that cannot be climbed. 
the river, 
after stealing her reflection, 
is unable to carry it away 
w / one last sip from this oasis 
as she freezes what liquid in the compass 
and sends the cosmos whirling. 
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She Man Street -- Lynn, IN Jack Bowman 
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(Old photo submitted by Wes Watring) 
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al :xis larsen 
Though not conventionally beautiful 
she had a striking visual presence-a pure form 
majestic on water 
tall and mighty, 
she engaged all who saw her 
It was said that she had been destroyed­
ravaged and eroded by time 
yet as my gaze reached her I delighted as light from the stars 
played off her projections and hollows-
an active symphony in shadow 
The beauty was true to nature 
capturing strength and emotion rarely seen 
She was a comment on society-
standing for the weak and weary when we didn't have the stren h 
So the needy flocked to their protector and gazed in wonder 
at an American saint 
She endeared all of us to her as she shed light over a land of opportun Y 




Obnoxious uncle Morris 
Lit the sixteen candles 
On cousin Miranda's birthday cake 
And bellowed 'make a wish, make a wish' 
She blew them out 
With one quick huff 
And uncle Morris fell over dead 
The whole family started screaming 
The younger children were sent upstairs 
Someone called nine one one 
Two of my other uncles carried uncle Morris 
Over to the sofa 
Everyone else followed 
And stood surrounding the sofa 
Staring down at Uncle Morris' body 
But I headed straight for Miranda 
Still sitting serenely behind the smoking candles 
I wanted to slice a piece of cake for her 
Scoop a dip of ice cream onto her plate 
Show her I was on her side... 
Also I wanted to thank her 
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Donald Fuston 
Listen to h cont nted woman 
Talking in the kitchen 
Six windy instruments 
At the table trading tales 
Two at a time 
Reedy clarinets reporting rumors 
Three at once 
Syncopated french horns bellowing beliefs 
One alone soloing 
Starting slowly softly 
Reflecting, remarking, wondering 
Weaving a whimsical melody 
That's my oboe 
I mean my wife 
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Pretty in Pink Lillian Johnson 
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A Woman Lillian Johnson 
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Red Sea Gold Lillian Johnson
67 
Red Chair Series Rory Golden 
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Linda's Sister Rory Golden 
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Caldera 
S usan Streeter Carpenter 
Pu shing the cabin door inward I saw the terrible cha 1e. 
Murphy's Oil Soap scent drifted up smugly from th scrubbe Hoor. 1e 
hearth rug lay fluffed and gasping, all its dust sucked out. My bookc; 
had been closed and piled next to the covered microscope on one cor er 
of the table, which gleamed with polish, ready for fingerprints. The 
Windexed grandfather clock, welcoming all week, now ticked grimly: See. 
Charlotte, what you did not do. The newly-invisible windows smirked: 
Maura has arrived. 
I dropped my backpack on the bench outside the door and sc1t 
beside it to take off my hiking boots. Maura, my half-sister, had a rig t 
to be here: this cabin in the Colorado mountains had belonged to o r 
grandmother until her death last fall. Ownership had passed to our 
father. 
I crept inside sock-footed, dumped my pack-full of equipment and 
rock samples on the floor, wandered to the kitchen (whiffs of ammonia 
and cleanser; damp spots on the new-mopped floor; white, white porce­
lain daring me to run water), and filled a kettle for tea. I would have LO 
change clothes before I could sit. Where was Maura? 
Every day this week I'd been scrabbling around the hills, working 
to justify my hunch that we were on the crater of an ancient volcano. Or 
to disprove it, I suppose - but this afternoon I'd found an outcrop on the 
crest of the next hill to the south which looked like a piece of the old 
ring-dike. I'd planned to analyze what I'd found tonight, explore the 
nearby creek b ed tomorrow; then, if the results were what I hoped, I'd be 
into the most significant research of my life. 
But now I had to factor in Maura and probably Ben, her husband 
(aka Air Force Colonel Wadzynski) and maybe their daughter Rachei. 
How old was Rach el? Eighteen? 1\venty? 
I'd seen Mau ra at Gran's funeral, but otherwise it had been ten 
years. That summer we all stayed in the cabin with Gran. I was twenty­
six, working for Audobon and Outward Bound, refusing to pick wildflow­
ers or use paper t owels . I'd talked Ra hel into allowing spiders to keep 
their webs in the comers. Ben had rented all-terrain motorcycles with 
balloon tires, and h e and Maura drove circles and figure eights into the 
west and south pastu res. 
We can stay out ofeach others' way this time, I told myself. I went 
to change, careful to keep the gravel from spilling out of the cuffs of my 
jeans. She hadn't cleaned my little bedroom, had she? No, the covers 
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were still comfortably rumpled, sandals still at odds on the rug, khaki 
slacks still hung over the back of the chair. I put them on and though 
what Gran would say: Make the best of it - cook something. 
Back in the kitch n I loaded the stove with shredded newspaper 
pin twigs and aspen splits, nd set the fir goin . I got out ground 
turk y, fr h p pp rs and onion , th n rumm d in th p ntry for 
nn d om o s, b n , hili powd r . 
M ur h d blond hair nd mu ul r , tan 1 s. For ix y rs sh 
b n nt to liv with us, thr or four month at a tim , whil h r 
mother trav 1 d. When I was s ix Ma ura was eleven, a princess who 
turned perfect cartwheels, played the piano, and blew bubbles with pla 1 
Doublemint. She showed me how to crack my knuckles, to trim my 
fingernails with my teeth, to play badminton and croquet and War and 
Spit and Fifty-two Pickup. She called me "Charface" and "Lotto", told a 
her friends I was a pest. The summer I was eleven I began stealing fror 
her - earrings, perfume bottles, tampons. 
Maura wore a yellow vinyl mini-skirt the night I watched her anc 
Ben in the vestibule; he had one arm tight around her waist and was 
trying to feel her breasts with his hand; she was pushing him away, 
flushed and giggling. Then she gave in and kissed him, open-mouthed 
as he unbuttoned her blouse. I scrambled off to bed, afraid to be caug 
spying, and lay awake for hours, thrilled and confused, re-playing the 
scene in my mind. 
I was chopping onions when they drove up in a Volvo sedan, 
climbed out, and met at the trunk to remove bags overflowing with gro­
ceries. I held the door open as they came in. 
"Char!" Maura balanced a grocery bag on each hip, leaned for­
ward and kissed me on the cheek. "You look wonderful!" she said, as 
though she hadn't noticed my weepy onioned eyes or my dirty red hair, 
flattened by my cap. She looked golden as ever; her thick hair short at 
the n ck and rippling across her forehead to cover one eye. She wore 
white shorts and a purple tee shirt with wildflowers (labeled "Wildflow­
ers") on the front. Putting the bags on the table by the window, she 
began to take out boxes and cans. 
"You folks hungry?" I was hitting the little can of chili powder 
with the heel of my hand to loosen it, thinking I'd better add extra be­
cause it was stale, at least five years old. 
They looked at each other. "Maybe a taste," Maura said. "After 
several hours of dealing with, you know, the filth in this place, we de­
cided to eat in town. New Greek place. The food's good - greasy 
though." She relished the words "greasy" and "filth". 
"How about a beer?" Ben asked. His jawline had softened over 
the past ten years; his hair had grayed to the color of pewter. 
"No thanks," I said. 
Maura, squatting in front of the open refrigerator, loading the 
vegetable drawer, held up her hand. Her nails were perfect pearly ovals. 
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(My nails were chipped and dirty from digging.) Ben broke f ano her 
beer from the six-pack and gave it to her. My tea water wac, oi jng; I 
poured it over the spearmint in my cup and felt self-con io 1s 
"You all by your lonesome?" Maura asked, standing, lo 1 1g e 
fridge and op ning her beer. "Dad said he didn't know if, u 
was staying with you." 
He would hav been re£ rring to Diane, who might h corr; 1f 
not for th chance to do ethnographic r se rch in Turk y. 11, 1 's my 
lover. Dad knew I had a thing with someone, a colleague at the Univer-
sity of Michigan; he didn't know her name. Or her gender. . 
"No, it's just me," I said, "doing some research. In fact, I thmk 
I've found something."
"Gold?" asked Ben. He grinned, a flash, and sipped his beer. 
"Nowhere we could reach it," I said. 
"Then there may be gold after all," he said. "It would sure com in 
handy if this place could produce something." 
Maura dug at him with her elbow. "Quit it." 
"You could go see where they're strip-mining gold over by Cripple 
Creek," I said. "They've tom away half the mountain so far." I opened 
the stove and added wood, then stirred the chili. "How's Rachel?" I 
asked. Another hour - two at the most; then I'd be out of their way. 
"We dropped in to see Rachel a t Yellowstone," Ben said. "She has 
a summer job there. Doesn't pay much, but she's learning a lot." 
"A lot about good-looking guys," Maura said. "And, once again, 
she's talked Daddy into supporting her away from home." 
"She's nineteen. Being on her own is good for her," Ben said. 
"She's been away in college all year, and she'll be going back in 
September," Maura said. "We have a new swimming_pool at_home ~nd 
she's used it once - well, twice, if you count a two-nunute dip. I tned to 
talk her into coming to the cabin for a few days - she loves it here, or 
did. It's beginning to feel like I don't know her - no, she doesn't know 
who we are. She needs time with us." 
"Her mother wants time with her," Ben said. He put his arm 
around Maura and kissed the crown of her head; she gripped her elbows 
with her hands, looking down. Then she sagged into him. . ,, 
"We're murderers. We hit a black squirrel on the way m, Maura 
said, and as her face drooped in sorrow she looked at once ancient and, 
much younger. "One of those soft squeaky ones with tufted ears. Splat. 
Right under the wheel. Ugh!" She shuddered. 
Ben tightened his hug. "It wasn't your fault, honey," he .~aid . "It 
was your basic kamikaze squirrel, threw itself under the wheel. 
"No it didn't!" Maura insisted. Then she inhaled, gathered her 
face back in till it was expressionless again, said ·Let's go look at the 
pond," and wheeled out from under Ben's arm. Be~ coc~ed his eyebrows 
my way, what-can-I-do, lifted their jackets (Patagoma; pink and teal) 
from the back of a chair, and followed. I drank my tea and watched 
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them stride down the path in their matching high-tech walking shoes. 
What was Maura doing with her life? I ransacked my brain for 
comments from our father. We had phone conv rs lions several times 
y ar, and I usually asked about Maura, who (sin e hi divorce from my 
moth r) wa the le st controv r i 1p r on we knew in ommon. "Sh 
am in ond in t nni toumam nt," h 'd id 1 t M y. "Sh nd 
B n h v up rb hou - r n marbl b throom. Th y'r diggin 
wimmin pool. Wh t howpl 
A not on a Chri tm rd v r 1 y r o (how m ny? thr 
seven?) said she'd otten her real st t li ens . 
Long ago she'd talked of becoming a veterinarian. Had she ever 
finished her B.A.? I wondered if she had close women friends. 
When we were kids staying out here with Gran, Maura kept tryin& 
to feed the animals, scattering her cereal for birds and ground squirrels. 
carrying carrots in her pocket for the old pony, whom she lavished with 
affection even though he couldn't be ridden. Once she made a salt lick t 
attract deer and elk, putting damp table salt in a bowl unW it dried and 
hardened, then dumping it out on the ground near the back door, a littlt 
white igloo of salt. "You're inviting folks to destroy my garden!" Gran 
scolded. She made Maura carry the salt lick all the way across to the 
woods. Maura wouldn't eat vegetables for the rest of the week. 
With their tiny portions of chili they each drank another beer; 
then Ben started a fire, put three glasses on the coffee table, and began 
to pour brandy. "Not for me, thanks," I said. "I have work tonight." 
"So tell us about your work," Maura settled into the Morris chair, 
sipped her brandy and licked her lips. "You said something about a 
discovery." 
'Tm tracing the boundaries of an ancient volcano," I said. "Well, 
not ancient, only eocene, 30 to 35 million years ago." 
"Dinosaurs?" Maura asked. 
"None left by then," I said. "Little mammals. Insects, bees, drag­
onflies, fems, willows. Look." I leaned forward and traced an imaginary 
map on the coffee table. "Somewhere near Guffey a volcano erupts, the 
earth cracks, lava spews all over the surrounding valleys. Rivers change 
course. Terrific mud flows." I made an imaginary cone on the table. 
"Big cone, small crater at the top. Cools. Hollow underneath the crater. 
Eventually, with erosion and settling, the crater falls in." I punched 
down the center of the invisible cone. "And here's a caldera, a wide sort 
of circular rim." 
"And crystals, right?" Ben asked. "Everywhere I go around here 
someone's telling me the place is rich with minerals." 
"It is," I said. "If I'm right about the history, then... " 
"We're not going to tum this place into a mine," Maura said. 
"Listen, you've got to explore all the possibilities," Ben turned to 
her, his hands spread to show ten possibilities. "When you've got a 
geologist here, you check into metals and minerals. If Char was raising 
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Herefords, I'd ask her about that." 
Maura sighed. "Well I wish you'd leav it al n ld be 
talking Dad out of s lling the place, not dr aming up uy it 
from h im. Sorry, Char. You wer ayinif?" 
"Dad want to sell th place?" ln m r h 
cons rv tion with D d. I'd told h im I w n 1 
va u w y of king hi p rmi s ion to 1 
h s id nythin bout lling? o. 
"You didn't know?" B n r fill c . 'll1e
bottl 's mouth p u dover my la r. 
"What's he want to sen?·· I a l ? Both?
'Why?"The whole thing?" They nodded ir 
B g you'den shrugged. "Needs the mo1 
e you twoknow more than we do," he went 
first right of refusal." 
"He hasn't said much of anytl 
the phone for five minutes in May. l 
· an meeting funeral - and then, I was mostly s, 
his new wife." 
"Alice may have put him up 
1 te1 -funeralI ruffed my scalp with my h .. 
a . He'd dinner a t the Holiday Inn with Dad t 
ong Kong,talked about his honeymoon trip w 
suprised me.Osaka ... and he'd seemed anxiouc o 
ime I wasLater I thought: maybe he's impr d 
n to spearingself-conscious, wearing my only dr s 
shrimp with my fork. 
an - wou ld you buy"If he does - put the pla e u 
it?" Ben asked. 
I coughed. "Me?" 
" > k, it' been a longDon't answer that, Char,'' M L ra 
G d I'm exhausted,"day. I'm going to wash dish s." She gc 
she said, and disappeared into the kite 
I stood up. "Excuse me, but Ir a(· h eal with my field 
notes while they're fresh in my mind.· 1 retriev d my backpack and 
lugged it to the big table, got out note ok, roe t amples , a~rial photos. 
Why hadn't Dad said anything abo t , n '"' g to let the cabin and the 
land go? "When was this t alk with Vla 1 a a ou selling?" I asked, 
standing over my work, almost calrn acr s the room to Ben. He was 
pouring his fourth brandy.
He sipped and looked at the rafters. ..Couple months ago? Early 
June?" The old log beams seem d 1.o 1 w. "Second week in June," he 
said. "Rachel had just left. So listei.., ·· he turned to me. "Maura wants 
this place to stay in the family. She thinks it's a way to hold on to . 
Rachel - though she won't say so. Me? I'd buy_ it, if it w~re a_real m- . 
vestment." He stood up, pressing the small of his back with his hands, I 
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I gave up all pretense of work and went o t i 
Milky Way mus led across the sky in a great wa 
poppys d in on of Gran's Hun arian c r 
shrunk to flat bl k shadow , dividing th f 
speckl d ky-dom . I fi It my lun Ii rt ught, 
to the gr at ky, to the mountain, t 1 atever 
else happen . Move in with me. All th 
could hear the vertebrae pop. "Or if I won the lottery. Rachel's got an­
other thr~e years of college ahead of her, and then maybe grad school. 
'!fen~ ~ mcome, not another expense, which is what this prop rty is, 
Just sit m here. Big xp ns . " 
'Tm orry I couldn't b mor n coura ing about min ral . May 
you ould t lk to ... " I topp d my If from yin "min rologist " ~ 
h d I v n aid th word" orry"? · 
?
J 
Mutt rin "N ~or lig~t." I got h k ro n I mp nd pu it 
or: th _t b~ , ~ d a b1 mdu trtou how of filling it, playin with the 
WI ~· hghtmg it, and by th n Ben was reading The Huntfor Red October 
I laid _ou~ my samples and began fitting the measurements I'd taken on 
the hillside to the notations on the map. I knew I should transcribe all 
my notes immediately, before going to sleep, but it was hard to concen­
trate. 
"How much do you want to deal with all at once?" Diane had 
asked when we'd talke~ about her coming out here with me, looking 
ahead to the other comrng out. She was willing then; I was the reluctar, 
one. 
I'd been frantically busy for so long, wouldn't let her move in wifr 
~:• ';oul~n't ~ with_ her about a child. "If you want to have a baby, 
it, Id sai_d. I 11 be delighted for you." When Diane left for Turkey I'd 
been gradmg fmal exams, feeling poor and stretched and envious of her 
gran~. Now _I was heading into my own huge project and, as of this 
evenmg, facmg a loss I didn't know the dimensions of. I missed her mor 
than I had for weeks. 
Ma~ra ~~e in, rubbing lotion into her hands, and stopped near 
m~ table. 'This is the only place in the world that never changes" she 
said. ' 
"Not really." I meant, of course, both: it's not the only place that 
stays the same for a couple of human lifetimes, and: every place chang , 
however slowly. I used to think of this hill, the surrounding woods and 
v~leys bounded by mountains, as an island in time, a sort of magic 
circle around which the river of human change flowed without intruding 
Now I knew better. 
"I love this old lamp," Maura said. She took a piece of Kleenex 
out of her pocket, licked it, and began to rub at the greasy dust on the 
bas: of the _kerosene lamp. "Gran used to read to us with this lamp. 
Swzss Farmly Robinson, remember?" 
. .."Mm hm." I nodded. ''Tell me how it was with Gran at the end," I 
said. You were there when she died. What was it like?" 
"Oh, Char," sighed Maura. She turned the lamp around and 
rubbed at the other side. "You don't want to know." 
"Yes I do." 
"Only because you weren't there." 
"I would have come," I said, "if ... " 
''That's not what I mean, Char. She wouldn't have known you 
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anyway. " She sighed again. "She didn't know me. I'
Come on, h oney." She shook Ben's shoulder to rous 
chair. 
Back in the cabin I imagined e L Dian and me. 
The odd thing was, I wanted to . Old o "e l rth, and a 
younger s ister emerged, running a - a smile, hop-
ing for a nod. 
So why is her approval so impo · 
take care of this wobbly child at the c 
came Diane's voice. Not anymore. 
Oh my darling woman. I wi h ' 
I took a cabin bath - filling },.e g my h air, 
sponging the rest of my body, tow l'n< efully ­
and went to bed without finishing m myself, 
before sleeping, I won't allow these p 
The morning was gray; a cloud ll. I was 
spooning the last of my cereal wh n 1 chen looking 
faded. She hadn't put on make p. Sl e coffee. 
"Baby's got a bad headache," shes ·ct. " r chin over her 
shoulder. "Altitude sickness." 
'T m headed for the stream b h in.· I said, "to see 
if there's another outcrop." 
"Outcrop?" 
"Right," I said. "A piec of c· no I told you 
about. After a couple million year o ... , sediment building. 
Eroding. Building again - " I me de laye.. \: r i y hand. "A few volca­
nic peaks stuck out - you know S e ~ 's Tos eas of here? Crystal 
Peak-we climbed it, remember? I think th y're part of the caldera. 
And I think I can find more of it right here, b_, the cabin - en ough to 
trace the whole rim, proving the cal era e.. · ts, once and for all. " 
"Oh," said Maura, standil g. sipping her coffee. "Neat. " 
"She'll publish an a rticle,·· Ben said, standing bleary-eyed behind 
Maura. Hangover, I thought. "Th·n1 this'll get you tenure?" 
"I don't know," I said. 
How h ad I been sucked in t explaining? I mentally kicked myself 
as I followed the path next to the gully. then down, s lipping a little in the 
soft gravel. Had I not known this acre so well, there would have been no 
point to rock-h unting in the fog. But the path was familiar, and so were 
the juniper and wild rose bushes which grew on either side, and so were 
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the boulders looming over me as I rounded the base of the hill. They 
were not outcrops; they had rolled down here several eons ago, perha 
during an earthquake. Along the er ek bed there should be evidence 
eruption and flow- rock which would match the ampl s I'd taken 
y st rda~. Steppin on ton and wa ding, I tudi d th gully walls, 
out my p1 k nd prodd d, r p d, found a promi ing protru ion and 
du round it to wh h r it w t h d or would om loo 
M king olo i 1hi tory of 1 p t horn in Mi hi n i 
lrai hlforw rd pro omp r d to th onfusion h r , wh r th r 
no 1 yers, wher the 1 va has travel d mile from its source in all dir 
tions, where volcanic cores have been broken and worn into boulders 
and jumbled together with older conglomerates. One minute you thinl< 
yo~'re looking at volcanic evidence. The next minute, woops, it's some 
thmg else. Or you're following quiet, predictable, sedimentary layers a i 
then, oh no - lava. 
The protruding rhyolite was a boulder, after all , not an outcrop. 
moved d~wn the cre~k and found another. Started to dig, then though 
better of 1t and studied the surface with a hand-lens, compared it with 
yeste~day's sample, decided there wasn't enough match to keep workin 
Also 1~ had begun _to rain, a deep, drenching rain, not the sort you'd wa t 
to be m a mountain gully with. I hiked back to the cabin. 
When we were kids and it rained like this Gran would send me 
and Maura outdoors in yellow slickers. Once Maura bet me a chocolat~ 
bar that I couldn't stand in the rain with my mouth open long enough t 
catch a whole drink. I stood with my face to the sky while the hard 
d~ops pelted my eyelids and cheeks and zinged into my nostrils, and I 
tned to hold the water in my mouth, but I couldn't breathe, nearly 
choked. It was a drink, I said. But she didn't give me the chocolate ba 
In the cabin, I returned to my notes, wishing I'd transcribed the1 
ar fully y sterday. But v n when I ot it all mapp d out, the evidenct 
di~n't add up yet. ~ rhaps if I were to think about something else, or n t 
thmk at all, for awhile ... I got out the ladder, climbed up to the loft an 
poked around in the dust, found the sleeping bags, the old canvas tent, 
stacks of LIFE magazines, a western saddle, an elk antler. Under the 
antler was the Noah's Ark. It came not only from my childhood and 
Maura's, but from our father's. Three generations, counting Rachel. 
The animals, I saw when I had taken the Ark back down the 
ladder and unwrapped them, had suffered a bit: the female camel was 
missing one leg and the rhinos' horns had lost their tips. One monkey'c­
face had been somehow rubbed off, and the male African elephant's bel , 
had caved in. 
I got out my pocket knife, some wooden matchsticks, Elmer's glu • 
and epoxy, gauze from the first aid kit, and went to work. I was smootr 
ing glue-soaked gauze into the elephant's rib cage when Maura came ar ::l 
looked over my shoulder. 
"Where did you learn that?" she asked. "How do you know it'll 
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work?" 
"I don't," I said. "It's worth trying, though. I 11 n d 
maybe add another coat. " 
"And paint, I hope," she said. She picked . "Rachel 
sucked its face off," she s a id. "I wa afraid of 1 a 
was okay." Sh xamined as al, th n c. w t 
lookin at a h as if it w r an old fri nd. 
"R m mb r wh n w mad th m · 
"With twigs a tre s and p bbl s a bou , 
to watch th m, pretending we wer t 1 · , 
Maura looked at me. "We coul h [::, e aid . "We
weren't allowed to take them outdo r 
"Well we did it at least once.'' 
"No, you imagined it - but 10 a picture of 
that elephant when it was new." Mau ,, ged i 1 the 
cupboard, unearthing a photograph. 
There he was, our father a s a to holding the 
other in anelephant, standing in front of Gran, 
apron. I calculated: "1930?'' 
"1927," Maura said. "He wa.. b 
, he's "No kidding. I thought h e wa 
sticking out his tongue at the cam ·a 
1e photo to "But Gran couldn't see him; , 
brows. look at Gran's face. "She seems so nx 
Who do you suppose took this pi tur · 
"No he's not, he'd never ... Gr n 
... Well, what do you know." She cru i 
"Maybe. He left when Dad wa 
o m ke sense of She went out. I sat with the photo i 
out m erely cute? what was going on there . Was Dad 
d Gran 's expres­I didn't think so. His eyes wer narr 
ut to leave her. Did sion - so sweet, so worried. Her h 
she know? Did he? 
We came up here every summer fo ek t time, Maura and I. 
My mother would spend the night afte she'd dro1 ped me off or before 
she picked me up; it was she who'd said an was ··not what you'd call a 
warm or demonstrative p erson." If s , 1at wa 11 r ight with me; Gran 
seemed inseparable from the cabin, eland. And her son - our 
father? He seemed to be separable from everything. 
Maura reappeared carrying a d:e soda, picked up a deer with its 
leg broken off, cut the tip off a mate h and began to fit the stick onto the 
little haunch. I finished the first lav r f el ;phant hide and went to work 
on the camel. There was something calming in the process of animal 
repair, something hopeful about Maura's tender, capable hands working 
alongside mine. 
Holding the camel, waiting for the epoxy to set its leg, I looked 
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around the room. The stuffed chair: hours and hours I had spent curk i 
up in it with Kidnapped and Exodus and Shogun. It would flank the 
worn sofa forever, I had believed, and the kerosene lamp would illumi­
nate the table, and the clock would comfort us eternally from the wall. 
And th window would always, alway b here to show me, in the slant 
in light, th mountain pr din across th horizon, a odd with h 
rms wid , bl s in v rything. 
By on thirty h ky h d 1 r d, hou h, if t.hi w a typi al 
Augu t d y, w could xp ct mor in th 1 t af: moon. I took my pa 1 
and went down to th er ek. Summer in the Rockies: one minut you'r 
damp and chilly, the next you're baking. After an hour I took off my 
sweatshirt and laid it next to my jean jacket on the bank. 
The real question was whether the piece of rock I had settled on 
was finally a genuine outcrop of stone from my caldera. I got out my 
Brunton compass to measure the strike and dip, got out the air photos J 
wrtte the measurements on, unpacked binoculars, notebook, pen. 
Looked at today's measurements next to yesterday's and the day's befo1 
that. Hopeful. I swung the binoculars over my neck and scrambled up 
to the edge of the gully so I could study the divisions in the hill above. 
The cabin hill. 
The sunny slope was thick with sage, brightened here and there 
with blue harebells and red paintbrush, all blowing in the wind. My 
binoculars picked up a rabbit crouched, munching - and there sud­
denly was Maura, in profile, standing, looking across to the mountain. 
Her face seemed sad, and strong, and naked in a way I'd never seen it -
though perhaps I'd glimpsed it yesterday. As I watched she ran her 
fingers through her hair, put both arms over her head, arched her back 
lifting her breasts, and twisted one way, then the other. Then she bent 
down, and I saw she was scrubbing away at the Morris chair. 
Intruder, I thought, and moved the binoculars away to look at th 
slope. The hill had muscles and bones, had been forming for mayb 
thirty million years. Maybe only ten million. Maura and I -and Dad 
and Gran and the cabin - were flecks on its surface. I strained to see 
the skeleton of the hill. Couldn't. Put the binoculars down, capped 
them, climbed back down into the gully to retrieve my pack. Maybe I 
could see something from above. 
When I crested the hill near the cabin Maura was still stripping 
the finish off the chair with steel wool. Her right arm moved like a pis­
ton, in short, firm strokes; her back was very straight, but bobbing with 
the rhythm. From this angle I could see that the bones of her hips were 
wide, like Gran's, her buttocks flat. Her legs were short in proportion t 
the rest of her. Her hands, in thin latex gloves, were caressing the woo 
She heard me on the path and stopped, turned. "I've been mean­
ing to do this for years," she said. "Look here; see how nice it'll be after 
I've finished it?" 
I had enjoyed being able to put a mug of tea on the armrest with-
g "Wh 
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out a coaster to protect the wood. Oh well. "Pretty," I ..You think 
you'll take it home?" 
"Why would I want to do that? How could yo .. 1est such 
a thing?" She bristled. 
I shrugged, placative. "Bound to b ~ chd 
"It would b okay with me if you wanted it. 
couch, nd th old tuffed ch air." 
"That thing n ds h lp." Maura covered 
would cost a fortune." 
"That's why I put the Indian bla -iatdid
you do with it?" 
Maura looked at me from unde . You like the 
Indian blanket? Take it. It has hol{ tmg 1t. Ugh! It 
. · m +he window was all I could do to keep from thr 
p . seat." She sighed. "There's got to b o. 1 ace as it is
You'll h ave children some day, won't y 
"Maybe," I said. My throat ti t 
She picked up the bottle of str r xic sort) and 1 
~ covered by went to work on the inside of the bac 
cushion. "Ben did say, if you split th 
"What is the cost?" 
"I don't know, a lot. "She dro ~el wool into a 
paper bag at her feet. "But I can't imag ·r he knew how 
much the place means to us. I mean, he ' be pset if h e 
sold it, and I said 'yes, I would', and e .. . 1 don't use the 
place' - and that's true, I guess. 'r 1 t. 1un up here?" 
"Never," I said. But then I rem J. use of the Morris 
Chair: Dad sitting with his glass on the T<Tr.r,r,, ._, r, nr st and his feet 
stretched out to the fire. His hair was g n de my way to him 
with a tray of cookies I'd baked. My fi s n eal-raisin. "Make 
him welcome," Gran had said (with he ) . I put one foot 
carefully in front of the other toke p 1. ut even so, I tripped 
on the loose edge of the rug and fell, and e went flyi~g. And 
did my father leap to help me up? N , he a g d, and when_ I d : e­
gathered the cookies and put them all back on~ tray he s~d, Great 
Play, Shakespeare," and then, "Can't eat any, of course; they ve been on 
the floor." The memory shamed m all over again. 
"Do you think," I asked Maura, " e doesn't lik~ it h e~e?" . . 
''You should know, Char,'' Maura w s saying. You lived With him 
longer than I did. He likes you. Couldn't you just tell him n ot to sell -
ever? We need this place - me and Rachel and you and • • • who is this 
uy you're with? Is it permanent?" t' t?"Something like a bone came into my throat. a s permanen • 
I said. "And it's been more than ~enty years since I lived with Dad." . 
Lived w ith, I thought. Did I ever really live with him? ''I'll think a~out it. 
Right now I'm in the middle of things." I turned back down the hill, 
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The Grandmother, My Mother-----­
Coll n w; b t r 
I tum way from you 
becaus it is easi r than facing 
you who accuse me 
of growing up and away 
Because it is true 
I have 
I am the daughter without a man 
needing no babies in the hours 
filled with books and words 
and protest, change 
Still, each time I move batter 
in my mixing bowls, stirring 
flour grain pumpkin and spice 
for muffins, I am in the fold 
wanned by the orange-brown 
of a childhood kitchen 
where even now, you wait 




"The Problem of Change 
, (1873- 1947) 
l 72-1993) 
wa th domin nt th m of h r r r 
and th ffort of concealm nt is th t 
of literature concerning her life. 
i ' 
I read your pioneers and immigrant 
and smelled the soil and love of eb 
in your words. You wrote a fine lin 
about that prairie land, growing 
stubborn oxen people, rooted, rock 
in traditions that would never a c 
your "sharing a bedroom with Edi . 
What changes would have to be ma 
to have allowed you to name your lo 
take her hand and lead her though 
and unbending land of your count ,? 
You wore the proper, high-collared 
posed stem-faced for photographs, a 
and never peopled your novels with 
anything but child-bearing manied 
So you gathered your long skirts 
safely across the fields of history, 
but forg d no new paths for tho e 
brave, voiceless women to come. 
O what pioneers in sexuality and truth 
' rth?could have been enough for this cold ea • 
Five decades from your death, 
in the same, unchanging Nebrask , e na 
is shot and left to die seven da s after 
pleading with police to investigate 
her rape and beating by the men 
who will eventually kill her. 
I wond r 
if she had the chance to read your 
Antonia, if she had the chance to 
read the warnings of a land with no 
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mercy, no change, and no tolerance. 
Teena didn't grace your prairies with 
flowing kirts and bustles - "she dress d 
like man" the pap rs r port, and ag in 
I wond r. What i lik man? Did sh 
w r khaki , Levi , button downs, v t 
low ho , t-shirts, th o sional ti 
belt, suspenders? ' 
The papers carried 
her photograph, a face I liked immediately. 
A roguish, rough and ready smile spread 
across her tawny face. There were sure, 
strong cheekbones and soft dimples. She 
was no man. She was beaten, raped, 
ignored and eventually shot to death 
one cold Christmas Day in Falls City 
because, like you, Willa, she shared 
a bedroom with a woman. 
I, too, write words that may fail 
to bring the change we need to live, 
write our words, and love women, but, 
I will name us. Willa, you loved Isabelle, 
then Edith. Teena would have loved perhaps 
a Mary or Vanessa or Sherilyn. And I love 
my own Stacey. We take sweaters, boots, 
Levis, and t-shirts out of closets, choosing 
what to wear into our difficult future 
where we will break a land and people of deep 
rooted beliefs that could kill us. 
0, what pioneers in sexuality and truth 
will be enough for this cold earth? 
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Which One of You is the Boy? 
Colleen Webster 
Just anoth r question I an w r with <= tr i r 
face about my not so straight If wh n 
my girlfri nd's mother plays Grand Inqt i 
Now each morning, we awaken whining 
"I don't wanna be the boy today. Yo 
be the boy." And, yes, Mrs. H, we kiss, 
really kiss, and this means she doe n 
sleep on the couch. No, it's n ot a pha e 
I don't control her, manipulate this, or 
force her. (My goddess, we don't e 
have bedposts for me to tie her up to.) 
I really try to patiently explain. Oh, 
sure, I want acceptance and even dare hop 
for understanding. But these are in inr t 
questions she would never enterta·n from mP 
And I don't need to ask them. I've see 
the guest bed cocooned and hollow d fr 1 
the sleeping form of her husband's man 
solitary nights. 
My moth er taught me 
common courtesy. I don't pry into closet 
I don't live in. We are both women. 
Neither of us ever wants to be the boy. 
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Colleen Webster 
"All my life I have b n in love with the sun." 
-Ann S xton 1928-1974 
Living throu h the autumns was tough 
for you• Those months added lines 
to your age, like some cold Time-man 
tallying up days in the sun, fines 
due with forty-five years behind you 
and none to go. Your light ran 
out, leaving only voices who 
whispered from trees. 
. It was enou gh 
to dnve you over the brink you passed 
each day. That day was your last. 
So I took you out in the sun, Anne 
thinking light would be like daisie~. 
those long-lasting loves, for your words 
~an~ greedily, too, hoping for a tan 
m this fickle autumn month before 
your birthday. Warming to laziness, 
I watched soaring pearl sea-birds 
fly, Icarus-like, to the sun, seeking more. 
In your honor, I flaunted a bikini 
rejoicing in my still-brown skin ' 
dappled and freckled an even tone 
of bourbon. If I had only had a martini 
I'd have toasted your harsh bravery 
daily facing the ever-tempting sin 
of breath-snatching. You were only on loan 
to us, Anne. 
I'm left, daring 
your broken poetry without you, swearing 
I could never live without the sun. 
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CROSS-CHEST CARRY 
Anne Hillsman Wood & Brian Keesling 
Thrashing, flailing his arms like a big crazy bird, Tyler Ga ·her looks 
like he's trying to fly out of the water. I don't even think, just dive in. The 
freezing water paralyzes me so that I start to sink; I have to will myself to 
swim. 
Surfacing behind Tyler, I thrust my arm across his big shoulder. 
beside his neck, then cup his chin in my hand. He's still thrashing. ..Chi l 
out now," I say, "just relax." And moving his head against my shoulder, I 
start for the side of the pool in a modified sidestroke, only my lower arm frep. 
Tyler's quiet for a second, then starts windmilling his arms again. "Cross­
chest carry! Cross-chest cany, Lucy!" I hear Barb yell from the side. So I 
move my hand from Tyler's chin, wrap my arm across his chest, tuck my 
hand beneath his hairy armpit. Gross. Now he's resting on the length ofmy 
body as I try to continue stroking for the s · de. The cross-chest carry is 
supposed to give the lifesaver control, but I can barely move Tyler. Suddenly 
my head goes under, I take in water, choke. Shouldn't have had my mouth 
open, but I have to pant for air now. Just a fe , more strokes, though. My 
hand touches the wall; Tyler breaks free and hois ·.... himself over the side, 
laughing. I hang onto the curved tile and ga p. 
"OK, class, what does this rescue ill tn te?" B b asks, not missing 
a beat. 
"Ifthey don't go quietly, leave them to l ep 'th he fi 'hes,·· one ofthe 
boys says.
Barb narrows her pale blue eyes. "I mean, why hould Lucy have 
thought twice before going after Tyler?" 
"Because the water was yellow?" another boy says. 
"It is better that one... " Barb prompts. 
''That one should get peed on than two." 
Barb glares at him. Barb's tall and rock solid; she looks frightening 
when she glares. "It's better that one should drown than two," she says. "The 
cardinal rule of lifesaving. This victim was fifty pounds heavier than Lucy; 
she shouldn't have gone in after him.·· 
Barb looks at me, nods slightly, as ifto underline the lesson. The side 
of my neck is sore where Tyler's flailing arm hit me, and I'm only now getting 
my normal breathing back. I thought I'd done a good job-towing Tyler in 
to safety. I knew he was too heavy for me, but that only made it more of a 
challenge. I pretended it wasn't a class but Tyler really drowning; but Barb 
had turned it into a lesson. Iwas supposed to stand at the lip of the pool and 
simply watch the manic chopping of arms and sputtering gasps for breath 
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until Tyler sank to the bottom. Maybe wave good-bye as he went. 
. ..Into the middle of the pool, Lucy," Barb commands, even though I' 1 
still breathing hard. Now it's my turn to be rescued; that's thewayw alwa , 
do it. Rescuer and victim switch. 
Once I swim back to the d p nd, I start to r lax. I lie th re waitin -
not thra hin nd h mming it up like o many ofth obnoxious boys-n 
h d bobbin t th surf: . I h r a small pl h wh n Tyl r div into t 
w t r· lthou h h ' h 1 r st p r on in th cla , h lw y nt r the po<I 
moothly. I ro kin th w v h m k wh n h com up b hind m , th 
h pu s m into a hin 1 v I-off and my I gs float to the surface. Th cro 
chest carry is coming and I hate it. Tyler's arm wraps around me, and 
large hand closes just beneath my armpit. I have to shave under my arn , 
every morning before this class. 
. This is the first time we've been partners. I've already been paired · 
with the other five boys in the Lifesaving class, and each one has manag 
to press down on my breasts. I'm sure they laughed about me later in 
showers. 
Iwear a one-piece suit to class, blue on bottom, with a blue and bro 
geometric pattern on top. The top, shaped like a loose blouse, hides rr. 
breasts. I pull my hair back in a braid so tight that it tugs against the comer 
of my eyes. I try to be friendly to the boys and serious about the class, b 
what I do doesn't seem to matter; they take every opportunity to humiliat 
me. Not only am I the only girl, but at fourteen, I'm the youngest studen 
Tyler swims as smoothly as he dives; and keeps his hand firmly belo 
my armpit. We're at the side ofthe pool in no time; it has been an easy rescu 
~e ~emoves his arm and I float free. With Tyler, I could learn to enjoy bein 
victrm. 
"Great job!" Barb bellows...Next class: defenses, releases and e 
capes. You'll learn how to get away from victims who try to pull you under 
I swim to the shallow end' ladder and hurry to the showers. I unbrai 
my hair and step out of the suit, glad that I'm the only one here. The clas. 
meets at eight, two hours before the pool opens to the public, and having th 
showers free is the single advantage to being the only girl in the class. I stan 
under the spray just long enough to wash the chlorine off, then quickly dr 
myself and pull on my clothes. When I get my bike, the boys are still in th 
showers, laughing about something. 
On my way home, I stop at the grocery to get ingredients for spaghet · 
It's the only decent grocery store here in Riverhead, South Carolina 
population 2,603. Iglance at the beefsteak tomatoes, full red globes, but bu 
the cheaper canned ones. The check out girl says, ..How's it going, Lucy? 
She's tall and slender, the sort of body that everything looks good on-eve1 
her red clerk's smock looks elegant...Spaghetti again?" she asks. I shop hen 
every morning because I can carry only one day's worth of meals in mybikt 
basket; I guess the check out girl always knows what's for dinner at m 
house. ~ 
Five minutes later when I swerve out to make the tum into ou 
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driveway, I hear a loud blast and then a screech of tires. ome blue-haired 
woman in an old black Cadillac has come within six inches ofto aling e and 
my bike, while I'm thinking about dinner and my father. A y ago I wot ld 
have thought I was lucky; now I think I was unlucky to h v arly been 
taken out by an old bat in a Caddy. 
Gil, my father, is asl ep on the couch, with an w pap · tent over his 
face to blo k out th light. The couch is blue, th rug and all a murky 
green. Gil looks like h · floating on a raft in a small stagnant pond. We 
should repaint this room. 
He doesn't wake until the meatballs are sputtering in oli e oil. Gil 
sputters too, then gasps, as if he's coming up for air. He shuffles into the 
kitchen, smoothing down his mussed black hair. His face is pale, which 
makes his cheeks and nose look even redder. The amazing thing is that his 
large, dark green eyes are clear and alert and focused. 
..Can I help, Lucky?" he asks. He's called me that nearly all my life. 
When I was five I gave Gil the combination of raffle numbers that won us a 
trip to Hilton Head: 4, 7, 20, 10, 2, 1. 
..Got it all under control," I say. "Thanks." 
''Then I'll just take these cans out to the garage." He picks up the 
empty tomato cans. 
While Gil is out, I put the change from the groceries into the sugar 
bowl. He gives me housekeeping money at the beginning of the week. I 
always manage to have a little left over; we need it. . 
He comes back in just as I've finished setting the table, sits down and 
carefully tucks the napkin under his chin like it's a formal arti~le ofclothing. 
But I see a red spot on the napkin at his throat, too dark and th1ck_for tomato 
juice. Gil's cut his thumb on one of the cans; it's not the first time.. 
"You're bleeding, Gil," I say. I started calling my parents by therr first 
names on the trip to Hilton Head; I wanted to pretend we were all adul~s. 
He looks puzzled, then sees his thumb. 'That's what I get for taking 
the lids off without paying enough attention." He sucks the wound clean. 
"Just a scratch." 
I get the hydrogen peroxide and Band-Aids from t~e bathroom, ~~nd 
themto Gil and go to drain the noodles. It's a heavy pot-five quarts ?fboilmg 
water-and nearly impossible to pour. I don't examine Gil's cut un~l I fm~y 
have the noodles on the plates. He's managed to get the Band-Aid on his 
thumb, but has wrapped it nearly an inch beneath the cut. At leas~ ~e 
wound is bubbling with the hydrogen peroxide. Some of the peroXI~e s 
splashed onto the mahogany dining table and is eating away at the finish. 
I blot it up with Gil's napkin. . . 
My mother, Kathryn, always sat at the foot of this table, m th~ chair 
10
nearest the kitchen. In the last months befo~e she died, I co~ld~ t ~! 
directly at her. Not only because she was so thm and y~llow-white, like~ 
brittle page from an old book, but because I could~ t stat:d to see e 
sympathy in her face-sympathy for me. Sometimes I d look mto the large, 
oval mirror above the sideboard. In it we were all smaller, like when you see 
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people in a picture where the photographer had to step way back to 1 t 
everyone in, and all the detail got lost. Kathryn, always careful with her h a · 
and dress , looked unchanged in the reflection. 
But a few times I did catch sight of my mother without intending 
to. These flashes of her face were also like pictures, but unlike what I 
saw in the mirror, everything about these were changed. It was almost 
the opposite of those time-lapse movies where flowers open. Kathryn's 
face changed so fast-she seemed to be rushing towards the end. Her 
high, sharp cheekbones looked ready to slash through her dry, tight 
skin. 
Gil doesn't seem to notice that I'm not hungry. As soon as he 
finishes his spaghetti, he tells me he's "going to retire to the den to do th 
books." Retire is right. 
I scrape the plates and load the dishwasher, then sit at the table wit 
the lifesaving manual and go over the section on defenses. The class is th 
only thing that's seeing me through the summer. I can'twait for the fall whe 
I'll go back to school. Kathryn taught English at my school before she gc 
sick. I wasn't in her class-she didn't think it was a good idea-but I wis1 
I had been. What I wish for most now is that Gil will be himself by fall. 
In the morning, Gil surprises me by being up before I am. I fmd hin 
doing the wash-a first. Unfortunately, he's thrown everything in togethe 
and used hot water, so all the colors have bled. And when I find my bathin1 
suit, tug it free from the tangle of Gil's shirts, I see it's shrunk to doll size 
As we pull the shirts from the dryer, he gets a stricken look on his face. Befor 
he has a chance to say anything, I reassure him. "I'll bike down to Wellfort', 
and buy some new ones," I say. I'll also get a new suit, although I don't tel 
Gil he's shrunk the old one, and he doesn't seem to notice. 
Unfortunately, Wellfort's only has a few suits left in my size. Since it'f 
late summer now all the nice ones are long gone. I hold up the thref 
remaining choices one by one: With their little straps clinging to the white 
plastic hangers they all look deflated and vulnerable. 
I take the one that should cover the most into the dressing room. 
turn away from the mirror to undress, and then pull on the suit. I keei: 
tugging it higher, but the thin straps are long-it's meant to expose. Facin 
the mirror, I can no longer avoid looking at myself. My breasts push out ful 
against the stretchy fabric; they're like balloons that I wish I could pop. The 
boys in class will think I want them to look at me. Maybe I'll wear a T-shirt, 
but then they'll probably tease me about that. 
Tall and dark like Gil, yet not skinny like him or my aunts, I have 
Kathryn's figure. It was summer when she was recovering from the first 
surgery, and I went with her to buy a swimsuit. She'd gotten a rubber 
prosthesis to put on the right side, and when she walked out ofthe changing 
room in the cobalt blue tank suit, she'd looked great. And she knew it, 
because her smile was huge, unconscious; she wasn'tjust smiling for me the 
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way she often did then. The next summer she was dead. 
After I've paid for the suit, I go to the men's department. I'm in luck, 
they have a sale on shirts. There's a whole big bin of them, and it takes me 
forever to fmd a 17. Sometimes the bargain shirts are too small. Gil's thin 
but long, and I don't like it when his wrists poke out like a teenao"er's t, whose
mother hasn't noticed he's grown into a larger size. I pull the pins out and 
hold the shirt up; the sleeves are twice as long as my arms; that seems about 
right. 
"Looks a little big to me." It's Tyler. In his clothes, he looks smaller, 
someone I could rescue. He's nice looking, with large hazel eyes and wavy 
auburn hair. I've only seen it slicked back and wet, when it just looked 
brown. 
"It's for my father," I say. 
"I met your dad once," Tyler says. "He seemed like a nice guy. 
Tall, with long arms." He smiles. 
"You did a good job at the pool yesterday," he says. 
"Not according to Barb." 
"Well you saved me." 
I can't think of anything to say. Tyler is just standing here, probably 
waiting for me to rescue him again. Nice looking boys aren't used to having 
to say much. 
"Well, Tyler, I'll see you tomorrow in class, .. I say and begin to fold the 
shirt. 
"Call me Ty, 0.K.?" he says. I finish fo ding the s 1irt and hold it up, 
as if for him to admire. A strange thing to do. ..All :right. Ty," I say. 
"Good," he says. Another silence. It's time for us to go. But instead 
of leaving, Tyler-Ty-smiles, and leans aga1~1st the bin of shirts. "I was 
wondering if maybe you'd like to practice some carries together.·· Quickly he 
adds, "Not that I know what I'm doing but maybe between the nvo of us we 
could figure it out." 
That might have been obnoxious. his pretendind' not to be good at 
what he so plainly is good at, but he sounds sincere, and he clearly wants 
me to go swimming with him, and I could use the practice. It would be nice 
to show Barb she's wrong, that I can cany someone larger than me. 
"O.K.," I say. 
"Great," he answers. "Eight-thirty too late? This evening, I mean." 
"The pool closes at six," I say. 
"I thought we could go to the river." 
Immediately I know where he means, the swimming hole in the 
bend of the river just outside of town. Riverhead's only had a public pool 
for the past five years; everyone my age learned to swim in the river. 
''I'll pick you up," he says when I hesitate. 
"Eight-thirty is fine," I say, "but I'll meet you there." 
"Great. That's really great." Be's got a big smile, but I'm glad to see 
that his lower teeth are crooked; he's not perfect. 
On the way home, I bike slightly out of my way and go past the 
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hardware store. Gil sold it last year. For the first few months after Kathry 
death, he tried to work, but he started going in later and later each day. Ne v 
w 're living on what he got for the store. 
The new own r kept the name: Comer Hardware. Dull, but 
didn't hav to buy an w sign. Ip er through the plate gl ss doors. It loo 
much th me as wh n Gil had it: v rything n atly ord r d on plain me 
sh lvin . Pow r ool up front ne r th ca hr gist r, h pit ms like na 
in bin in th ba k. Cu tom rs cam in day fter day for uppli to fix th 
house , fi nc , patio . Gil liked to help p ople spruce up things. Som tim< 
when Kathryn and I were in the car with him, he'd drive out of the way 
show us a customer's rehung gate or mended shutter. 
I turn my bike from the store and pedal toward home. It's nearly no 1 
now and the house looks worse and worse as I draw closer. In the brig t 
light, I can see howbadly it needs painting. Gil used to do it every three year , 
using paints that didn't sell at the store. One year it was Desert Rose, whic 1 
turned out to be Pepto-Bismol pink. This last color is pretty, though, Oce 1 
Blue. Unfortunately, you can see Pepto Rose coming through now. 
I decide to see ifthere's any Ocean Blue in the garage: Gil used to sto J 
leftover paint there. I haven't been in here since he sold the car, months ag . 
His license was revoked a month after Kathryn died, DWI, and he sold 
car within a week. He said it reminded him too much of her and of all 
trips to the hospital and of having to pull over to the side of the road aft 
her chemo, when she'd be sick. I wish he'd kept the car; Kathryn loved > 
drive, and I'm getting my license next year. 
It takes all my strength to raise the door; I can feel my back 
muscles pulling, even though they're stronger since I started the lifesav­
ing. The reflection nearly blinds me. There's a solid wall of silver. Gil 
has removed the labels from all those cans he's been trekking out here 
for the past year. I pick up a can; there are four neatly punched holes iI 
the bottom. Every spring Kathryn would grow tomato seedlings in cans 
to give them a head start b fore setting them out in the garden. I put thr 
can back. 
Over to the side, I see the big paint cans. I'm in luck, there are sever 
Ocean Blues. I bring them inside the house, then go to the basement fi 
brushes and rollers. Back upstairs, I call to Gil. He doesn't answer, b 
there's noise from upstairs. I take the shirt and go up. The door to the 
bedroom is closed and I can't decide if I should knock. Gil's playing one 
Kathryn's favorite songs, Joni Mitchell's "The Last Time I saw Richard." A 
a matter of fact, Kathryn looked like a busty Joni Mitchell. Although w 
haven't played any ofKathryn's albums, I remember what this song is abou 
Richard telling the singer that she's too romantic, and that like all romantic 
she'll just end up cynical and drunk. 
My knock isn't answered, probably because Gil can't hear me abov 
the music. When I open the door, the room is so dark, all the shades drawr 
that it takes me a minute to find Gil. He's lying on the bed next to a pile 
Kathryn's dresses, his arm draped across the waist of the top one. "I foum 
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some of the Ocean Blue in the garage," I say. "And I thong t w co Id do tl e 
house." 
He doesn't answer. He hasn't been drinking, at Jea 
me to smell it. The room smells ofKathryn's perfume; one a 1 ar s e dro ,e 
into Charl ston, where a woman made up her special bl nd: p · 
clover and a darker, unidentifi ds ent, aton emu kyand 1 umn 
woods on r iny day. 
"At I ast touch it up in place , " I ay with a bright voice. 
"Why?" Gil asks. 
"Because, because it needs to be done," I answer. 
"Why does it need to be? What difference does it make? You'll be 
gone in a few years anyway." It's an accusation. It pulls me down like al e' 'Y 
weight. 
'Tm not going anywhere," I say. 
He doesn't say anything. I feel like I can't breathe. · For at least fou 
years," I add. I reach over and tum on the bedside lamp. 
"Could you do me a favor, Lucky?" Gil asks. 
"Sure." He's going to ask me to tum off the lamp. 
"Leave me alone. Go outside and play." He smiles a little and it's 
horrible, like it's going to shatter his face. 
I tum to go, but can't. My hand is shaking on the doorknob. "I 
don't want to 'play'," I tell him. "I want to paint the house." 
"Then paint it. I don't care," he says. Suddenly he's really angry. 
"I want you to help," I say. 
"I don't want to help, Lucky." 
"You don't want to do anything!" I shout. "And I'm sick to death of 
being called Lucky. I'm not Lucky. I'm Lucy. Or Lucille. No, I'm Lucy-just 
plain Lucy. There's nothing lucky about me." 
He looks like he's ready to say something back, but h n doesn't. He 
sits u p, the dress clinging to his arm. He tries to shake it fr e, but static 
electricity holds it there. He gets a kind of pitiful look on his red ace. "You 
aren't my lucky charm any more?" he pleads. 
"No." 
He lies back down on the bed, his back to me now, the dress bunched 
beneath him. He mumbles something into the bedspread. 
"What?" I ask. 
"I just want to sleep." He turns off the lamp. . .. , 
"All right," I say, and toss the shirt I bought hrm onto the..bed. I 11 
leave. But we shouldn't let the house just fall apart." I pause. Kathryn 
wouldn't like it." 
I close the door behind me, softly sealing Gil in. I feel I've done 
something terrible by saying that, and yet it's true, she wouldn't like it. 
I'm at the swimming hole at eight-twenty and Ty's not around yet. It's 
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alre_ady getting dark and I wonder how we'll see what we're doing. I've g t 
myJeans and T-shirt on over my suit, and I take them offnow so I won't ha 
to do it when he's watching. There's a breeze and it's a cool night, which : 
good because otherwise there'd be mosquitoes. 
Then there's the sound of a car, and the Garbers' big, blue Bui r 
d s down the rutted dirt road. Ty tops couple£ et from me and hoi 
out. H om up th incline and leaps onto the bould r I'm sitting on. 
"Lucy!" h y , miling. 
Ty's got his uit on and a 1 tt r jacket with no shirt on undemeat . 
The j~cket_is s~iny and the thought goes through my mind that when we g w 
wet his skin~ b: too. The Buick's high beam shines two shafts of lig1 
~cross the_ swunrmng hole that hit the white bark of a sycamore, lighting 
like a movie screen. The tree is bright, but where we are is mostly shado 
"Cold?" he says. "You've got goosebumps." 
I wonder how he can see them in the dark, but when I look down < 
my legs I see them. My skin looks like raspberries. He has them too on h 
thighs, and maybe on his arms but I can't see for sure because i·m st 
sitting. He holds out a hand to pull me up. 
"I thought maybe we could practice on land first, like we sometime 
do in class." 
"0.K.," I say. The first word I utter tonight. 
"Cross-chest carry?" he asks. 
I nod yes, and lift my arm so he can wrap his arm over my shoulde 
across my chest, and grab my side. He pulls my shoulder into the hollow c 
his armpit, and it fits snugly like it's supposed to go there. 
"Wait a minute," I say. "You know how to do this, I'm the one wh 
needs practice, remember?" 
He laughs and I can feel his breath on my neck. We haven't come her 
to practice lifesaving. 
"Let me go," I say. 
His arm goes slack. I feel cold suddenly as if his arm had covered m 
all over and now I am unprotected. I tum to face him. He looks hurt an 
embarrassed and his eyes won't meet mine. The wind has blown his hai 
straight down over his forehead like a little boy's. I put my arms around hi 
neck and pull him back against me. This is my first real hug, or at least th 
first hug that feels like this. I feel his hands rub slowly down the skin ofm 
suit, then one hand touches the back of my neck and moves to find th~ 
opening at the back of my suit. We kiss, lightly; I know I'm not supposec 
to look, but I do. Then it becomes a wet kiss, with tongues swimming ove 
each other. 
He makes a noise that's something like a sigh and reaches inside tht 
front of my suit. I watch his face then close my eyes. His hands play wifr 
my breasts. I open my eyes when I feel his hand reach between my legs. 
would have let him stay on my breasts as long as he wanted to, but not this 
I push his hand away. 
"Lucy," he pleads. "Please." 
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He says something else too, but I don't hear what it i because I'm 
underwater-as soon as I heard the tone of his voice I dov off the boulder. 
When I surface, I tell him, "Don't you dare come in, Ty." 
"Don't be mad," he says. 
"Well I am," I say. "And I'm freezing, too. But I'm not com· gout of 
her until you leave, o the sooner you drive on home, the le s m d I'll be." 
"Don't be an a s. It's too dark for you to bike home-you don't ven 
hav a light on your bike." 
He's right. Th re's just th tini st sliv r of moon. I'v mo ed away 
from the shine of the headlights, so I won't be exposed as I tread w ter. Here, 
the water is dark, it looks like I'm floating in motor oil, and the black shaggy 
shapes of trees are menacing. 
"All right," I say. "You get in your car and I'll bike along beside you.' 
"O.K.," he says at once. He sounds chastened, and I'm surprised and 
a little disappointed.
I swim to the bank and climb out quickly. I put on my T-shirt and 
jeans and say, "Let's go." I don't look at him, just get on my bike and start 
pedaling. I'm freezing; my shirt is completely soaked through. I hear the 
Buick's engine start up and the lights of the car swing around. The car is 
right behind me, the road is too narrow here for him to drive beside me, and 
the brightness nearly blinds me. I pedal faster but he stays close. 
We reach the main road, and now I can ride on the shoulder and he's 
beside me. We pass the home of one of Gil's former customers, and the 
Buick's lights illuminate its white fence. The gate Gil once proudly pointed 
out to Kathryn and me on one of his drives now hangs at a crazy, broken 
angle. I pedal faster, my legs responding quickly after several weeks of 
scissor kicking.
Ty pulls into my driveway just behind me but remains in the car. 
Every downstairs light in the house is on, but it takes me a moment to realize 
that's not what's bothering me. Then I get it: the house has been painted. 
At any rate, there are huge, wet splotches of Ocean Blue covering the places 
where the Pepto Pink was taking ov r. But there's something else: the 
windows are painted. Not the window frames, but the panes. The panes are 
painted over with Ocean Blue. 
I drop the bike in the driveway and run inside. I walk up to the big 
porch window at the back ofthe hallway and touch the pane. My hand comes 
away wet. The panes have been painted on the inside too, and painted very 
neatly. Gil has stayed inside the lines. 
When I tum around, Ty's standing just inside the doorway. He's 
waiting for me to say something. "Go home," I tell him, and he has the sense 
to tum around and leave. 
All I can think to do is tum off the lights, starting in the kitchen and 
working my way back to the front stairs. Nowthe only light left on downstairs 
is the one in the stairwell, the light Gil made from Kathryn's red float. She 
bought the float on the trip to Hilton Bead that Iwon that summer. It's a huge 
perfectly spherical fisherman's float, blown glass. Now it floats above me like 
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a lit red buoy at night. 
Not long before she died, Kath ryn talked to me about Gil. She sa i 
he was an alcoholic, and that even though I was very young, too young to l 
hearing this, I needed to understand some things. The most import.ant 01 J 
was that I could not mak him stop drinking, only he could do that. Whf 1 
Kathryn t lk d tom that day, sh h ad m it be id h r on th b d. S l ~ 
w s sow ak, h r hon o brittl , I was a fr id to mov for£ r ofhurting h 
Ford y h 'db r ly had tr ngth to whi p r, but th t d y h r voic w, :, 
cl r and stron . 
"Your f; ther ha giv nm a h ppy Ii£ , Lucy," she said. "We all lo . 
each other. The good has outweighed the bad in our lives, and that's mm • 
than most people can say." 
I guess I hoped that after her death , Gil would stop drinkin 
Sometimes people change after something horrible happens; when I've sec 
this change in movies it's seemed like a miracle. Gil and I haven't been the 
lucky. 
Gil's upstairs, asleep after his labors. After turning on the upsta· 
lights, I find him by following the splotches of Ocean Blue-on the sta 
carpeting, on the banister, on the braided rug in the bedroom, on 
coverlet, on Gil himself. I drag myself back downstairs to the garage for tr 
gasoline can. If I were in a movie, I'd pour gas on the splotches and drop 
match; but I take a rag and scrub the paint away, stopping short of th 
coverlet and Gil. When I scrub the braided rug, the paint first thins an 
turns watery, transforming the crevices between the braids into a series c · 
tiny parallel rivers. 
The gas smell doesn't bother Gil, but it helps drown out the smell 
alcohol. When I stand, I see that Kathryn's dresses are still on the bed. Gil' 
now sleeping on top of them and the top dress is smeared with blue. 
I shower, washing gasoline, paint and river muck away. What I can' 
wash away is anger at Ty, Gil, mys If-even at Kathryn. Too worked up t 
sleep, Id cide to study for tomorrow morning's class: defenses, rel ases an 
escapes. 
I read that when a drowning victim panics, he or she often tries t 
climb out of the water, using the rescuer as ladder, pushing the rescuer' 
shoulders and head under. So now we're learning ways to break free. One 
you're free, you can try another approach, then put the victim in a carry anc 
take them to safety. 
Using my huge goose feather pillow as victim, I practice the moves fo 
an hour, then fall into bed. Now resting my head on my soft, subdued victim 
I wonder if I should see about Gil. As soon as I decide not to, I drift away int< 
sleep. 
A chiming wakes me. After I've tried to turn my alarm clock off a fev 
times, I realize I fell asleep before setting it. It's the front doorbell chiming 
I stumble to my window, still trying to get used to the idea that it's the nex 
day. I can't see out; the pane's a pure Ocean Blue, but what light does com( 
in is tinted, making the room seem underwater. The clock says seven forty 
five; I bet Ty's come to pick me up. I'm out the door of my b oom before 
I remember my suit. 
As I race down the s tairs I see Gil opening the door, dr sed in his 
paint-splotched clothes from last night. Then I realize that I'm in my lothes 
from 1 t night, too. My hair's not brushed, there's sleep in 11y ela hes, 
and a horribl taste in my mouth. 
Gil' cting trange, ov rly polite and formal. "Lucky, th·s y ung man 
wants to ort you to your las e . " 
My "class "? It sound a if I'm alr ady oing to coll . Gil's dnmk. 
What makes all of this ven tranger is that it's pouring down rain. 
"I thought you could use a lift," Ty says heartily. as if it's perfec y 
normal to be greeted at the front door by someone drunk at sev n forty-five 
in the morning and to chat pleasantly in the rain. Not to mention offenng 
me a ride in the car I refused to enter last night. 
"Thanks, I can-I overslept," I say. opening the front door. I don't say 
anything to Gil, just pretend he isn't there. ''Nice to see you again, si:," 1)' 
says as I start to leave. I figure if we hurry maybe it will almost be as 1f this 
didn't happen.
In the car, I stare straight ahead, feeling numb. Ty turns toward me, 
then looks back at the road, and blurts out, "My mom is a recove1ing 
alcoholic, hasn't had a drink in years."
I sneak a look at him. He's frowning a little, trying to get it just right. 
"She goes to AA in Charleston once a week,·· he says. "And my dad and I go 
to Al Anon once a month; it's for families of alcoholics. You could talk to my 
parents, maybe go with us to Charleston." . 
Although I mumble thanks, I have no ·ntention of talking to the 
Garbers. After a minute, Ty says, "Hey, Luce, nooffense.Justtryingtohelp." 
I nod and say something about class. Thank God i sonly two miles to ~e 
pool. As soon as we get there, I thank Ty for th rid~ rithout even,looki1:1g 
at him-then hurry to the showers. I tug on the s t, then put ID) T-shirt 
on over it. The T-shirt's old and stretched out, s I tie it into a knot a~o~e my 
waist. In the full-length mirror I see that the bottom half of the suit is too 
tight; I hadn't even noticed that when I tried it on in the store, I was too busy 
worrying about the top.
Class has started already. The boys are standing in a gro_u~ around 
Barb. In the rain, their hair is slicked down _and raindrops are slidmg down 
their chests, arms and legs. They look like seals. . . . 
"Learn this if you learn nothing else," Barb 1s ~a~g m her stron!, 
clear voice, "Releases, defenses and escapes save your hfe. She_looks at m · 
"It is better that one should " "Drown than two," I shout, hopmg that now 
she'll address someone els~:· All of the boys look at me. Without thinking, 
I untie my T-shirt, which falls down to my thighs. . 
"When a drowning victim is pulling you down, you must break their 
hold on you before you can attempt to rescue them," Barb says. The boys 
are watching her now; they just looked at me bec.ause I shouted... 
"Lucy, you be the first victim," Barb says. 'Ty, you rescue. 
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In one quick movement, I pull the T-shirt over my head, then do t 
running dive into the deep end of the pool. I go into a dead man's float, h t t 
keep my eyes open. In the water, my partially exposed breasts look buoya : 
they'll keep me afloat. Suddenly I hear Barb shouting, "Drown, Lu . ! 
Drown!" So I I t mys If sink b low th urface, fe t down, th n push mys 
to th top and rai my hand. Ty div in. I bob down again, th n up, raisi r 
myhand. Th none mor. "Huny,"Iy 11. 'Thi i th lasttim I'llcomeu · 
Th n I ink down into th cl p w t r. It' o old and till at th bottom: 
ju t los my y and im gin my lifi driftin aw y. 
Sudd nly I fi el jolt-Ty's rm round my wai t pulling me up. 
seems such a long way up to the surface and when I open my eye I can't ev 
see it, then realize I'm looking at the bottom of the pool. I decide to swir 
toward the bottom, as if in my drowning state I'm trying to help but am sti 
disoriented. Ty's arm hurts me, we're pulling in opposite directions, m 
breath is nearly gone. 
I clutch Ty around the chest with both hands and he starts to pus} 
me away. I need air. I bring one leg up and try to get a foothold on one 
his shoulders. My foot lands hard on his neck, but slips onto the shoulder 
and I push my head up into air. Before I can even gasp, Ty's pulled me under 
But now Ty's not trying to break my hold, when I try to break away, h t. 
clutches me tighter. I can't tell who's trying to save who. I butt my head int( 
his chest and he puts me into a head lock. I bring my hands up to th<­
undersides ofhis arms, tuck my chin and push straight upward. I break th 
head hold and push away from Ty. my feet hitting him squarely in th 
stomach as I thrust backwards. I gulp in air. Where's Ty? I'm going to dro 
him. 
Then I see his face at the surface sputtering, his eyes half closed, hi 
hand reaching up, fingers trying to grab onto something. But there's nothin 
there. Three strokes and I'm at his side. I take a deep breathjust as he begin 
to sink. All I grab hold ofis that vanishing hand. I dive under to find mor 
ofhim, trying to remember the best hold, but this isn't the way it was befor 
I grab beneath his armpit and kick hard with my legs to try to pull us to th 
surface. I'm able to catch a breath but before I can put him in the cross-ches 
cany, his arm comes crashing down on my head. I let go of him, but no 
he has hold of me, his hands close around my neck. We go under again. 
I can see Ty's open mouth; he's shouting at me underwater. I hit hi 
in the chest, but can't break his hold. His eyes are bulging like he's crazy 
I have to get away from him. Now. I punch his face, and that works-his eye 
close and his hands set me free. I breathe deep gulping breaths at th 
surface, and see him begin to slip away. I dive underwater and grab aroun 
his waist but he pushes me down to try to get to the surface. We're both going 
under now; he's taking me down with him. I don't have anything left. 
Suddenly an arm grasps me from behind, and I'm being lifted up. We 
rise so quickly to the surface that I think I'm being rescued by an angel 
Before I even have time to see who it is, someone else has me in a carry; it's 
one ofthe boys and he's swimming me to the side. One ofthe other boys gives 
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me a h and and pulls me out of the pool. As I cough then catch my breath, 
I see Barb carrying Ty toward us. 
Barb waits until Ty has a good grip on the edge of the pool befor she 
turns h er attention to me. She's so angry that her pal blue eem like 
dxy ice and her face is as red as her tank suit. "Now, Lucy, no mayb you 
see wh~ you shouldn't try tor scue om one who's lar ~ th ~ you." She 
t p to ga p for br ath. Som how, s eing Barb wmd d 1 the most 
;ri~ht ning thing for me. "Wh t have you l arn d from this situ tion?" he 
asks the second sh has her br ath. 
'That it's better that..." one of the boys begins. 
Barb holds up her hand. "Lucy?" she says. 
"It's better that one should drown than two," I say. Barb nods. 
"You were lucky today," she says. ,. , 
"Hey, Barb, ease up." It's Ty, also ga:ping for words. If I hadn t 
panicked, everything would have been O. K. , 
"You were drowning," Barb says. "When you start to drown ~ou 11 
do anything to live; that's the way it is. You were lucky today, too. 
'Tm larger than you," Ty tells her. .. .. , 
Barb doesn't miss a beat. 'Tm the lifesaver, she says. Im the 
adult, you're the children. You're my responsibility." 
We all look at her. 
"I was lucky," she admits. . 
A weight seems to lift and I laugh. All the boys la~gh with ~e. Ty 
boosts himself out of the pool. "Come on, I'll giv~ y~u ~ nde ~ome, he 
says "even though you tried to kill me." I like his kiddmg voice. f 
' "No one's going anywhere," Barb says. "We have another hour o 
1 time " For a moment I'm tempted to walk away, to go home, first 
c ass . ' ~h 11 k t Barb and 
stopping by the grocery store, of course. Bu 0 L n ° :\ ·ting 
the boys to the shimmering blue pool, to the Oc an Blue a s wai 
for m e. I've relied for too long on luck.{¾ 
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Gorgon 
Dani l Gr n 
Non could t 11 if what he said w s what 
she meant, a princess of prevarication, 
disguised in innocence, masquerading 
as a friend to those she chose to mutilate. 
The game began as envy, to acquire attention 
from her schoolmates, but her caustic wit 
curdled fast, tattling tales about her peers 
inventing scandals betraying trusts. 
She kept a private score, measuring wins 
and losses, gloating when her victims hurt 
furious when her sadistic efforts failed, ' 
a monster, whose mirror also lied. 
She won her game, left bereft of friends, 
avoided by her family, none returned 
her calls, her last rites were unattended 




A handwritten story was found one day in the pocket of a . ou1 g 
male suicide victim. He had used a hose from an old Hoo er vacuum 
cleaner to asphyxiate himself on an old country road somewhere in 
northern California. His name and other pertinent physical data were 
withheld pending notification of next of kin. They were withheld perma­
nently. A grape picker had found him late one Sunday night, the car 
having long since run out of gas. 
Valerie is the woman in the movie who mostly looks fresh like a 
little girl, paces in circles, smokes cigarettes with a sad expression. and 
needs everybody. She is too generous, too kind, for her own good. Her 
beauty is flawed in a very unusual manner and no one would notice 
unless they were her lover. But even her lovers don't care. She cries 
when she's hurt in little rooms where the doors don't lock. Her voice 
never raises above a whisper. She's a cashier in an exclu ive Jewish 
women's store. 
At twenty-seven she concedes she probably should have married 
the h andsome shoe salesman who seduced her, or the highschool quar­
terback she rode with on the bus everyday for a year, or the kind old 
man who offered to take her to Europe with him. But she didn't and now 
and then it makes her put down her paperback romanc in 
midparagraph, late at night, alone in bed, and sob, jo tling with he 
names they would have given their children, her children. Her moderate 
chest heaves rhythmically. 
She's in the park on a Sunday afternoon. It's her day off. It's a lot 
of people's day off, but she's by herself. Her eyes, bright blue, are trained 
on the squirrels searching for nuts they've hidden; her ears. small under 
her shoulder-length blond tresses, on the intermittent whirl of passing 
cars; her hands, dainty and smooth. on the white concrete bench railing. 
She purses her lips as her eyes fall wondering if Mrs. Talmadge's party 
came off alright and Mrs. Steingold's poodle is better. But the thoughts 
are fleeting as the eyes go back to the squirrels. It's a cold day, the last 
day, the last one to sprout before October knuckles in. 
She shakes herself in fumbling with a cigarette trying subcon­
sciously but in vain, to understand how another winter could be so close 
at h and. A passerby noticing her might deduce that she was a lot older, 
or a statue, or both. And it would probably be more from the halo, air, 
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aura, that surrounds her than the dingy, pink, Easter overcoat and her 
black, old maid shoes. So tiny, on another day, in another place, the 
same passerby might mistake h r for a child. But she is that way, a 
confusing ight, and she has that sad xpression around the moke. 
And she fi 1 about to cry, but do n't. 
S v r 1block away a church b 11 rings eight r v rberatin tim 
It's early and he cring lightly with guilt that he isn't going to the 
church, doesn't know where it is, doesn't even have a religion, never did 
have. The sun is hazy in the big city smog. It has barely grown above 
the trees on her left. She could watch it move inch by inch, second by 
second, completely across the sky, and set below the trees on her right, 
and no one would know, or think it funny. She cringes at that also, 
remembering days when she did just that. She is between lovers, 
inbetween people, inbetween feelings. 
She begins to play with the hem of the coat looking down at the 
shoes, cuddling an obsession which brings her here on Sundays, dresse 
her in these unfashionable clothes, makes her know and be known by 
many she works with and yet still not known at all. If you asked them 
they would be generous with accolades for her but unable to tell you 
many specifics. Her lovers had been like that too. She is someone who 
is forgotten without knowing why. She is more alone today. 
Returning to her small, quiet apartment, she replaces the coat an 
shoes in her closet. She wouldn't dream of wearing them anywhere but 
the park on Sunday morning. She thinks it is because no one will recog 
nize her in them. But even if she dressed smartly, even being as pretty 
as she is, no one would recognize her anyway. "I know her from some­
where," they might say to their spouse eyeing her in passing. But in a 
flash she'd be forgotten. It is somehow cruelly odd because she does 
need people terribly. That is probably why she doesn't comprehend this 
desire to be incognito. But she believes everybody does things that they 
themselves cannot comprehend. She makes a hardboiled egg and eats i 
slowly sprinkling on a layer of salt after each bite. 
I would like to tell you what makes Valerie tick, but I don't know. 
I would like to tell you what makes her a bit eccentric, but I don't know 
that either. I would like to tell you why she gives half her check every 
week to a variety of charities; all of her heart to men who forget her in a 
week no matter how long they've known her, or how intimately; anything 
she has to someone she thinks needs it, or wants it, asking and getting 
nothing in return, but I don't know why. She is one of those illusions 
that can be described but only minimally understood. She is also quite 
dead now - because I killed her. I killed her with a gun as she waited 
on a customer at her job. I killed her as she lay in bed reading a book. 
killed her with my shoelaces knotted together for strangling on the bus. 
But most of all, I killed her with a long knife as she sat alone in that 
goddamned pink coat crying in the park on Sunday morning when she 
should have been in church becoming my wife. f?f! 
~-i't 
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May the bloodline be unbroken Lara Davis
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a short pl y 
by Andy Wibb ls 
(C) Copyright 1996 
Scene: The Bedroom of Mitzi. Pink and girly. Posters of the latest teen 
heart-throbs. Fluffy and froo-froo. A do01way to a bathroom and a door 
from the hallway. Early evening. 
(MITZI and her MOTHER come in the door. MITZI is a sophomore 
in high school. She is pretty but in a plastic way. Her only flaw is large, 
black and bruises on her face. Her hair is in a scrunchee. Her MOTHE 
is a middle aged woman who was beautiful in her younger years. MITZI 
is carrying a sledgehammer and her MOTHER carries a bag and a tray of 




It is the least you could do. Please? 
MITZI 
You are such a pain. 
MOTHER 
I'm your mother. It's my job. 
MITZI 
I love you for it. 
MOTHER 
That is all I'm asking. 
MITZI 
What a wimp! 
MOTHER 





Th TV. Th radio. I don't care. Ju t som thing to drown tall of th 
screaming. I was talking to your grandmother when you w r doing 
Ronnie and she thought we were slaughtering antelopes in th p ntry. I 
just don't want to hear it. 
MITZI 
I don't want to hear it either. 
MOTHER 
OK, I'll get off your back. (pause) Did you ask your father-
MITZI 
Yes mom I asked him mom I really did mom. Sheesh! 
MOTHER 
And he said 
MITZI 
'Yes! Yes! Of course you can. Just put it back in the garage when you are 
finished. ' 
MOTHER 




Like I don't know. A sledgehammer's just so 
(a doorbell rings) 
Primitive. I'll get that. 
(MOTHER exits. MITZI begins putting things into place. She gets 
out her Pre-Algebra homework, a calculator, a Polaroid ca~era 
and a photo album. We hear MOTHER and TAMMY come mto 




Hi, Mrs. Brown. 
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MOTHER (offstage, calling as if out the front door) 
Hello Mrs. Green. That's a nice car.. . when did your mother get that ca 
TAMMY 
Af er d ddy di d. 
(th Y ar now in id the room. TAMMY is a variation on the them 
of MITZI. Plasti with bruis s on her face) 




Wow! A green stone surrounded by lots of white stones. I want one too 
mommy! 
MOTHER 
When your father dies. 
TAMMY 
Do we have everything? 
MOTHER 
The ice packs are in that tray and the Advil is in that bag. 
MITZI 
You bring the film? 
TAMMY 
Right h re. 
(during this MITZI loads film into the camera) 
Are you going to watch this time, Mrs. Brown. 
MOTHER 
Shoot! No way Jose! Not for me. You girls are braver than I ever was. 
All me and my girlfrtends ever did was get perms. You kids and your 
crazy fads. 
MITZI 
Mommy. It's not a fad. It is a fashion. 
MOTHER 
Excuse me, Miss Hoidy-Toidy. You kids and your crazy fashions. 
Where'd you pick up on this one? 
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MITZI 
It started out when Versac and Guess! started showing their models 
with bruises. Then it grew from there. I first saw it in Sassy! 
TAMMY 
'Scuse me th ortginal article was in Seventeen. 'Bruise to Crui e"? 
MITZI 
Oh, that's rtght. 
MOTHER 
Things sure have changed since I was younger. There weren't all of the e 
houses out here. You know when we first moved here we thought we 
were moving to the country? 
(a doorbell) 
I'll go get that. 
(MOTHER exits) 
TAMMY 
Is that the photo album? 
MITZI 
You wanna see it? 
TAMMY 
How did the photos come out? 
MITZI 
See for yourself 
(they peruse the photo album) 
TAMMY 




Before and after. (looks at MITZI's face) Looks pretty good. 
MITZI 
I had to do a little bit this morning... I started healing. 
TAMMY 
I hate that! What did you u se? 
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MITZI 
Ball-peen hammer. It didn't hurt. Too much. 
(we hear MOTHER and RONNIE coming down the hall and into t .. 
room. Th y enter. RONNIE also has large black and blu bruis 
on h r fac ) 
RONNIE I know. 
I know. I c n't wait to tell them! HI! 
(she gives TAMMY and MITZI hugs) 
TAMMY 
Hey, Ronnie... what's going on? You're face looks great! 
MITZI 
Look at the cool blend of black and blue! 
RONNIE 
You won't believe what I just heard! Is Jill here yet? 
MOTHER 
You girls want something to drink? 
MITZI 
How about some red Koolaid? 
MOTHER 
Great! I think I have one packet left! 
(MOTHER exits) 
TAMMY 
What is it? 
RONNIE 
Well Barbara talked to Danny and Danny talked to Steve who talked to 
Grace who talked to Raymond who played tennis with Dennis this week 
and Stacy was racy at the party Casey had and let word slip that Flip D > 
McDaniels told Freddie's cousin Teddy - you know the one who dated 







McDaniels! Yeah! Somebody pinch me! 









He has glasses thicker than the Bible. 
TAMMY 
He has pimples the size of my dad's hemorrhoids. 
MITZI 




He dresses like trash. 
TAMMY 
He has a rash. 
TAMMY and MITZI (as if this is a inside joke of the three) We 
do not recommend him. 
RONNIE 
But he is rich! 
TAMMY 
Well go get it girl! 
MITZI 
Yeah! Go get some and then 
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MITZI, TAMMY and RONNIE 
Go back and get some more! 
(they laugh) 
RONNIE 
I h rd th t h w my fac and f, 11 in love. H aid I looked like the 
kind of irl h 'd lik tog t to know b tt r. You wer right Mitz, this is 
th b st fad to come along since the Rachel cut... 
MITZI 
I told you so. If you had a boyfriend, I'd be so jealous. 
RONNIE 
We could pass him around! 
MITZI 
I can't wait to have a boyfriend so I can have him do this to me for real. 
TAMMY 
That'd be so cool! 
MITZI 
Does Flip Dip like sledgehammers? 
RONNIE 
Is that the photo album!? 
TAMMY 
Yeah. Mitz and I were just looking through it. 
MITZI 
Here is me. 
(they tum the page) 
And here is Tammy. 
RONNIE 




And now for our latest entry. 
TAMMY 
Soon to be outdone. 
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RONNIE 
Yeah, when is Jill coming? 
MITZI 
Should be here any minute! 
(they tum the page) 
RONNIE 
Oh my God! I can't believe the difference. 
TAMMY 
You look hot. 
RONNIE 
Do I? They say cameras add five hundred pounds. 
MITZI 
You're looking pretty fly. 
TAMMY 
So d id you talk to Jill? 
RONNIE 
She doesn't have a clue. She thinks we're studying for Pre-Algebra. Just 
think. Once she is in our group she'll help us study all the time. 
TAMMY 
Did you bring the rope? 
RONNIE 
Oh yeah. 
(RONNIE takes some rope out of her backpack) 
TAMMY 
Yeah. Ronnie nearly knocked me out last time. 
RONNIE 
It was the initial shock. I said I was sorry. 
MITZI 
It's OK. This should be enough rope. 
TAMMY 
Do we all know what we're doing? 
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RONNIE 
I think so. 
MITZI 
You two i h r nd I'll do it. You brou ht th cloth didn't you? 
RONNIE 
Th y're ri ht h r . I told you I'd r m mb r. 
TAMMY 
I am so excited. 
MITZI 
I can't wait to see the look on her face! 
(doorbell) 
That must be her. 
(during the following TAMMY gets the camera ready and 
positioned at the door) 
TAMMY 
Quick. Get out your math books. Look like we're studying! 
MOTHER (offstage) 
Hi! Jill! How are you doing? 
JILL (offstage) 
Great! I got a high score on the test for the math team. 
MOTHER (offstage) 
That is great. Are you girls studying? 
JILL (offstage) 
I think so. Are you baking cookies? 
MOTHER (offstage) 
Sure. They'll be out in just a bit. 
JILL (offstage) 
Do you need any help in the kitchen? 
MOTHER (offstage) 
No. You've got some friends to attend to. 
( JILL and MOTHER enter the room. JILL is the same age as the 





(TAMMY takes JILL's picture) 
MOTHER 
Oh. Don't tak a picture! I look awful. 
JILL 
What's the picture for? 
MITZI 












You're the best Mrs. Brown. 
MOTHER 





So what chapter are you guys on? 
TAMMY 
We just started. 
JILL 
Ronnie. You joined the club? 
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RONNIE 




We are the leaders of the school. W have to stay with current trends. 
TAMMY 
My mommy once said: ''I'd rather be dead than out of fashion." 
JILL 
That is an interesting perspective. 
RONNIE 










This is a story problem. Hmm.. looks like you take y from x to get the 




You know, Jill. We really appreciate you coming over to help us with our 
math. 
JILL 
Yeah. Sure thing. 
MITZI 
I was so excited when you said you'd come and help us all study. 
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JILL 
I know how hard math can be. 
RONNIE 
Y ah. Just the word math m ak s me puke! 
TAMMY 
Math! Math math mathf 
(RONNIE fakes wretching. They laugh) 
MITZI 
I bet you wouldn't puke if you had Calculus class with Greg James wit 
Jillie-Willie over here! 
RONNIE 
What is it like having class with Greg J ames? 
RONNIE 
He is so cute. 
MITZI 
And his eyes. 
TAMMY 




He talked to me in lunch hour last Thursday. I had dropped my milk 
carton and he was walking by and picked it up. . 
(TAMMY and MITZI re-enact the scene with great flair} 
Ohf My milk carton! 
(MITZI walks by TAMMY strutting and she bends over) 
He b ent over too! Ooh! 
MITZI (in a low dumb-jock voice) 
Uh.. . you dropped this. Heh. 
TAMMY 
And I stared into those eyes and I got lost. 
RONNIE 
Does he ever talk to you in your Calculus class? 
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JILL 
No. Most of the guys just ignore me. 
TAMMY 
I think you'r ju t hy. 
JILL 
Yeah. I gu ss I am sort of shy. 
RONNIE 
Why you so shy, Jill? 
JILL 




Pretty. Like you guys. 
RONNIE 
Jill, hon, it's all in your attitude. You are very pretty. Don't you think? 
MITZI 
Oh yeah! All it takes is a little touch up... 
RONNIE 
You just don't know how to dress-
TAMMY 
What she means is you are lacking in 
MITZI 
Wardrobe. You need to be able to dress smart since you are smart. 
JILL 
Guys don't like smart girls. 
TAMMY 





Yeah! Play dumb. Like me! Duh! 
TAMMY 
You ain't playing. 
MITZI 
We all three decided we want you to be part of our clique. We did ·t just 
invite you over here to tutor us on math. 
TAMMY 
We n ever get to talk to you anymore. 
RONNIE 
Ever since you got into the honors program. 
TAMMY 
Remember the good old days, Jill? 
JILL 
You guys didn't talk to me then. 
RONNIE 
We miss you. 
TAMMY 







RONNIE, MITZI and TAMMY 
Michael! Ow! 
RONNIE n 
We want to help you out. I b rought some clothes for you to try O • 
TAMMY 
Today is your lucky day! 
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MITZI 
Today you become one of us! 
RONNIE 
Why you lookin' o n rvous? 
JILL 
I don't know. I gu ss I'm just excited tha t I get to talk to you guys agair 
after all of these years. Ever since we went from middle to high school I 
don't get to see you guys anymore. 
RONNIE 
Go put these on. 
JILL 
Wow. I couldn't wear these. 
RONNIE 
Oh go ahead. I have lots of clothes. Go in the bathroom and get dresse< 
TAMMY 
Come on.. . 
MITZI 
Jillie-Willie ! 
(they begin chanting 'do it' and JILL finally relents and goes into 
the bathroom. She even gets into the act and marches in and the1 
salutes before she closes the door. The girls spring into action) 
RONNIE 
It is working! 
MITZI 
Of course it is working! 
RONNIE 
You got the picture? 
MITZI 
Yeah. 
(MITZI puts the picture they just took of JILL in the photo album) 
TAMMY 
We are going to get A's in Pre-Algebra for sure now. 
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RONNIE 




Be right out. 
(by the time she comes out TAMMY, RONNIE and J.. ,.-ue al 
laying on the floor looking at the photo album. She ..., tand h the 
door way. She has been created in their image) 
Tah-dah. 
(they applaud and sing 'Here She Comes, Miss America. ' ,JiL.J 
blows kisses and waves) 
TAMMY 
You look fabulous! 
JILL 
You think so? 
RONNIE 




You are so beautiful! 
RONNIE 




She's pretty good. 
TAMMY 
How do you feel? 
JILL 
Different. I feel funny walking in these shoes. 
RONNIE 
You'll get used to it. 
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JILL 
What ar you guys looking at? 









Oh let her see. Now that she's one of us. 
(RONNIE hands TAMMY the photo album. TAMMY hands MITZI 
the photo album. MITZI hands it to JILL. JILL opens it) 
JILL 
Wow! Here's you Mitzi. Before and after. How about that. What a 
change. You look so... beaten. 
MITZI 
I know! Don't you just love it? 
JILL 
And here is Tammy. Before and after. Nice whelps. 
(turns the page) 





(she turns the page. She sees her picture. She realizes . TAMMY 
and RONNE run to lock the bathroom door and the hall door) 
RONNIE 
Grab the rope. 
JILL 
You're not going to 
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MITZI 
You want to be like us don't you? 
JILL 




I don't want you to. Please Tammy don't. 
TAMMY 
It'll be real quick. 
MITZI 
You won't feel a thing. 
(they throw her down on the table and RONNIE and TAMMY t ·e 
her to the table with the rope while MITZI practices her swing. 
JILL is tied up, and MITZI raises the sledgehammer in the air) 
JILL 
Help me! HELP ME! 
(right before MITZI hurls it down there is a knock on the door) 
MOTHER (behind the door) 




Why is the door locked? What's going on? Open the door this minute! 
Mitzi! In this lifetime! 
(MITZI sighs loudly and goes to op~n the door. JILL struggles but 
the ropes have her tied. MOTHER is standing there with a tray of 
punch and cookies) 
I baked cookies! I'll just put them over here. 
(she passes the table to which JILL is tied to) 
JILL 
Mrs. Brown. Mrs. Brown you've got to help me, 
MOTHER 














I know mom. Okay mom. Leave mom. 
JILL 
Please. Mrs. Brown. You don't und rstand. 
MOTHER 
But I do. You crazy kids. Sony I interrupted. 
JILL 
NO! NO! PLEASE HELP ME! 
(MOTHER closes the door and MITZI relocks it. MITZI turns on 
loud music) 
NO! Please don't do this! NO! HELP ME! 
(MITZI brings up the sledgehammer and holds it for maximum 
suspense. MITZI brings the hammer down on JILL's face. JILL's 
body explodes into pain. TAMMY and RONNIE hold her down. 
They stuff her old shirt in her mouth and JILL's cries are silence 
MITZI swings again. JILL's legs seize up in agony. TAMMY and 
RONNIE begin chanting 'do it' as MITZI raises the sledgehammer. 
They all scream as MITZI hits JILL in the face again. MITZI drops 
the hammer and then runs to get the ice packs while TAMMY 
turns the music down we hear JILL's cries. RONNIE goes and 
pours a glass of Kool-Aid and breaks out the Advil. They untie her 
She doesn't try to escape. They take the shirt out of her mouth, 
JILL wails in pain. They calm her down, put ice packs on her fac 
MITZI 
Shh! It's OK. The redness will go away. 
(MITZI rocks her like baby) 
Shhhh! Here. 
(RONNIE hands her the Advil. MITZI puts six of them in JILL's 
mouth and then brings the Koolaid to her lips. All the while JILL i 
weeping. The music is turned off. TAMMY is coiling the rope back 
The group regains their breath and composure. TAMMY fixes her 
hair which strayed out of place from the melee. RONNIE folds 
JILL's old clothes up and puts them in the trashcan. MITZI helps 
JILL up off the table and into a chair. JILL has stopped crying an 
now holds an ice pack to her whelped face. TAMMY enjoys some 








This is the best job yet! 
MITZI 
Now for the moment of truth. 
(MITZI brings a mirror over to JILL. Hands it to her mirror side 
down) 
MITZI 
Shhh. Now the pain is only temporary. The beauty is permanent. 
(JILL turns the mirror to look at herself. Her disfigured face 
becomes disfigured from shock. She howls. The girls laugh.) 
BLACKOUT ~ 
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Away from the Jaundiced Deserts~ 
Prabhakar Kudva 
Nothing grows here but despair. 
The dry earth crumbles. 
weeds are pulled 
out of hard baked ground. 
Outside. the desert sand 
suffocates the wheat 
in the fields. 
I sit on my haunches. 
inside, the baby weighs heavy 
between my hips. 
I blow into the stove 
to stop the embers 
from crawling back into coal, 
blow until sticks and twigs crackle. 
cover the walls 
with fresh black soot. 
fill the kitchen. 
the other room. the house. 
with smoke. 
I wait. 
The tea boils over. 
scalds my skin. 
The sun is rising. 
I want this baby 
to leave the village. 
the land where even the plough. 
oxen and sweat 
leave the seeds parched. 
Even the leaves 
that sometimes creep out 
of the ground 
wait for the pale yellow 
desert to swallow them. 
For years rd stopped dreaming. 
weary of the way 
dreams groan every October. 
when failed rains 
tum into empty 
howling winds 
tum bodies. 
skin and bones inside out. 
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But in the last few months. 
the winds 
scribbled sand 
on our floor. 
brought us 
colored pebbles, 
rhythmic notes. stories. 
a voice from a faraway land. 
And last night 
I dreamt after years. 
I saw the wind caught 
inside the house 
pushing at the door 
struggling to break free. 
Tonight when my husband 
returns we will eat 
only rice and salt. 
save for the baby. 
We will dig our nails 
into dirt. dry earth. 
even fluid sand 
-and we will push. 
Even when the sandstorm 
corrodes our faces. 
we will stay here pushing 
the baby further 
and further out. 
Send the child to school. 
to the city. 
and then away 
until she reaches 
the distant land 
where the sun sets. 
When she gets there. 
the golden hues may fade. 
there may not be plentiful 
yards of cotton 
or bushels of wheat. 
She will go 
to a place with 
no burnt black walls 
to stare at. 
no rooms with crumbling roofs. 
no thresholds of doors 
where even the sun stops 
short of entering. 
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Cynthia King 
Billie Holiday's man John shoved the baggie in her milk-and-coffee han 
"Flush it," he ordered and before she knew what, 
police out of nowhere slammed her jaw against the hotel plaster, 
booked her for $50 of opium and a pipe. Possession. 
She got two weeks at Belmont Sanatorium, California, detox. 
Didn't understand. The preliminary hearing, like her shows, 
was standing room only. She took the blood and urine tests 
anyway, handed over her polka-dot dress, the beefy jewel 
on her pinky. The blue-silver hairs of her 18 grand mink 
shivered as they split the lining for dope. 
Butter-white roses in her hair. Nothing sharp in her face 
except for brows penciled black and plucked into curves 
like the railbottoms of rocking chairs. They took her radio, too, 
in case something illegal was hidden in it. 
John cleaned out meantime with the split mink, the money. 
Years later, she sat for a Hit Parade interview, confessed 
as black and grey screens hummed all across America, 
If he came into this room, I'd melt. He's my man and I love him. 
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Poem to Myself 
Cynthia King 
When I was a chant that took hold, speaking my lanterns, 
oozing. Regular as a table. It came down to one thing, 
skin, heat, listening. All one thing. 
When I was a lake, drawing my own map of the world, 
Pulsation, I thought to myself. Forget smoke, death, 
fish veining me meters down. Doesn't matter. And now, 
When I am a girl, I am sitting together with you, 
with spies, with trees it is useless to hide behind. 




they call it a failed pregnancy 
eden's curse 
a cyclical bloodletting 
sloughing off 
of an incomplete life 
does this river 
have a soul 
will it depart 
for heaven or hell 
find itself resurrected 
on judgment day 
emaciated 
looking for wholeness 
the manufacturers speak 
of clinical methods 
of disposal 
of medications 
to relieve discomfort 
but i must tell them 
of the spirit 
howiam 
diminished and awful 
how i cany humanity 
in an empty womb 
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at home if no longer safe 
le shawnjackson 
for ED 
she turned an imaginary key 
and said this is freedom 
locked inside her bedroom 
she etched 
mysteries on the backs 
of plumcakes 
i almost smell the 
cells bum 
eyes peer to 
the great undiscovered 
continent 
and they called her 
the myth 
a peculiar woman in white 
was she in deed 
i do not sing 754 
to the tune of the yellow rose 
of texas "My life, had Stood-
A Loaded Gun-In Corners till a Day" 
nor do i attempt to identify 
the he of the poem 
and emily could you have 
seen a moor 
even as the heath 
licked your ankles 
you would have felt serpents 
or saints and said so 
in a created language loaded 
with dashes and brilliance 
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A New Order 
K. Reb kah Erner on 
Mrs. Jacoby scuni d round the hous . Tidying up here and 
there, the housewife prepared for the arrival of Mr. Jacoby, due home 
shortly from work. 
"Mr. Jacoby likes things clean," the wife rambled. 'There mustn't 
be any dust. My husband gets so very angry if there's dust. Working al 
day at that dreary office, coming home so very tired...mustn't be any 
dust. No, not a spot. And the walls, well, they should shine like the su . 
That's what my husband says...shine like the sun." The wife waltzed in 
and out of the rooms of the house chattering absently to the walls and 
furniture. 
A key scraped against the front door lock. Starting at the rasp, 
Mrs. Jacoby's eyes darted. 
"Oh my, oh my, home so soon...but it can't be six o'clock yet. Oh 
dear, and dinner isn't quite ready. My husband will be so very angry. 
Oh so very angry." 
The front door opened and Mr. Jacoby entered carrying a black 
briefcase in one hand and a set of keys in the other. The husband's tire 
eyes met those of the frazzled wife. 
"I've had a rough day and I need to relax. Get my paper will you. 
Peace and quiet is what I need...Hurry up, I don't want to wait forever." 
"Yes dear. I'm sorry. How was your day? That's right, it was 
rough. And, are you feeling okay?" 
Mr. Jacoby feigned deafness. "God, this house is a mess. Do you 
ever clean it?" the husband asked surveying the room. "I work all day to 
get us a decent place to live, to put food on the table. And what do I ask 
in return? One little thing. One little thing to make me happy when I 
come home. Ahhh, but I guess I ask too much. You can't seem to 
handle your only job." 
The acid words pelted. The wife cringed. 
"Yes dear. I'm sorry." 
"You know my mother wouldn't have allowed this filth. She knew 
how to keep a clean house. She... " 
"But that was before dear," Mrs. Jacoby dared an interruption. 
"What?" 
"Before," the wife reasserted. 
The husband walked toward the large overstuffed chair in the 
living room and sat down. "Yeah, right." 
Kneeling, Mrs. Jacoby placed the paper on the end table and 
removed the husband's shoes and socks. A pair of well-worn slippers 
quickly replaced them. Mr. Jacoby opened the newspaper. 
'Tm sorry dear...about the house," Mrs. Jacoby spoke timidly. I 
\'.:A 
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guess I was so busy with the laundry and the market and... I just lost 
tra k of time. I know how hard you work. I'll do b tter." 
Mr. J coby look d ov r the pap r's dg . "I dinn r ~ ady?" 
Th wife r mov d the lid of the brimming ca s rol dish, c ntered 
on the Formica table. The glass container heaved with pina h an~ 
cheese quiche, a recipe di covered in a national housewiv~s mag~me. 
The couple ate in silence, chewing rhythmically to the refngerator s 
monotonous hum. 
The thin air shattered. A fork collided violently with the china 
plate beneath it. .. 
Mrs. Jacoby's timorous voice rose above the dro1:e. ?;ou look so 
very pale dear. Wh-where are you going? Are you all nght. 
Mr. Jacoby shoved back from the table and ran to the ~athroom. 
Sounds of gagging and the splatter of vomit echoed into the kitchen. 
The flushed and sweat-drenched husband emerged. 
"Should I call the doctor? I'm sure she'll see you. This has been 
going on for more than a wee~, ~ear." ,, 
"No, I'm okay. I think I 11 Just go to bed. 
"But... ," Mrs. Jacoby's hand ran across the husband's wet face. 
"You've been so very sick, and...and the blood ... " . . 
"You don't understand," the husband interrupted, collapsmg m 
the overstuffed chair• b th 
"No," Mrs. Jacoby agreed. "But maybe it's important. May e e 
doctor could help." £ d 
"It's not that easy. I could lose my job, or worse, get trans erre . ,, 
I've worked too hard to let this happen. How am I going ~o support you? 
Mr. Jacoby covered her face with her hands, rubbmg the palms 
against her tired eyes. The sobs of her wife drifted across the room. 
"What is it?" the husband asked. 
"Explain this thing that will ruin our lives!" he cried out as the 
tears darted down his bearded cheek. . . . 
Mr. Jacoby solemnly walked toward h~r ~e. ~irchng.~~ large 
shoulders with her arms, she whispered furtively m his ear, 
pregnant, dear." C'f 
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Stefanie Badders 
Always a child 
Can't take my first steps without your hands. 
Always a child 
Can't tie my shoe strings without your fingers 
Always a child 
Can't learn to read without your lap. 
Always a child 
Can't fix my hair right without your comb. 
Always a child 
Can't go on my first date 
without your words of warning. 
Always a child 
Can't speak my marriage vows 
without your wedding gown. 
Always a child 




Pull me in many directions 
Don't know what to do 
Pull me in many directions 
Can't please all of you. 
You ask me for a favor or two 
I put you on my list 
Takes a while to get to you 
Not fast enough, you insist. 
Pull me in many directions 
Feed the fire raging inside 
Pull me in many directions 
Cannot run and hide. 
You see that I'm drowning 
Underneath the weight of you I fall 
But you only stand by, frowning 
Act like you don't care at all. 
Pull me in many directions 
Why do you watch me drown? 
Pull me in many directions 
No one can help me now. 
You don't offer me your hand 
So for you I no longer care 
Separately you and I stand 
There's only so much I can bear. 
Pull me in many directions 
I have chosen what to do 
Pull me in many directions 
Rid myself of you. 
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~OHIO-BORN POET'S DEDICATION TO MOTHERLY LOVE 
A book revi w of 
Mother Love, by Rita Dove, W.W. Norton & Co. 1995, 77 pages; $17.95 
Will McClain Clemens 
Marking the end of Rita Dove's tenure as Poet Laureate of the 
United States (1993-1995). Mother Love, her first collection of new poem 
since 1989's Grace Notes, not only confirms her extraordinary power anct 
grace as a poet but also offers perhaps her most emotionally-charged 
poetry to date. In the style of a short academic essay, Dove's foreword, 
titled "An Intact World," creates an intellectual premise for Mother Love, 
that of examining the tenacity of love between mother and daughter in 
light of the ancient Greek myth of Demeter and Persephone (identified 
with the Roman myth of Ceres and Proserpina). Yet, as the book 
progresses, we find Dove plunging deeper into her own mother-daughter 
experiences, engaging to such an extent her own and her reader's emo­
tions that Mother Love - more in the tradition of Louise Gluck's mythic 
poetry than Sandra M. Gilbert's essays on femi-mythopoetics - moves 
beyond its intellectual premise into the realm of the emotional. 
Also in her foreword, Dove apparently feels it necessary to justify 
her use of the sonnet form - by contemporary literary standards, a 
rather superseded and more or less intellectualized poetic form. Yet, in 
terms of form, Dove's sonnets, having one foot in Petrarch or 
Shakespeare and the other in Dove, are not exactly traditional. For 
example, in "Her Island" -which fittingly takes place in present-day 
Agrigento, Sicily, where the Ceres/Proserpina myth is set - Dove experi­
ments with traditional sonnet sequence form by infusing it with her 
unique, erratically rhymed lines. (Incidentally: if Robert Frost modern­
ized the sonnet with his unique voice, perhaps Dove has now 
contemporized it with hers.) In addition, one of the functions of the 
poem mirrors its form. "Her Island," in which Dove beautifully and 
proficiently juxtaposes images of "All the [ancient] temples of 
Agrigento...ocher-stained" with images of "Fiats zipping by," functions -
much like a contemporized [Italian] sonnet- as a bridge between an­
cient and present-day Sicily. Moreover, by contemporizing the outmoded 
sonnet sequence while juxtaposing ancient with present-day images, 
Dove both preserves and pays homage to past and present forms of 
humanity. 
Still, in Mother Love, much of Dove's attention is focused on exam­
ining how the Demeter/Persephone cycle of betrayal and regeneration 
has relevance to her own and today's mother-daughter relationships. 
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Reflected in the book's poems, it is as if Dove, once a daughter growing 
up in Ohio and now a wife and mother working in Virginia, is comforted 
by the Demeter/Persephone myth's remindful assertion that the dilemma 
of a mother's letting go is not uncommon. In fact, to a c rtain extent, the 
ancient myth implies that this kind of 1 tting go is natural. If Dove 
addresses this implication in "The Bistro Styx," she challenges it in 
"Nature's Itinerary," and accepts it on her conditions in "Demeter's 
Prayer to Hades." 
The speaker in 'The Bistro Styx," is a mother who meets her 
daughter in a Paris bistro for conversation and "Chateaubriand...on a 
bone-white plate." While the daughter talks of her relationship with an 
artist, the mother imagines her daughter as "the brooding artist's demi­
monde" made "to pose nude for his appalling canvases." When, toward 
their meal's end, the mother asks her daughter if she is happy, the 
daughter responds, saying only: "What? You know, Mother...one really 
should try the fruit here." Although the daughter's response may seem 
dodging or enigmatic to some, the mother apparently empathizes with 
her daughter's response: the motherly speaker, deflated, reacts, thinking, 
"I've lost her." 
Emotionally aflame, the younger speaker in "Nature's Itinerary," 
rises up against man's intervention in woman's cycle of regeneration, 
declaring - among other things - beer, "a man's invention to numb us 
[women] so we can't tell which way the next wind's blowing." Later in the 
book, the speaker metaphorically reappears as Demeter in "Demeter's 
Prayer to Hades," and, endowed with a motherly wisdom, accepts man's 
intervention [as natural, but only] on her own terms. That is, the 
speaker seems to say: if I let my daughter go to man, then man must love 
and care for her as I have. 
Born and raised in Akron, Ohio, Rita Dove graduated from Miami 
University (Ohio) in 1973, and then on a Fulbright Fellowship, studied 
modem European literature at the University ofTubingen in Germany. 
She returned to the United States to earn an M.F.A in Creative Writing at 
the University of Iowa in 1977. Since then, Dove has continued to travel 
widely in America, Europe, and the Middle East. Her extensive travels, 
which have allowed her to deeply explore a number of cultural themes, 
are mapped-out perhaps more beautifully than ever before in the "_travel 
poems" of Mother Love. Moreover, if you can't enjoy the book for e1~er 
its intellectualized re-telling of the Demeter/Persephone myth or for its 
emotive quality, then you may appreciate the [magical] way the poems 
can deliver you to different times and places. ~ 
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Knowing Them by Heart 
Ariana-Sophia M. Kartsonis 
'The thing that eats the heart is mostly heart." 
-Stanley Kunitz 
"Take, eat, this is my body, which for you and for many has bee 
broken... " 
"Take, eat your potatoes," said my Thea Katina, "eat, my child, eat. 
In Greek, amorphia means beauty, the English amorphous is without 
shape. This is what I grew up believing: the definition of beauty i 
shapelessness. 
Trust me, this is the most significant story I have to tell. It just 
happens to be the hardest one, too. 
I love the sexy rain we run through to the airport. I love this city a 
night, love the way I am cradled by it, warmed in the crook ofits full-breaste 
mountains. I love my own breasts, lush as those ranges at peak Spring, th 
deep groove between them, my body generous and overripe, hips rounded 
as a mountain road. I have always loved this body. 
The last of these is a lie. I've fought the curves that hug me for a long, 
long time. I have hated my soft flesh, hated the very core of my being wher 
I was sure my heart resided, plush over-full, spilling over itself. 
Airy-fairy is what I longed for, the wisp of a body blown out as easily 
as birthday candles. Ballerina-light I could do anything. I could slip through 
the seams of the world, I could ride the wind like a dandelion seed. 
Summertime in grade school was the biggest thrill. I could tell the 
number ofdays to summervacation from April Fool's Day forward. Summer­
time was swimsuit time, rows and rows of rainbow lycra. The last swimsuit 
I ever loved: neon stripes, hot pink and orange, cut-out sides, so that the suit, 
top and bottom met at the middle of my stomach and back held only by a 
shiny gold ring. Outside the dressing room my mother told me to spin 
around. 
"Baby fat," she said, "it tends to emphasize your baby fat." But I was 
eleven then and I was bilingual. Translation: "don't embarrass yourself, 
don't bother." My best friend, Marissa, half-Greek, half-Polish, a little 
"Venus on the Half-Shell," herself in the body type department, bought the 
swimsuit. 
For years I bought the forgiving suit. Swimsuit season was painful, 
and if I wasn't in tears on the way to the bathing suit section, I was certainly 
swollen-eyed on the way home. Foryears Ibought the forgiving suit, the least 
noticeable, most plain, most black or navy blue on a really daring day. In 
the dressing room, I would assault myself, punching at my stomach, pulling 
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on my thighs, pinching the skin ofmy upper arms. Though I loved to swim, 
loved the water, itwas finally just easi r to avoid it altogeth r. to spare myself 
the real or imagined stare that said "why here, th b ach of all plac s for 
b autiful p opl . " I had to spar myself the cruele t gaz of 11, th one in 
the mirror. 
If I had a superhero then, if I could've invented on . she would have 
to be called something like Gossamer Girl. She would be wafer-thin, a slip 
of a thing, wafting through the world, slender as smoke, nothing bold or 
curvaceous about her. 
The world was easy to ftle this way, thin is better than thick, small 
better than large, little over big. In math, lesser than was better than greater 
than, those two open mouths devouring slim integers. I loved the language 
of small, those elusive words, petite, svelte, tiny. I began to collect 
miniatures, a doll-house world where superior beings resided, little perfect 
elves in little dresses with little chairs and little wooden fruits. A universe 
of matchstick brooms, thumbnail-sized dishes, postage-stamp pillows. No 
swimsuit distress would fit in this tinyworld where even the pool was smaller 
than the palm of my hand. 
"Show me a Greek woman without hips and I'll give you anything." I'd 
whisper to my sister at church. So much hatred can sprout from a single 
branch it is astounding. I began to hate my race, the long line of curvy 
Mediterranean women in line for Holy Communion. 
Take, eat, this my body. The thing which eats at heart is mostly heart. 
This hate grew huge, left me so little of myself I nearly achieved the ballet 
figure of my dreams. This hate grew so large, I nearly disappeared. 
"Suck it in or name it," my mother would say. Hearing it the first time 
at seven, I couldn't imagine what it meant. By the time I was nine the voice 
was in my head, suck it in or name it, a mini-maternity smock over my 
summer shorts, the voluminous fabrics billowing around me, bolts of 
material I'd hide myself inside. 
The strings of numbers I memorized, senseless, really. The number 
of calories in a Brazil nut, grams of fat in granola, my body weight in the 
morning, midday, evening, routine as toothbrushing, bedside prayers. I 
even knew that the average caloric count ofa fingernail is seven, give or take. 
These were the numbers I knew by heart, long distance numbers connecting 
me to no one really, least of all myself. 
When did it happen? In the shower while humming my rendition of 
"It's my body and I'll cry if I want to," an old favorite in my family of siste_rs, 
complete with my upright vacuum cleaner microphone and a dance which 
involved slapped hips and bellies. Or maybe hunched over a toilet, too many 
chest pains later and never quite emptied of my loathing, even though my 
stomach was a worn-out rage, my tooth enamel disintegrated from the acid 
wash, and I was weak and faint as Gossamer Girl before her morning 
grapefruit juice. Maybe it just took too much. Finally I had grown tired of 
sucking it in, maybe Iwas ready to name it. "You would cry too ifit happened 
to you." 
And where was Gossamer Girl now? Spore-like, vaporous she must 
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be in a leotard, light peach, ballet pink, her legs one ontinuous thread from 
calf to thigh. But somewhere along the line I lost track of h r, omewher 
I stopped longing to hav th junior-high h ad w y back, too-slim silhou-
tt in Glove Levi . Som wher a ix y ar bulimi h bit lat r, it d wn don 
me that th re is om thing wrong h re wh n fa hion magazin s ay curvy 
is back, full-figured and voluptuous, th nu s iz ight models to illustrat 
the point. Nevermind that the average American woman is a size twelve, that 
by these fashion standards a waif is well-fed. Let's talk waif anyway, that 
nineties girl-child, what we pray for, what she preys upon. 
Gone is the elf world I created where I was always too big to live, 
proverbial woman taking up too much space on the planet no matter how 
small I became. In the paper I placed the ad: Dollhouse for sale, outgrew it, 
finally, take best offer. 
These days when I come home, I'm greeted by three full-bodied 
felines, voluptuous, full of body, full oflife, the way cats ought to be. I love 
what I love, what loves me; the thing that eats at heart is mostly heart, after 
all. I love what this body attracts, repels. My lover is beautiful, beauty 
embodied, slow-mocha skin, dangerous mouth, his body all sinew and 
roadmap and power. My lover is a race-car, a Corvette, one that swerves just 
in time, knowing the road well hugging the curves. In my hometown, in a 
conservative blue-hair lingerie department, I find just the right teddy. Black, 
lace-up front, garter belt clips, thong back. This is no place to find crotchless 
panties, so I find the next best thing, satin and lace, skinny as anything, 
screaming red, and take them to the register. My lover loves black and red. 
The woman at the counter is over sixtywith hair a color I've never seenbefore, 
something like dark smoke, black and blue and purple and a littl pink all 
at once. The items, though brand-new, never worn, she handles with two 
fmgers. Once upon a time, my second superhero would've been Lights-Out 
Girl, the one who left skid marks on the bedroom carpet racing for the light 
switch before her lover could see a square inch of flesh. (A technique well­
learned at the swimming pool where the body must hit the water before the 
towel hits the poolside.) Instead I screech around the comer to our 
apartment, a white paper bag in my hand, feather-light and full of silky air. 
That night my lover cups my breasts in his palms, ··gorgeous," he 
says, ..stunning." Once upon a time I wouldVe replied, ..grapefruits when I 
wanted tangerines." Except these are fully ripe, anything but tart, and for 
me, just the right citrus. 
Maybe then I realize it's happened: I've grown to love this shape of 
mine, peasant breasts, child-bearing hips, curvy, curvaceous, call it what 
you will. Or maybe today in the locker room before swimming, a flashback 
tome at thirteen, my mother's voice, ..areyoucanyingwaterweight? Areyou 
premenstrual? Areyourrings tight, do you feel bloated?" And me, shrinking 
by the minute and deciding not to go water skiing after all. But today I walk 
out of the locker room, to the side of the swimming pool, bend at the waist, 
dive, slice forward hands in a slender prayer, a blade, in then out, a precise 
half-moon arc. This, I think, is the weight of water, this is my perfect water 
weight. Home again my lover redefmes the breast stroke. (ik 
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Blood and Gasoline 
Carolyn A. Kniga 
My father was a Navy fighter pilot. He flew F-4s during the Viet­
nam War until he got shot down by a MiG-17 over Cambodia in the 
summer of 1973. 1 was six years old. His name is engraved on the long, 
black wall in Washington, D.C. One among thousands. Thomas F. 
Murphy. In my wallet. I carry the pencil rubbing I made the day I made 
my peace with him for not surviving. 
My mother says blood and gasoline run in my veins. Just like my 
father. Mom knows without a doubt that he passed his passion for 
engines and the machines they power on to me. His passion propelled 
him into the skies. Mine led me out onto the highway. The discipline 
and dedication required to fly for the Navy eluded me. Besides, if I 
couldn't fly in combat, I wasn't interested. What use are guts if I can't 
taste the glory 
Instead of busting through the clouds in a billion dollar aircraft, I 
cruise concrete and asphalt on a Harley I salvaged from rusted oblivion 
in the long weeds of an abandoned scrap yard on the edge of the Califor­
nia desert town where Mom grew up and, after burying Dad, ran back to 
with me and my brother. With T.J.'s help, I worked on the bike every day 
after school and on weekends, coaxing it back to life. For my seven­
teenth birthday he bought me my first real leather jacket. A week later, 
just before school let out for the summer, I kicked the Harley alive and 
took it out for its first run. The thunder of the engine as I throttled her 
up made me forget all about ever wanting to strap myself into a cockpit. 
Desert dust grinding between my teeth and the desiccating wind beating 
my face, I got my first taste of real power that day. I've been hooked ever 
since. 
It's been ten years and hundreds of thousands of miles since I first 
motored down a highway on the Harley. She's taken me many places 
since then, a half dozen cities in just as many states. I've never stayed 
long in any of them. The longest? Two and a half years in Berkeley 
while I attended the University of California, mistaken in the notion that 
I wanted to be an engineer. I've been settled in New Mexico for about ten 
months. Followed Amy from Austin to Santa Fe but that's over now and I 
think it's time I moved on. I've got the Harley's tank topped off and her 
insides all cleaned out and ready to go. I've just got to choose a high­
way... 
A few days later I'm riding west on an isolated stretch of highway 
running straight as an arrow through Nevada's barren heart. I've de­
cided to stay with Mom for a while b fore s arching for a n w plac to 
settle down. As eager as I was toe cap my lifi I ss hometown after 
graduating high school, I'm qui k nough to com running b k wh n­
ever life gets away from me. 
I don't remember losing control of the bike. No reason I hould 
have let her get away from me. The cops told Mom a trucker found me. 
The doctors tell me I'm lucky to be alive. As it is, they say I'll never walk 
again. 
I can't feel my legs. I guess they're still my legs. After all, they are 
still attached to my body. Yet, I have to constantly remind myself that 
they're still a part of Me. I have to actually look at them to know they 
exist at all. Shrunken, small, translucent, utterly useless and unused. 
Blue trimmed toes turned up towards me at the far end of my hospital 
bed. I don't try to wiggle them anymore like I used to in the days after I · 
regained consciousness. I try not to give any thought to them at all or 
what used to be before the accident. I'm only allowed what remains. 
The Harley suffered mostly superficial damage. Nothing that can't 
be fixed. Unlike me. T.J. is storing her in his garage until I decide what 
I want to do. I realize I'll never ride her again but I can't let her go. If I 
do what remains alive inside of me will die. As long as I know she's still 
mine, living part of me will always be strong and free even while the 
damaged part of me weakens and withers away, trapped inside the metal 
of a wheelchair. 
I think about Dad often as I lay in the hospital. I ask Mom to 
bring his picture; the one of him standi~g on the _flight dee~ of hi~ air­
craft carrier. He is wearing his flight smt, eyes hidden behmd aviator 
sunglasses. Confident smile as warm as the Southeast Asian s_un glint-_ 
ing off the gun metal ship around him. Fuel and the South Chma Sea fill 
my nostrils. Fumes and salt spray coat my lips. T:opical heat _on my 
tongue. I can almost grasp the man but just as qmckly he van1sh~s ~d 
I am left with memories of my own construction and a face frozen m time 
vaguely resembling mine. . 
The doctors come to see me twice a day. Each time they perform 
the same perverse routine. They poke and prod my legs and feet, asking 
if I feel this or how about that. Always, I give them the same answer. 
I'll be going home in a couple of days. The thought_ of bein~ 
trapped inside those four wall panics me to tears. I cry wit~ wantmg to 
run and lose myself on some deserted highway where there 1s no one to 
see my fear or remark on my pain. I'm scared all the time. I want some­
one to hold me to tell me it will be all right. Someone to save me. But I 
can't bring my~elf to speak my desperation aloud, to ask these things of 
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anyone. I simply hurt too much and I'm afraid to let anyone get close to 
me in case they make the pain worse instead of making it go away. 
The sky goes on forever. Earthly blue to the black of space. At 
night, the stars, marking time, chart the course of the universe's pas­
sage. Time is captured in starlight, a billion years of the cosmic past 
visible to the naked eye in a stream of fractured seconds. Break through 
the speed of light barrier and you can travel back in time. In theory. 
I do not like to sleep at night. Instead, I sit on Mom's back porch 
and stare up at the stars. Out here in the desert, away from city lights, 
the stars are splashed across the sky, spilling from horizon to horizon. 
Occasionally, one plummets to the Earth. A silver tracer skipping 
through the atmosphere. Disintegrating as it falls. I visualize the MiG's 
missile slamming into my father's F-4, tearing wings from fuselage and 
pitching the wreckage out of the sky. I wonder what went through Dad's 
mind in that instant. Did he realize he was a dead man or did he still 
believe himself immortal? 
My father was a young man when he was killed; younger even 
than I am now. He will remain forever young and whole; forever the 
cocky aviator smiling for the camera. Whatever else he may have been is 
lost to me. I know him only from that photograph and the stories Mom 
tells me. Just a ghost in my memory. 
My wheelchair is cold to the touch as I wait out the night. The 
metal alloy is unyielding beneath my fingertips. The desert is dark be­
neath the stars. Dawn is too long off. The stink of newly laid asphalt 
wafts in from town. I imagine the roar of a jet engine or the rumble of a 
motorcycle in the low hum of the distant highway. I can feel my father, 
somewhere out in the darkness, haunting the desert. He is speaking to 
me but I cannot hear him no matter how hard I strain to make out his 
words. I see his place on the Vietnam Wall, chiseled starkly in black, the 
rose I left the day I made my peace bleeding red on the pavement. 
T.J. pulls the tarp off the Harley. Seven months have passed 
since the accident and this is the first time I have looked at her. She is 
beautiful. T.J. has fine tuned and polished her; made her as good as 
new. I can feel him watching me as I sit silent in my chair, apprehension 
and concern stretching the comers of his mouth and dimming his bright 
blue eyes. He has dreaded this day's coming. He is afraid for me, afraid 
of what seeing the Harley again will do to me. Afraid that I will want too 
badly what I can never have again. Afraid that the sight of her will de-
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stroy that part of me that survived the accident and the trauma of recov­
ery. What he does not realize is, that in his eyes, I am already dead. He 
sees a ghost, an empty shell of fragile flesh and blood trapped within a 
wheeled metal frame, a tragic shadow of the woman I us d to be. Before. 
I stretch the silence. T.J. shifts his weight from one foot to an­
other, clenches his hands tighter around the tarp. I exhale slowly, letting 
my conflicting emotions resolve themselves in a sigh. I notice my hands 
are fisted in my lap. My whole body is tensed. I force myself to relax, 
will my hands to the wheels of my chair, maneuver myself towards the 
Harley, stopping when I am close enough to touch her. I run my hand 
over her fuel tank, tracing the orange and black Harley Davidson name­
plate with my fingertips. Though she sits in the shade and cool of my 
brother's garage, her frame is warm, almost hot, to my touch. The dry, 
desert heat radiates up from the ground and through her into me, evapo­
rating the moisture from my lips. I pull them in between my teeth and 
run my lips across them, remembering how sun and wind left them 
chapped and bleeding at the end of a day on the highway. I press my 
hand flat against her silver fuselage, fingers extended, and allow memory 
free rein. I surprise myself by smiling freely through the pain. The tears 
come and I let them. I cannot stop them. I do not want to. 
My blood pools on the black highway, smearing the white lines 
red. Heat ripples the haze, distorting the horizon. Grey-brown crags rise 
up from the flat desert on either side of the black top. I raise my eyes to 
the sky just in time to see my father's F-4 blast past me. The scream of 
his engines slices into my chest and squeezes the breath from my lungs. 
I watch him fly into the sun and burst into flame. A bright flash of white 
and then nothing. Twisted metal rains down, burying itself in the Ne­
vada dirt. I run my tongue across my lips and swallow blood and gaso-
line. 
I slip on my sunglasses and twist the cap off my beer as I watch 
T.J. wheel the Harley into the sunshine. Her polished, silver frame 
blinds me. I tum my eyes away and blink my vision free of purple 
flashes. 
T.J. pulls off his baseball cap and wipes the sweat from his fore-
head with his forearm. Prisms of light glisten in the salty beads. He 
jams his cap back on his head. I raise the bottle to my lips and tilt the 
beer into my mouth. Too cold to taste. I swallow and the aftertaste 
clings bitter at the back of my throat. 
T.J. swings his leg over the Harley and settles his buttocks on the 
leather seat. The twin shocks concealed beneath the gearbox absorb his 
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not quit 180 pounds. He curls his hand around the hand rips, darin 
not ven th sli htest glance in my dir ction. For a s cond all is still and 
th n in a viol nt p m of mov m nt, h to th lutch nd jump on 
th t rt r whil twi tin hi wri t to nd a our in into th four-
troke V-twin ngin . Th H rl y imm di t ly ro r to lifi . An 1 tri al 
jolt urges through m , hooting throu h my hould r and down my 
arms to tingle my fmgertips. A pulse of heat sw lls my breasts and 
courses into my belly before vanishing in the unfeeling nothingness 
below my waist. 
Only now does T.J. look at me, the bike idling, humming low 
between his legs. 
"Smooth and sweet," he shouts even though he knows I cannot 
hear him above the rumbling of the engine. Triumph brightens his eyes 
and pulls his mouth into a grin. I raise my bottle in a salute but my 
choking throat does not allow me to drink. T.J. turns away and guns the 
engine before my emotions register with him. A shadow falls over me. I 
look up. Rosealia, T.J.'s wife, lays her hand on my shoulder and leans 
over to kiss my cheek. Her silver crucifix dangles against my shoulder. 
Fresh from the elementary school where she teaches, Rose smells of 
chalk dust and perfume. She was the first girl I ever kissed. Back in 8th 
grade. But it was my brother who swept her off her feet, took her to the 
prom and married her. 
"I pray for you every day, Meg," she says in Spanish, her mouth 
close to my ear so I can hear her voice over the noise of the Harley. 
I grab her hand and hold it for a moment, searching the under­
standing in her eyes for strength and solace. Finally, I nod and she 
smil sher approval. 
Later that night, after Mom has gone to bed and the house is 
quiet, I wheel into my bedroom and close the door. A mirror hangs on 
the back of the door. Sitting in front of it, I unbutton my shirt. Looking 
into the mirror, I watch my fingers undo the buttons, one by one, top to 
bottom. When I am done, I strip the shirt from my back and drop it on 
the floor beside my chair. I take off my bra and let it fall on top of the 
shirt. Naked from the waist up, I stare at my reflection. My upper body 
is strong. Muscled and defined by physical therapy. I study the slope of 
my shoulders, the line of my biceps and the curve of my breasts. Bared 
to the chill of the air conditioner, my nipples are hard and erect. Sensi­
tive. Closing my eyes, I caress and squeeze until they are gorged and 
swollen with blood. Too painful to touch. I shudder, remembering what 
it was like to be touched by another woman. I think of Rose, find myself 
fantasizing about her, about making love with her. Her hand on my 
thigh, brown on white. Her mouth on my mouth. On my neck. On my 
breasts. I unbutton my shorts, slip my hand inside and press down 
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h a rd. Frus tration b a use I can not feel my own sexual urg ncy. I ach e 
to fi 1 th mountin pr ure of de ir between my leg . Nothing. De-
f t d. I withdr w my h nd nd pr ss my fists into my stomach to keep 
th i k ning mptin s from w Bing u p and smoth ring m . I bite down 
on my low r lip to k p from r ming my ra r • I chok it down in-
t d , chok it all down, all of it, until th re i nothing at all 1 ft to feel. 
Striped naked, I watch the sun rise through my open window. I 
listen to Mom move through the house. Bedroom to bathroom to bed­
room to kitchen. In an hour she is gone to work . I sigh relief. I smell 
the sweat and rot of the jungle in the building waves of the morning heat 
washing in through the window. Hear my father's plane flying towards 
me. Diving out of the sun. 
The blue flame of Mom's gas stove bums up the pencil rubbing of 
my father's name I took from the Vietnam Wall. Thomas J. Murphy 
crumbles into black ash. I hold his picture over the fire. A fighter pilot 
in olive drab and aviator sunglasses. Suspended in time. A man I will 
never know. A man I cannot make real.~ 
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Stefanie Badders i a nior Ma Communic lions m Jor at Wri ht St t . Sh 
njoy d working a n ditor for Th Guardian. (Exe pt on Tu day ni hts.) 
Nick Bahl i a graduat tudent in the Coll ge of Bu ine s and Admini tration. 
Aliya Barnhill is a graduate student at Wright State. She teaches English at 
Dunbar High School. (She is also one of the best writers I know.) 
Jack Bowman is a multimedia writer/photographer/performance artist who 
also teaches art and photography in Piqua, OH and the Dayton Art Institute. He 
is the author of Ana May's Last Supper, Celo Valley Books. 
Jesse Cannon is a junior at Wright State majoring in Music Composition (yes, 
there is such a degree program available here) and minoring in English. He also 
works as a teller at Citizens Federal Bank F.S.B., where his employment vs. 
interest predicament serves to frustrate and inspire him. 
Susan Streeter Carpenter has recently been published in The Vincent Brothers 
Review and Kalliope: A Journal ofWomen's Art. A story is forthcoming in Snake 
Nation Review. The Kalliope story was recently nominated for a Pushcart Prize 
by Maxine Kumin. Other credentials include an Ohio Arts Council Individual 
Artist's Fellowship for fiction and an award from Townsend Press for an essay 
about teaching writing. In addition to publishing poems and essays, she also 
produced The Bookshelf, a radio series supported by the Ohio Humanities 
Council; many of the programs were broadcast by stations in different parts of 
the country. Susan is director of the Writing Center at Antioch College and she 
also teaches writing at Antioch and Wittenberg University and has, for several 
years, been involved with the Antioch Writer's Workshop held each July in 
Yellow Springs, OH. 
Will McClain Clemens recently graduated with hi Master's degree in English 
from the University of Dayton where he wrote his Master's thesis titled "The 
Function of Voodoo in Rita Dove's and Yusef Komunyakaa's Poetry. Will pre­
sented this as a paper at Michigan State's "Cultural Heritage of the Midwest 
Conference" in May. He has also been selected to write a biography of Dove for 
The Midwest Dictionary ofLiterature, due out from Indiana University Press in 
1996. Currently he is working on his MFA at the University of Arkanas. "I am a 
great fan of Dove's and, in my opinion, her new book deserves serious attention 
from your audience." 
Lara Davis is a History major at Wright State. 
K. Rebekah Emerson is a graduate student at Wright State. 
Donald Fuston resides in Englewood, OH. 
Rory Golden is a student at Wright State. He is also the coordinator for the 
International Exchange and Study Abroad Programs. 
Daniel Green is an eighty-nine year old poet living in Sarasota, FL. Dan has 
published 1100 poems in 240 different magazines and journals. He began 
writing poetry at age eighty-two. From an article by Chuck Avery: "Dan Green 
made me feel young. By example, he persuades others that life is filled with 
glorious potential." What a gift Dan offers ... 
Tasha Haerer is a freshman majoring in Music Education. 
Ken Haponek has honored our pages before. He is a senior English & History 
Education major at WSU. "My life is titillating and incredibly wondrous." 
le shawn Jackson is pursuing a Master's in English at Wright State. Her poetry 
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has appeared in nexus, The Heartlands Today and Byron Poetry Works. In 1993 
le shawn won first place in poetry in a contest sponsored by The Red Cedar 
Review, a publication of Michigan State University. 
Lillian Johnson i dir ctor of the Bolinga Cultural Re ource C nt rat Wright 
Stat . She has a degree in art ducation from Central State Univ rsity and 
master's d gree in human r ources from Central Mi higan University. Lillian 
taught high school art and world civilization for ten years prior to moving into 
corporate business and then into higher education. She is very active in volun­
teer work with her sorority, Alpha Kappa Alpha, and enjoys reading, drawing 
and spending time with her husband and two children. 
Arlana-Sophia M. Kartsonis is a recent graduate of the University of Utah 
where she was an editorial assistant for Quarterly West for the past three years. 
She was a finalist in Glimmer Train's short story competition for new writers. 
She recently won first prize in Quality Paperback's competition, second place in 
the Writer's Digest contest, and fifth place in Story magazine's Short. Short 
Competition. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in Walking the Twilight, 
an anthology of women writers of the Southwest, Faultline, Kinesis, So to Speak, 
Many Mountains Moving, Hayden's Ferry Review and International Quarterly. 
Kevin Kearney is a former editor of The Guardian, Kevin has also had poetry 
published in Mosiac and recently received the 1996 Paul Laurence Dunbar 
Memorial Prize for poetry. He recently returned to Wright State to complete 
work on his B.A. in English (with an emphasis in Creative Writing) and is en­
gaged to be married in the spring of 1977. 
Brian Keesling, a native of Hawaii, has published stories in literary magazines, 
most recently Crosscurrents. He is a recipient of the New Voice award from the 
Writer's Voice Project in New York. Co-author Anne Hillsman Wood has been 
published in various magazines, including The Southern Review, Carolina Quar­
terly, Kansas Quarterly, Cimarron Review, The Madison Review, Sou'wester, 
Negative Capability. Two earlier stories were cited in the Best American Short 
Stories collections. Another story was included in Best ofWind, an anthology of 
the first twenty-two years of Wind Magazine. 
In the past two years, co-authored stories with Brian have appeared in North 
Dakota Quarterly, American Way, First, Catalyst, Portland Magazine, Buffalo 
Spree and the Grasslands Review. 
Cynthia King is a florist and a poet. Most of her reading and publishing experi­
ence has been through the LEO, the Louisville Eccentric Observer, a free Louis­
ville weekly. Published twice in their biannual Literary LEO, she has also 
participated in their seasonal readings and twice at Louisville's Strassenfest, one 
of the city's street festivals. Additionally, she has been published in The Dudley 
Review out of Cambridge, Massachusetts and just had a poem accepted by 
Confrontation, the literary magazine of Long Island University. This past spring, 
the English department at the University of Louisville gave her the Helen 
Mercedes Rosebery award for Creative Writing. 
Carolyn A. Kniga is a writer residing in Michigan. 
Prabhakar Kudva received a Ph.D. in Computer Science from the University of 
Utah and is currently employed with IBM and residing in New York. His work 
has appeared in Soundings East, Cold Mountain Review and received the 1994-
95 Annual Poetry Award from Shades Magazine. Forthcoming work includes 
Puerto del Sol and The Literary Review. He was also published in the Winter '96 
issue of nexus where he was inadvertently refered to as female in our BIOS; our 
apologies to Mr. Kudva. 
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alexis e. larsen claims to have the world's most extensive collection of miniature 
golf ra er . A tudent at Wright State, h work for The Guardian as the 
Gr phic Art M na r. 
Carol Caplinger Lemons. a ingl moth r. i a tud nt at Wright State majoring 
in Edu ation. Thi i her fir t att mpt to hav her work publi hed. 
Cathy Lentes has r cently had h r poem publi hed in Ship ofFools, Riverwind, 
Canto and The Ohio Poetry Day Best of 1995 Anthology. She received the 1994 
Judson Jerome Scholarship for poetry. "I live with my husband and three 
children on a farm in southeast Ohio and teach creative writing at the local 
elementary." 
Lyn Lifshin has written more than 80 books of poetry and edited three antholo­
gies of women writers. Her poems have appeared in most poetry and literary 
magazines in the country, and her work has been included in virtually every 
major anthology of recent writing by women. 
John Luken (Luke) is a Dayton writer, poet and sometimes actor. "For my 
angel, Melanie, and the sometimes little devils she calls brothers, Nate and 
Case." 
Charlie Mehrhoff 
"to make love in the frost 
of Walt Whitman's beard, 
cornerstone of oblivion" 
Foladeh' Mondisa is currently a senior at Wright State University, majoring in 
Sociology. After graduation she plans to attend graduate school in creative 
writing or journalism and pursue a writing career. She has previously been 
published in nexus. "In our world, only those who discover the phenomenal 
power of words to regenerate the soul will attain respect for poetry. I share this 
respect with you ... " 
Sarah Byrn Rickman is self-employed doing writing, editing and producing 
publications for several clients in the Dayton area. A former journalist , she still 
writes a weekly column for Centerville-Bellbrook and Kettering-Oakwood Times. 
She has also just completed work for her Master of Arts in Creative Writing from 
The McGregor School of Antioch University. 
Fernando Alexander Smith is a sophmore at WSU in Management Information 
Systems (Mechanical Engineering, School of Engineering and Computer Sci­
ence). 
Megan Svendsen is a mother of two young children and a Wright State junior 
majoring in Mass Communications. 
Catherine M. Vance is a senior in the Environmental Health Studies with a 
Bachelor of Arts degree, in Art; she has had work printed in nexus before. She 
has also shown in the Harmerville International Art Show for the Handicapped, 
1989, Philadelphia. She has had work shown at the Dayton Art Civic Center, 
C.A.G.E.-Cincinnati Artists Group Effort, and Luken Interiors in Kettering, OH. 
A recent endeavor is to be a participant in the 1996 Cincinnati Arts Festival, 
May l 7- l 9th, downtown, Cincinnati Arts Museum and participating businesses. 
Her piece in this issue is a portrait of Margaret Greer. At the time she drew the 
portrait Margaret was a resident in a Cincinnati nursing home and 104 years 
old. Catherine was also a temporary resident in the nursing home in 1987, 
recovering from a crushed femur, flat on her back in a body cast and spent her 
unbearable spare time drawing! Margaret's daughter agreed to allow her to 
draw Margaret's portrait, as Margaret was a very impressive woman who had 
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been independent and at her own home until she had a stroke at the age of 102! 
Wes Watring is a sophmore at Wright State. 
Colleen Webster received her BA in English from the College of Notre Dame of 
Maryland. She completed her Master's in English from th University of Dela­
ware. While in graduate school, workshop lasses with Sonia Sanchez and W.D. 
Snodgrass helped hone her poems and define her voice. Since leaving school, 
she has attended a Poetry Weekend led by Marge Piercy at Kirkbridge Retreat 
Center and attended the Antioch Writer's Workshop the summer of '95, where 
she was awarded the Judson Jerome Scholarship. At Antioch, she studied with 
Colette Inez and Herbert Woodward Martin. For the past nine years, she has 
given local readings and published work in local and national journals. Cur­
rently, she is researching and writing her doctoral dissertation on the poetry of 
Rukeyser, Rich, Piercy, Olds and Walker; teaching full-time for Harford Commu­
nity College and coaching lacrosse at the college level. ("The Grandmother, My 
Mother" was previously published in Maryland Poetry Review and ..Which One of 
You is the Boy?" is forthcoming in PoetpourrL) 
Andy Wibbels is a junior acting major at Wright State. His play, Roadkill, was 
produced at the Jubilee Theatre in Spring of 1994. Three other plays (all pub­
lished in nexus) -Worms, Bared Soles and Bruises-- premiered at the spring's 
Play Wright New Works Festival. His professional goal is to be a director and 
playwright of new theatre. 
Amy S. Withrow graduated Magna Cum Laude with a B.A. in English-Creative 
Writing from the University of Findlay and is currently pursuing a MFA in 
Creative Writing-Poetry at Bowling Green State University. She is the assistant 
editor for the Mid-American Review; has won the 1992 G.G. Brewer Awards for 
both poetry and fiction; and has recently published poetry in Li.quid Ohio. 
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ne~us patrons 
Th nk-you to all our patron who ave of their tim , dvic & mon y. 
Ea h name repr ent a tre ure of glimm ring upport 
for the nourishment of art. 
Andy& Ben 
j.s. ampleforth 
Black Student Union 
Imogene Bolls 
Karen Brewer 
all the Contributors 
Byron Crews 
Katie Deedrick 
Dr. James Dobson 
Tamara Dozier 
Jaunita Wehrle Einhorn 
Dr. Harley Flack 
Olivia Freeman 
Dr. David Garrison 
Patrick Scott Geisel 
Lillian Johnson 





Dr. Perry Moore 
Campus Activities & Orientation 
mARKoWENS 
Dr. Annette Oxidine 
Dr. Gary Pacernick 
Toby Pinkerton 
Dr. Mary Beth Pringle 
Anthony Shoemaker 
Student Media 
Dr. James Thomas 
Volunteers (so many special people!!!) 
Beth Wharton 
Dr. Anne Wendt 
Debra Wilburn 
:J-[e[p 'J{pcus Purchase 51 'l\&w 
Computer JlndSoftware 
Due to insufficient memory (lOmgs) in our hard drive, we cannot store an 
entire issue without discs. As a result, the formatting process is delayed, 
complicated and frustrating. Additionally, our software, Aldus Pagernaker 4.2 
and Word 5.1, is dated. This slows down the process of inputting and 
formatting the text. Please help us reach our goal to make 1,300 dollars. 
Thanks, 
rnARK oWEns 
editor for '96-97 
please check one of the suggested spaces below and send a check or money 
order to Nexus WO16a Student Union Wright State University Dayton, 
OH45435 
_10 _25 _50 100 150 _200 _whatever you can afford 
note: patrons will be reconized in the '96 fall issue 










Thomas Rain Crowe 
Stuart Dybek 
Edward Field 
Manuel R. Garcia 
Raymond E. Glenn 
David Garrison 
le shawnjackson 
















We%tern jfiction QConte%t 
Second Annual Western Fiction Con test 
sponsored by 
The Redneck Review 
of Literature 
A Magazine of Contemporary Western American Literature and the 
Westward Movement 
Since 1975 
Prizes: $250 First/$150 Second and Publication 
awarded for two contemporary previously 
unpubli hed short stories 
by "new" writers who best challenge 
Western Am rican Mythology 
Include SASE and reading fee of$10 per story. 5000 word maximum. 
Must be postmarked by July 15, 1996. 
Winners will be notified by November 1, 1996. 
Send to: 
The Redneck Review 
P.O. 0654 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204 








AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF CONTEMPORARY WRITING 
285 Madison Avenue, Madison, NJ 07940 
Subscriptions: $18 yearly U.S./$21 elsewhere 
Single issues: $5/$6 
Prairie Schooner 
may be 70 years 
old, but we're still 
running strong. 
What's the secret? Well, it has to do with horsepower. 
Prairie Schooner is still one of the leading literary magazines today 
because we haven't changed the essential fuel that makes us run. 
Excellence. 
Prairie Schooner publishes the best contemporary poetry, fiction, 
essays, and reviews four times a year. While hundreds of other 
magazines have sputtered and died, Prairie Schooner continues to 
collect kudos from the likes of Best American Short Stories, Essays, 
and Pushcart Prize anthologies. 
Contribute to a natural resource. Subscribe to Prairie Schooner. 
Send $22.00 for a one-year subscription (4 issues) to: 
Prairie Schooner, 201 Andrews Hall, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 
NE 68588-0334 (make checks payable to Prairie Schooner) 
RATES! 
DUE TO HICHER PAPER A POSTACE COSTS 
REDNECK'S R TES 
MUST INCRE SE 
WITH THIS FALL 1995 ISSUE 
It's 12:01 
l'mma r< m 
an empty room 
and the only ound that I hear 
is the ound of my voice 
echoing and ascending 
from ,Le; mound of reeds 
a Mute Swan 
dreaming of L •dJ 
ii above Spring lake 
through the chilling 
January air. ln awe 
a s htary bird w tcher 
with r, i ed binoculars 
hear the cca 10nal wing-beat 
pen tr ting 
br akmg the ilence. 
Trembling 
a horn le · · man •merge 
from hi cardboard chry ali 
teps off a curb 
into a Yellow Cab 
t ckmg along the Avenue 
of th menca 
clipping hi leg . 
His ong of departure 
muted by the din 
unable to rise above 
the canyons of ew York City. 
It's 12:02. 







$20 PER YEAR 
$ 5 5 THREE YEARS 
THE REDNECK REVIEW OF 
LITERATURE 
P.O. BOX 0654 
POCATELLO, IDAHO 8)204 
(208) 2)2-4?6) 
SONORA REVIEW CONTESTS 
Poetry: $500 prize and publication in SR32 
$10 entry fee-4 poems/5 pages 
Deadline: July 1, 1996 
Nonfiction: $150 prize and publication in SR32 
$10 entry fee or one year ($12) subscription per essay 
Deadline: July 1, 1996 
Fiction: $500 prize and publication in SR33 
$10 entry fee per story 
December 1, 1996 
Send SASE for guidelines to: 
Sonora Review Contests (specify genre) 
Department of English 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, AZ 85721 

in tliis issue... 





Susan Streeter Carpenter 
Will McClain Clemens 
Lara Davis 












Carolyn A. Kniga 
Prabhakar Kudva 
ale.xis e. larsen 






Sarah Byrn Rickman 
Fernando Alexander Smith 
Megan Svendsen 




Arny S. Withrow 
Anne Hillsman Wood 
One is not 6orn a woman1 one 6ecomes one. 
SIMONE DE BEAUVOIR (1908-1986) 
French Wiiter & philosopher 
